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Chapter One: Introduction
Welcome to FaciliWorks 8i, Web-based computerized maintenance management software (CMMS) that is an easy-to-use, flexible
system for tracking and scheduling all of your maintenance tasks, personnel, assets and supplies. It is designed to be used by
maintenance managers and personnel, as well as by tool crib, purchasing, accounting and inventory professionals.
In FaciliWorks, asset records store identification, warranty and accounting information and associated maintenance tasks. Each
maintenance task record contains information regarding its schedule, estimated and actual time, costs, labor, personnel, tools and parts
required as well as the procedures and variables required to inspect, measure, repair and replace asset components. You can create
detailed work orders based on this information, coordinating the required items for each category with your available resources. You can
print detailed listings of all of your assets and resources, filtered and sorted according to your preference. It’s also easy to generate and
keep track of the service requests and contracts that are part of each maintenance task. Part consumption and reorder reports facilitate
inventory control. Useful graphs can be prepared for quick comparison of asset downtime, maintenance costs or inventory valuation,
while other graphs illustrate employee performance and purchasing information. FaciliWorks helps you coordinate purchase orders, staff
and supplier information, inventory and costs of tools, parts and supplies. Powerful forecasting tools are incorporated into the program
in the form of a visual calendar that shows the number of jobs and hours for each day of the month, along with a projected schedule of
tasks and hours, which can be summarized in several ways.
The program’s design allows each part of the maintenance management process to become an independent component. These
components are then combined, forming building blocks for the solid construction of your maintenance management system. Once you
have mastered the basics, you will find that FaciliWorks is a vital software tool for analyzing, budgeting and managing your maintenance
program.

About This Guide
This User Guide provides an in-depth look at FaciliWorks and its many functions and is intended for users who have a good working
knowledge of the Microsoft Windows operating environment. As a lead-in to this User Guide, the FaciliWorks Quick Start Guide provides
a brief introduction to FaciliWorks and gives you a look at how your company might use FaciliWorks on a typical day. The Quick Start
Guide will help you focus on entering basic data to get FaciliWorks up and running quickly. Be sure to reference the other FaciliWorks 8i
guides for detailed information and instruction.

A Note about the Software & Technical Support
FaciliWorks is simply a tool used to store data, calculate results and generate reports and graphs. The software cannot determine
the suitability of the system for your use. Determining this is the responsibility of the user alone. The technical support available for
FaciliWorks is strictly limited to the operation of the software itself. Technical support can be contacted at 1-800-776-3090 or support@
cybermetrics.com.
If you have questions regarding maintenance frequency, procedures, tools, etc., please seek the advice of your asset manufacturer or
other qualified professionals.
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Chapter Two: Exploring FaciliWorks
Launching FaciliWorks
1. Open a Web browser.
2. Enter the URL in the address field and press Enter.
3. The FaciliWorks Log In screen will appear; this Log In window will appear every time FaciliWorks is launched.

4. Enter your User ID and Password and click the OK button.

FaciliWorks 8i User Guide
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Navigation of FaciliWorks
Upon successful login, you are automatically directed to the Dashboard - a convenient summary of current maintenance, calibration,
inventory, purchase orders and report favorites depending on your configuration choices. Return to the Dashboard from any location
within the software by clicking the Dashboard link at the top of the Main Menu.

In the center of the Dashboard are Text View summary boxes whose contents can be configured by clicking any of the Dashboard
Settings icons . When clicked, the following window will open:
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Check the checkboxes for any items you want to be visible on the dashboard and select either Text or Graphical representation of each.
For both the Preventative Maintenance and Work Orders summary boxes, you can filter the provided information by a Staff ID or
technician field assignment. This allows you to see only the PMs/WOs that have been assigned to a particular person. Click the Filter
icon
in the appropriate box on the dashboard; the following window opens:

Begin typing the technician’s name or Staff ID in the appropriate field, select from the list of options that appears and then click the
Filter button. The dashboard will then refresh that summary box.
Each line item within a summary box is a hyperlink to those particular records. When the PM or WO summary boxes are filtered, the
hyperlinks within the summary boxes will automatically redirect you to a filtered view of the records to show only those records assigned
to the selected person.
Each text box on the dashboard can be dragged and dropped to change the order of the boxes.
To quickly refresh, change the view of (text or graphical) or hide a summary box, hover your mouse over the settings icon of that box
and click the appropriate secondary icon:

The Report Favorites section of the dashboard displays an interactive list of the user’s favorite reports. Within Enhanced Reports, an
option to save filter criteria is provided; doing so saves it to favorites. See the Enhanced Reports section for more information.

Navigation Links
Use the navigation links located in the upper right of the screen to access various areas of the application or to log out.

The Logout link logs you out of the application. It is very important that you log out of the software using this link; do not use the close
button at the top of the window. Using the close button will not release the user license and will prevent another user from logging into
FaciliWorks.

FaciliWorks 8i User Guide
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The Help link opens the help file.
The About link displays the number of records in the database, software license information and serial number and contact information
for the FaciliWorks support team.
The Mobile link takes you to FaciliWorks 8i Mobile for smartphones and tablets. Mobile access must be enabled through the
Configuration -> Admin Settings -> General tab (please see the Administrator Guide for instructions).
For instructions on how to use FaciliWorks 8i Mobile, please see the FaciliWorks 8i Mobile User Guide.

Shortcuts and Breadcrumbs
The first row of links below the company and division names is a list of configurable Shortcuts to the forms within FaciliWorks that you
use most frequently. Below the shortcuts are Breadcrumbs which define your current location within the software.

Breadcrumb and shortcut options are defined from within Configuration -> Global Settings in the Form Shortcuts and Breadcrumbs
pane. Click the Show Breadcrumbs in Header checkbox to make the breadcrumbs visible, uncheck the checkbox to hide them. For
each Form Shortcut field, use the drop-down to select a form to which the shortcut will be linked. If you prefer not to use shortcuts,
leave these fields blank.

Maintenance Jobs Scheduler / Calendar
The Calendar icon is visible in the header bar of the Dashboard and is a quick and easy way to view any and all scheduled maintenance
jobs.

17
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Click the Calendar icon; a new window will open, providing access to both a Scheduler tab and a Calendar tab.

Scheduler Tab
The Scheduler tab will display all basic created work orders and PMs. You can estimate time to complete the PM/WO and assign/reassign
PM and WO events to any staff member on any day in an effort to balance work load among the group. The reassigning of the PM/WO
to another date does not affect the PM due date. Reassign the date by simply clicking and dragging the PM or WO and dropping it into a
new date. Assigning a PM/WO to a staff member will write back to the PM/WO event (Labor tab) and will include the estimated hours, if
they are assigned from the scheduler.
If a PM is not assigned to a staff member prior to its creation, the scheduler will automatically assign all newly created PM events to the
“unassigned tech.”

Click on a staff member assignment cell and you will be able to adjust the date the event will be completed and what staff members will
perform the event.

For an overdue PM, the staff ID cell assignment will be displayed in red. For a WO assignment, if 7 days open, a check mark icon
appears next to the cell assignment; if 14 days open, an exclamation mark is displayed; if 30 days open, a circle with x is displayed.

FaciliWorks 8i User Guide
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Asset Grouping impacts the user’s ability to filter PM/WO events. User can also drag and drop date reassignment from the scheduler
view.

Calendar Tab
The Calendar tab allows users to view basic PMs that are open or are considered to be future iterations, based on the projected due
dates (per the frequency of the PM task). This will allow users to plan on when PMs should come due based on iterative PM
projections, thus decreasing the likelihood of a week that is overloaded with too many PMs.

The calendar displays the accumulated number of jobs and estimated hours for each day. For a summary list of all jobs for a given day,
click the day on the calendar; a new window displays all jobs for that day.
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Active User and Software Version Information
At the bottom middle and right-hand side of the software window are the User Name of the logged in user and the version/build
numbers of FaciliWorks.

Main Menu
On the left side of the Dashboard is the Main Menu. The Main Menu can be hidden by clicking the Minimize button
viewed again by clicking the Maximize button.

FaciliWorks 8i User Guide
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From the Main Menu, access Data Administration to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining to assets, tasks,
checklists, meter readings, contractors, procedures, suppliers, variable data and budgets. Once the data is entered in these modules, it is
reusable throughout the program for creating preventative maintenance and work orders.

From the Main Menu of FaciliWorks 8i Calibration, access Calibrations to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining
to calibrations and standards. A list of gages due for calibration is also found in this module.
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From the Main Menu, access Preventative Maintenance to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining to scheduled
maintenance and job status.

From the Main Menu, access Service Requests to create, approve, edit and view service requests. Service requests can be created by
anyone in the organization, either outside or within the facilities group.
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From the Main Menu, access Work Orders to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining to unscheduled work orders
and to view job status. Multitask work orders can also be created in this module.

From the Main Menu, access Inventory to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining to purchase orders and spare
parts inventory. This module also includes Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) Analysis which analyzes part ordering trends to help
optimize stock levels and reduce expenditures.
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From the Main Menu, access Personnel to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining to staff members and their
training history, assigned work orders and tool issue history, security rights for individual staff members and groups and user asset
grouping.

From the Main Menu, access Tools to view, add, modify or delete data or entire records pertaining to tools, including issuance and
return.

From the Main Menu, access Reports to view both Enhanced and Standard Reports. Click any report category to open a list of reports
within that category.
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From the Main Menu, access Graphs for a visual representation of data. Click any graph type to open a list of graphs within that type.

The Configuration, Data Tools, Utilities and System Info sections are covered in the Administrator Guide.
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Chapter Three: Program Conventions
To save time and provide consistency, FaciliWorks uses certain operational conventions. It is highly recommended that you become
familiar with these conventions before you begin using FaciliWorks. Conventions help you navigate through, add, edit, delete, retrieve
and print records. Shortcut keys help you save data entry time and avoid mistakes.

Icon Toolbar
Located below the tab title of a primary record form is the icon toolbar, containing the record filter buttons. These buttons allow you to
toggle between Form View and Datasheet View, Show All Records, Show only Assets or only Gages (available with FaciliWorks 8i
Calibration only) and use Advanced and Quick Filters.

Form View and Datasheet View
Form View displays only one record at a time and is the default presentation of data whereas Datasheet View displays a list of all
pertinent records in a spreadsheet format, each row representing a single record and each column representing a field. Modifications
to the default presentation of data can be made within Configuration -> Global Settings. For more information, please see the
FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
You can easily switch back and forth between Form and Datasheet Views by using the appropriate icon on the icon toolbar. When in
Datasheet View, only the Form View icon is visible; when in Form View, only the Datasheet View icon is visible.
Form view is recommended when displaying related records in an embedded table (for example, when viewing Asset records, the
related Task records can be displayed in Form view. Datasheet View is not available for every form.
From Datasheet View, click the square button to the left of a record to view that specific record in Form View.
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Show All Records
Click the Show All Records icon
to remove any current filters. The current filters can be removed in both Datasheet view and
Form view. Showing all records in form view will display one record at a time, but all records will be available for viewing by using the
record navigation buttons.

Record Type Selector
Hovering the mouse pointer over the Record Type Selector icon
will display a two-option list; Show All Assets or Show All Gages
for navigation and viewing. This option is only available in FaciliWorks 8i Calibration.

Quick Filter
Use the Quick Filter
to find records based on a simple search. The fields available in the filter window are specific to the form from
which the filter is called. A value can be entered by typing it in manually (the asterisk * can be used as a wild card character) or by
selecting it from a pop-up list. After making your selections, click the Find button to view your search results. Fields can be added to
the quick filter from within the Configuration -> Admin Settings-> Advanced tab. For more information, please see the FaciliWorks
Administrator Guide.

Advanced Filter
When you need to filter records based on multiple criteria in addition to those integrated into the Quick Filter function, i.e., a filter based
on Maintenance Frequency, use the FaciliWorks Advanced Filter
feature. The advanced filter accommodates user-defined filter
criteria based on single or multiple field-value relations.
Save Search: You can save search criteria so that you don’t have to set up the same searches repeatedly. To do so, first enter a title for
the criteria in the Advanced Filter Name field. Then, click the Save Search button after you enter your criteria.
Open Search: Click this button to open a list of previously saved criteria. Click the name of the search you want to open and click
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Select. To delete a saved search, click the search title to select it and then click Delete. A deletion confirmation message will appear;
click OK to proceed.
Advanced Filter Name: Enter a title for your saved criteria. Click the Save Search button.
And / Or: When defining criteria, use these radio buttons to connect criteria. Select And if both premises need to be true; Or if only one
premise needs to be true. These buttons are only active once a criterion has been added to the list; otherwise, the […] radio button is
active.
Field: The Field drop-down list shows all available search fields. These field names appear as column headings in Datasheet View.
Condition: This drop-down list shows the field operators you can use to create search criteria.
Value: Enter a value to be used in your search. Values may be letters and/or numbers or a date. However, the Value field will not permit
you to enter letters in a numeric field and it will only allow dates in a date field.
Add to List: Click this button to add the new criterion to the list of criteria.
New Search: Click to clear the current search criteria and begin a new search.
Find: Displays all records that meet the criteria.
Reset: Click to clear the current search criteria and begin a new search.
Close: Closes the filter window.

Sample Advanced Filter
The following example will illustrate an advanced filter based on multiple field-value relations.
Navigate to the Data Administration -> Assets -> Information tab; Datasheet View. Scroll to the right to see all available fields.
Suppose we want to access records for all cafe-related equipment located in Building 1. This can be done by defining the criterion
using two field-value relations.
Click the Advanced Filter icon to open the filter window.
If you plan on saving your search for future use, enter a name for your search in the Advanced Filter Name field.
First, filter the asset records to display assets whose IDs contain the word Cafe. Use the Field drop-down list to select Asset ID. In the
Condition field, use the drop-down to select Contains. In the Value field, type Cafe.
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Click Add to List and your first field-value relation will appear at the top of the filter window.

Further narrow your search by using another field value-relation. First, make sure the And radio button is selected, signifying that both
conditions must be met when retrieving records. Use the Field drop-down list to select Current Location. Use the Condition drop-down
list to select Is. Use the Value pop-up list to select Building 1. Click the Add to List button; the criterion is displayed in the upper area of
the form.

Click Save Search to save your search for future use.
Click the Find button.
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The filter window closes and FaciliWorks displays the results of your search in Datasheet View.

Click the Show All Records icon to remove the filter.
To open a previously saved search, click the Advanced Filter icon to open the filter window.
Click Open Search.

Click the name of the search you want to open and click Select. The filter window will be populated with the search criteria. Click Find
to see the search results.
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Record Navigation Bar
Below the icon toolbar is the record navigation bar which allows you to move through records forward or backward, one at a time or to
the first or last record of the set. The number field displays the current record number and to the right of the buttons is the total number
of records available for viewing. If you happen to know the number of the record you would like to view, simply type it in the number
field (overwriting the field’s current value) and press Enter on the keyboard. (The number of the record is the location compared to the
other records; it is not a record identifier.)

Go to the first record.
Go to the previous record.
Go to the next record.
Go to the last record.
The current record number as it relates to the total number of records currently available for navigation.

New and Delete Buttons
Within many of the FaciliWorks forms, to the right of the record navigation bar are New and Delete buttons. To open a new, blank
record form, click New. To delete a record, click the Delete button.
To delete a record while in Datasheet View (or in other formats that display data in rows), scroll to the right of the record, check the
Delete checkbox associated with the record, and then click the Delete button.
FaciliWorks will display a confirmation message; to proceed with the deletion, click OK; otherwise, click Cancel.

Save and Cancel Buttons
With Web-based applications, it is important to remember that you must always click the Save or Update buttons before moving to a
different record or form, creating a new record, clicking on a different menu item, closing the browser, etc.
If you do not want to save the changes you’ve made, click the Cancel button.
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Pop-up List Button
A pop-up list button
to the right of a field indicates the availability of options for the field value. When the button is clicked, a
pop-up window will open to display the list of options. Click any value in the list to enter it in the field. To enter a new value, type the
value in the field and press the Tab key on your keyboard or click in another field. The following window will appear:

Click OK to add your new value to the pop-up list or click Cancel to return to your active window. Deleting an option from a pop-up list
or locking the list (so nothing new can be added) can be done in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Advanced tab. For detailed
information about Admin Settings, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.

Drop-down List Button
A drop-down list button
to the right of a field indicates the availability of options for the field value. When the button is clicked, a dropdown list will appear to display the scrollable list of options. Click any value in the list to enter it in the field.

Pop-up Calendar Button
Associated with date fields throughout FaciliWorks is a pop-up calendar icon.
You can type a date directly into a date field in the
MM/DD/YYYY format (or a format that you have specified in Configuration -> Global Settings) or click the calendar icon to select a
date from the calendar.

Use the month and year drop-down boxes to display the month of your choice. Click the desired date on the calendar to enter that date
into the date field and the calendar window will automatically close. To enter today’s date, click the Today button.
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Hide All and Show All Buttons
A pop-up list may be filtered depending on selections previously made on a form. For instance, the work order form allows you to
choose an Asset ID from a pop-up list and beneath that is a corresponding Task ID field.
Before selecting an Asset ID, the Task ID field has a Hide All button; all Task IDs are available. When you select an Asset ID, the list of
Task IDs that are available is filtered; only those tasks that have already been attached to the asset when setting up PMs will be
included in the list for the asset. The Task ID field will now have a Show All button that when clicked, will remove the filter from the
Task ID pop-up list, making all tasks available for selection.

Customizing Forms
If a form within FaciliWorks is customizable, you will see a Customize Form link in the upper-right corner of the form.

Click Customize Form to modify field labels and font weight. When renaming the label, use the middle column (Label Text ) to make
the change. The Field Name column is used by the database and the Default Label Text column, specifying the default settings,
cannot be modified. Simply highlight the current label text and overwrite the current contents. To bold the label font, click the Bold radio
button to the right of the label. Click the Default button associated with a particular row to return that label to its default settings. After
any changes, be sure to click the Save button at the bottom of the window.
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Naming Conventions
A primary key field contains unique values which are used to identify each record. This key identifier is used to establish appropriate
relationships between the data tables. There are certain restrictions when entering data into the record ID fields:
1. ID fields must not be blank.
2. Enter a unique value for each record; ID values must not be duplicated in another record.
3. ID fields can contain letters, numbers and dashes (-). Avoid using /, #, *,?, !, ‘, [ ] or any other special characters in your ID
field or other fields, as the database uses them as wildcard characters; wildcards help you search and filter records and set
numbering formats.

Supported Wildcard Characters in Search Fields
The asterisk (*), question mark (?), number sign (#), exclamation point (!) and brackets ([ ]) are all wildcard characters that cannot be
used in ID fields, as these characters are used by the database for other functions. You can use them in record and report filters and in
Find/Replace commands to include all records that begin with specific characters or to match a certain pattern.
Wildcard

Enter 		

Result

* 			

wh* 		

what, white, why

*			

*at		

cat, bat, what

*			

*/*/09		

any date in 2009

*			

11/*/* 		

any date in November

?			

b?ll		

ball, bill, bell

#			

1#3		

103, 113, 123

[ ]		

b[ae]ll 		

ball, bell – any single character within the brackets

[ ]		

bell [#]		

bell #1 – a literal search to find records that contain the wildcard character #

!			

b[!ae]ll		

bill, bull – characters not shown in the brackets

-			

B[a-c]d		

bad, bbd, bcd – any character within the range shown in the brackets
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Chapter Four: Maintenance Due Dates
Among the significant functions of FaciliWorks 8i is a feature that gives you the advantage of automatically calculating maintenance due
dates. You can use this feature from within the Assets -> PM Task -> Schedule sub-tab, the Preventative Maintenance -> Edit PMs
-> Schedule tab or the Work Orders -> Work Order Manager -> Schedule tab. The resulting Next Date Due values for maintenance
are reflected identically in all of the said modules, as they share the same source code function.
Unlike the Preventative Maintenance and Work Orders modules, the Assets module allows easy access to the fields required in
processing these date calculations (such as Maintenance Frequency, Frequency Units and Last Maintenance Date). This is the module
used for the due date images in this chapter.
FaciliWorks 8i automatically calculates next due dates that fall between January 1, 100 AD to December 31, 9999 AD.
Upon completing this form, the Next Meter Due and/or the Next Date Due will automatically be calculated when the Calculate Next
Meter Due or Calculate Next Date Due buttons are clicked. When these values are calculated, FaciliWorks sends a notification that
a work order is to be created for this work. This action starts the continuous process for scheduled work orders. After the work order
is scheduled and completed, the program will automatically send notification for the next work order to be created and the ongoing
schedule is set. This schedule continues as long as the asset’s Status is Active.
To enter a Date-based Schedule, enter a numeric value in the left-hand field and select a unit of time from the
pop-up list in the right-hand field. Enter the Last Maintenance Date and click the Calculate Next Date Due button. The Next Date
Due will be calculated. If the maintenance is past due, the Next Date Due field will be flagged in red.

Fixed and Floating Schedules
FaciliWorks 8i allows you to identify an asset’s maintenance schedule as being Fixed or Floating.
The type of maintenance schedule (Fixed or Floating) will be indicated in the date and meter schedule sections. Fixed schedules
adhere to a particular date or meter value that is initially set for each maintenance due, while Floating schedules are flexible; the next
date (or meter value) due is determined from the last completed maintenance date (or meter value at last maintenance).
If you want the next maintenance due date/meter to always occur on a certain day or at a certain level, regardless of when the last
maintenance was performed, click the Fixed radio button. For example, if a task with a one-month frequency is due on July 1, and you
perform the maintenance on July 29, a fixed schedule will set the next due date to August 1 based on the original set date.
Click the Floating radio button if you want the task’s schedule to depend on when the last maintenance was performed. For example, if a
maintenance task with a one-month frequency is due on July 1, and you actually complete the task on July 29, a floating schedule will set
the next due date to August 29 (one month from the last task completion).
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Date-based Schedules
Frequency Unit: Day
For a six-day frequency, enter 6 in the left-hand field of Date-based Schedule and using the pop-up list in the right-hand field, select
Days.

Frequency Unit: Week
A week frequency unit equals 7 days. For a one-week frequency, enter 1 in the left-hand field of Date-based Schedule and using the
pop-up list in the right-hand field, select Weeks.

Frequency Unit: Month
A month frequency unit is not equal to 30 days. Using month frequency units sets the next date due to the same day of the month as
the last maintenance date. For example, set the Date-based Schedule to 3 months and the Last Maintenance Date to 2/10/2014.
Click the Calculate Next Date Due button; the Next Date Due will be calculated as 5/10/2014 and flagged in red because the
maintenance is past due.

Frequency Unit: Year
A year is not equal to 365 days because of leap years, but a year is the same as 12 months. When using year frequency units, the next
date due will be set to the same day of the year as the Last Maintenance Date. But, if the last maintenance date is February 29, 2012
(a leap year) and you’ve set the Date-based Schedule to 2 years, the next date due won’t be set to February 29, 2014 because that
day doesn’t exist. The Next Date Due will be set to the last day of the month, February 28, 2014.

Frequency Unit: EOM
The EOM (End of Month) frequency unit sets the next date due to the last valid working day of the month, regardless of the length of
the month. For example, if the Date-based Schedule is set to 3 EOM and the Last Maintenance Date is December 11, 2014, the Next
Date Due will be set to March 31, 2015.

Frequency Unit: DOM
The DOM (Day of Month) frequency unit uses a user-identified, fixed day of the month. For example, if the Date-based Schedule is set
to 2 DOM with a fixed day identified as 15 and the Last Maintenance Date is February 10, 2014, the Next Date Due will be set to April
15, 2014.
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Maintenance Season
The Maintenance Season refers to the part of the year during which the asset is maintained and is defined by the period between the
Season Start and the Last Mo. of Season. When the maintenance season is set, FaciliWorks schedules all maintenance due dates
within that range of dates. The maintenance season works for all frequency units: Days, Weeks, Months, EOM and DOM. For example,
use the drop-down lists to set the Season Start field to January and the Last Mo. of Season field to July. If a scheduled maintenance
was conducted on July 19, 2015 and the Date-based Schedule is set to 1 Months, FaciliWorks will schedule the Next Date Due as
January 19, 2016 instead of August 19, 2015, following the set maintenance season. For assets that are maintained year-round, leave
the Season Start and the Last Mo. Of Season fields blank.

Critical Percent - Date-based Schedules
The Critical % is the ratio of the number of days that have elapsed since the last maintenance date to the maintenance frequency,
expressed in percent form. A critical percent less than 100% means that maintenance is not currently due, 100% means it is currently
due today, and a percentage greater than 100% indicates that the maintenance is overdue.
1. Navigate to the Data Administration -> Assets -> PM Task -> Schedule sub-tab.
2. Set the Date-based Schedule to 1 Week.
3. Enter yesterday’s date in the Last Maintenance Date field. (If today is October 30, 2014 type 10/29/2014 in the Last
Maintenance Date field. Make sure that Season Start and Last Mo. of Season fields are blank.
4. Click the Calculate Next Date Due button. The Critical % field returns a value of 14.29%. The Critical % is the ratio (in this
example, 1/7) of the number of days that have elapsed since the last maintenance date (in this case, equal to 1 day) to the
maintenance frequency (equal to 7 days when 1 week is normalized into days), expressed in percent form (or 14.29%).
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Meter-based Schedules
Meter-based maintenance scheduling can be used instead of or in addition to a schedule based on elapsed calendar time. With this
method, FaciliWorks counts an asset’s actual usage (or meter reading), not the elapsed time, in determining when an asset is due for
maintenance. The Meter-based Schedule has two fields: type a numeric value in the left-hand field; use the pop-up list in the righthand field to select the unit of measure. In the Rollover Meter Reading field, enter the meter value at which the asset’s meter will roll
over to zero.
For example, enter 10000 Miles as the Meter-based Schedule. Type a value of 0 in the Meter at Last Maint field. Type 1000 in the
Current Meter field. Click the Calculate Next Meter Due button. The Next Time Due will be when the meter is at 10000.

Critical Percent - Meter-based Schedules
The Critical % value is the difference between the Current Meter and the Meter at Last Maint expressed as a ratio (in percent) to the
Meter-based Schedule.
1. Navigate to the Data Administration -> Assets -> PM Task -> Schedule sub-tab.
2. Enter 5000 Miles in the Meter-based Schedule fields. Enter 0 in the Meter at Last Maint field. Enter 2000 in the Current
Meter field.
3. Click the Calculate Next Meter Due button. The Next Time Due field is calculated as 5000 miles. The Critical % value will
be 40% (Current Meter / Next Time Due which is 2000/5000 = 40%).
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Chapter Five: Assets and Gages
Navigate to Data Administration -> Assets to enter or modify asset records, including associated tasks, parts and authorized users.
An asset can be anything within your business that requires testing, replacement or service at regular intervals based on either elapsed
time or actual usage. Assets might be vehicles, machinery, individual components, fixtures and facilities. If you are using FaciliWorks 8i
Calibration, this module is also used for entering gage records. For information about entering gage records, see the Gage Entry tabs
later in this chapter.

Asset Entry - Information Tab
Navigate to the Data Administration -> Assets -> Information tab.

To add a new asset record, click the New button.
Asset ID: Enter a unique alphanumeric identification code for each asset record. This ID must be unique in order to store the record
in your database. This field cannot contain special characters such as #, *, ?, !, ‘, or [ ]. If Automatic Numbering for Asset ID and
Numbering Schemes is enabled and an Asset ID Numbering format is defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings ->
Automatic Numbering tab, clicking the New button will automatically populate the Asset ID field with the next sequential number.
Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for information about numbering formats.
Asset Description: Enter a brief, informative description of the asset (if you use similar words for similar assets, you can later filter by
this field).
Status: Use the pop-up list to assign a status to the asset. If a status is not specified, the asset will be marked as Active when the
record is saved. If the Status is not Active, FaciliWorks will not schedule the next maintenance due and the Maintenance Due reports
will skip over this asset, as they show only active assets.
Priority: Enter the asset’s priority rating or select a rating from the pop-up list to indicate how important the asset is to your operations.
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If you type a value in this field that is not already in the pop-up list, FaciliWorks will prompt you to add it to the pop-up list so you can
select it for future assets:

Asset S/N: Enter the asset’s serial number.
Asset No: Enter the asset number (usually issued by your accounting department).
Model No: Enter the asset’s model number.
Supplier Code: Select the ID code or name of the asset supplier from the pop-up list.
Manufacturer: Enter the name of the asset manufacturer or select it from the pop-up list. If you type a value in this field that is not
already in the pop-up list, FaciliWorks will prompt you to add it to the pop-up list so you can select it for future assets.
Asset Type: Enter the type of asset or select it from the pop-up list. If you type a value in this field that is not already in the pop-up
list, FaciliWorks will prompt you to add it to the pop-up list so you can select it for future assets. This field can be useful when creating
reports or searching for certain asset types.
You can enable Automatic Numbering for Asset ID and Numbering Schemes and define a Numbering Scheme format for specific
Asset Types. These settings are defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab. For detailed
information, please consult the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
With these settings defined, navigate back to the Assets -> Information tab. Click New to create a new record. If you have defined an
Asset ID Numbering Format, the Asset ID field will be populated with the next number in the sequence. However, after selecting an
Asset Type and clicking Save, a message similar to the following will appear:

Click OK and FaciliWorks will automatically populate the Asset ID field with the next sequential number in the Asset Type Numbering
Scheme. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for information about numbering formats.
User 1 and User 2: Use these two fields to store additional information about the asset. Use the Customize Form button at the top right of
the screen to re-label these fields. If you need more than two user defined asset fields, please see the Asset Entry - User Defined Tab.
Storage Location: Enter the asset’s storage location or select a location from the pop-up list. If you type a value in this field that is not
already in the pop-up list, FaciliWorks will prompt you to add it to the pop-up list so you can select it for future assets.
Current Location: Enter the actual location of the asset. FaciliWorks will automatically update this field based on the asset’s issue and
return information. If the asset is issued out to an employee, the Staff ID will appear in the Current Location field. To issue out the
asset, use the Usage button.
Manual Location: Enter the physical location of the service manual or asset manual.
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Graph Button
To view or print an asset downtime graph, click the Graph button.

By default, FaciliWorks will graph the entire downtime history for all tasks performed on the asset. To limit the graph to a specific task,
select the task from the Task ID pop-up list at the top of the graph.
Use the Graph Type drop-down list to select the type of graph you’d prefer to see. Click the 3D and Gradient checkboxes to change the
appearance of the graph.
To preview the graph before you print, click Print Preview. From the preview screen the graph can be printed.
To display a specific date range for asset downtime, please see the Graphs chapter.

Usage Button
Click the Usage button on an asset record to issue or return the asset; the Issue tab is displayed. Click the New button to create a new
issuance record. Each issuance will have both an Issue and Return tab associated with the record.
The following fields will be automatically populated with information from the asset record: Asset ID, Asset Description and Type.
The Issue/Begin Date and Issue/Begin Time fields will be automatically populated with the current system date and time.
Use the Issued/Used By EmpTo pop-up list to select the employee to whom the asset is being issued. If this asset is restricted to
specified authorized users, only those users will be available in this list.
Use the Issued/Used Dept pop-up list to select the employee’s department.
Enter an Expected Return date.
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Click Save to save the issuance record and close the Issue/Return window. The Current Location field in the asset record will now
show the Staff ID of the employee to whom the asset was issued.
When the employee returns the asset, click the Usage button, then select the Return tab.
The Asset ID and Asset Description fields will be automatically populated.
Received/End Date and Received/End Time can be manually entered or can be set to the current system date and time by clicking
the grey rectangular button to the right of the calendar icon.
Use the Received/End From pop-up list to select the name of the employee who returned the asset (this is not necessarily the same
person to whom it was issued).
If you track Meter Time for this asset, enter the amount used.
Enter any applicable Notes regarding the issuance or return of this asset.
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Click the Save button; the Issue/Return window will close and the asset record will now show that the asset is back in its storage
location.
Notice in the above example that the record indicator bar shows that this is record 1 of 1 on both the Issue tab and the Return tab. If
we create another issuance record for this asset, that issuance will be record 2 of 2. Clicking the Return tab for that second issuance
automatically displays a new return record (record 2 of 2) corresponding to the most recent issuance.

Cloning an Asset with an Asset Type Numbering Scheme
To create a new asset record that is a copy of an existing record, including its set of PM tasks, labor, contractors, checklists, variables,
procedures, and parts, click the Clone button.
If the Asset Type of the source asset has a Numbering Scheme, then FaciliWorks will suggest the next number in the Numbering
Scheme sequence by auto-filling the New Asset ID field.
The Numbering Scheme is defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab (pictured below). In this
example, all assets that are vehicles will be given Asset IDs that follow the defined vehicle numbering scheme:

When a vehicle asset record is cloned, the Clone Asset window will display the Source Asset ID, the New Asset ID and the Asset
Auto Numbering Scheme:
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Click the Clone button to create the clone; the asset has been cloned successfully:

Click Close to close the Clone Asset window.

Cloning an Asset without an Asset Type Numbering Scheme
To create a new asset record that is a replica of an existing record, click the Clone button.
If the Asset Type of the source asset does not have a Numbering Scheme, then application will suggest the next number in the Asset
ID Numbering Format sequence. If no Numbering Scheme has been defined, the New Asset ID must be entered manually.

If the New Asset ID field is blank, enter a value manually. Do not change the Source Asset ID. Once you’ve typed the New Asset ID,
click Clone to clone the asset; the window will display a message the asset has been cloned successfully.
To clone the same asset record again, enter another New Asset ID and click Clone. Click Close when you’re finished.
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Attach Task Button
The Attach Task button allows you to attach a single task to all assets of the same type. The Asset Type of the current asset record
will be the Asset Type shown in the Attach Task to Multiple Asset window. This field can be changed by making a selection from the
Asset Type pop-up list.
Select a Task ID from the pop-up list.

Click the Attach button to assign this task to every asset record of this Asset Type. The following window will appear:

Clicking No will cancel the action. Clicking Yes will complete the action and display the following confirmation message:

Click OK; the Attach Task to Multiple Asset window will close.

View Open Work Orders Button
Within an asset record, click the View Open Work Orders button to go directly to the detailed view the asset’s open work orders. To
return to the asset record, click the Asset Entry button at the bottom of the work order screen.
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History Button
Click the History button to view a summary of the work order and preventative maintenance history for the current asset. The summary
includes the date completed, work order or PM number, task performed, technician and total cost.

This window is designed for viewing purposes only; you cannot edit or print from this window. To view the complete work order or
preventative maintenance order, click the grey square button to the left of the record you would like to view. The complete record will open
in another window. When finished, close this window and the Asset History window to return to the asset record.

Asset Entry - PM Task Tab
Navigate to the Assets -> PM Task tab. All tasks that are associated to the current asset are assigned on this form. At the top of the
form are Asset ID and Asset Description for the current asset. These fields contain the data previously entered in the Information tab.
It is read-only on this screen, but can be edited by going back to the Information tab.

PM Task - Task Sub-tab
In the Assets -> PM Task -> Task sub-tab, select a Task ID from the pop-up list or enter a new task to assign to your asset. If you
select a task that was previously entered via Data Administration -> Tasks, all of the task information entered there will automatically
populate this form. You can edit the information in this screen to suit the associated asset. If you change the task in this screen,
FaciliWorks considers these changes specific to the current asset record. Your changes will not appear in any other records linked
to this task, nor will it change the original task entry data. Any new task that you create within the asset record belongs solely to that
asset. This means that the task cannot be used for any other asset records. It is highly recommended that you create all tasks that will
be available for your asset records in Data Administration -> Tasks, and then return to your asset record and link it to the asset by
selecting it from the Task ID drop-down list.
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When a Task ID is selected from the pop-up list, the Task Description, Task Type, Technician and Priority fields are automatically
populated with the task data entered from within Data Administration -> Tasks.
Task User 1 and Task User 2: Use these two fields to store additional information about the task.
Notes: Use this field to store additional information about this task.
Shut Down Asset? Check this box to indicate that the task requires the asset to be shut down.
Shut Down Facilities? Check this box to indicate that the task requires the facility to be shut down.
With Open PM: This red text will be displayed if the asset task currently has an open preventative maintenance order. The text
appears automatically by FaciliWorks when a new PM order is pending. If you notice that FaciliWorks has not notified you that a new
preventative maintenance is due for the asset, it is most likely because there is currently an open preventative maintenance order. You
must complete the current PM order before FaciliWorks notifies you that a new PM is due.
Time Needed to Perform Maintenance ___ Hours: Estimate the number of hours it will take the technician to perform this task.
Time Per Day: This feature directly relates to the Calendar feature. Use this field to calculate when maintenance will be due based
upon the meter reading. For example, Asset 01 has Task 01 that has a Meter-based Schedule of 100 hours. The Current Meter
Reading is 50 hours and the Time Per Day is 10 hours. A person opens the maintenance calendar on 02/11/2015. Task 01 will show
up on the calendar on 02/15/2015. Task 01 will next show up on the calendar on 02/25/2015 (100 hours/10 hours per day = 10 days;
02/15/2015 + 10 days = 02/25/2015). This feature requires that the Use Both Meter-based and Date-based Schedules checkbox is
checked in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Calendar tab. When this checkbox is checked, the calendar will show date-based
and meter-based schedules and if an asset has both schedules, it will check which schedule happens first. If the meter schedule
happens first, then the meter schedule is plotted in the calendar.
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1. Create an asset that has both date-based and meter-based schedules. The due date of the date-based schedule is
11/14/2014. The meter-based schedule is 100 cycles with a current meter reading of 90. The Time Per Day is set to 5 cycles.
2. The due date of the meter-based schedule would be 11/9/2014:
• Estimated due date = Current date + (Next time due – Current Meter)/Time per day
• Estimated due date = 11/7/2014 + (100 – 90)/5
• Estimated due date = 11/7/2014 + 2
• Estimated due date = 11/9/2014
3. The 2nd iteration would be on 11/29/2014:
• Estimated due date = 1st due date iteration + (Next time due/Time per day)
• Estimated due date = 11/9/2014 + (100/5)
• Estimated due date = 11/9/2014 + 20 **to be used for the succeeding iterations
• Estimated due date = 11/29/2014
4. If the schedule were date-based only, the 1st iteration is 11/14/2104 and succeeding iterations would be at intervals of 1 week.
5. With both schedules enabled, meter-based would be the priority because it is earlier.

PM Task - Schedule Sub-tab
Maintenance schedules can be planned using either a meter or a date or both. See Maintenance Due Dates for detailed information
on the subject of entering maintenance schedules.
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PM Task - Labor Sub-tab
In this screen, use the Staff ID pop-up list to assign an employee to the task. The Staff Name and Craft Code fields will auto-fill with
Staff Entry information. You can enter Estimated Hours for the employee as it relates to this task; Estimated Cost will auto-calculate
based on the salary defined in the Staff Entry information. Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter
another labor record.

PM Task - Contracts Sub-tab
If a contractor provides services to complete this task, use the Reference ID pop-up list to select a contractor. All other fields will
auto-fill with data entered from within Data Administration -> Contractors. Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear,
allowing you to enter another contractor record.
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PM Task - Parts Sub-tab
Use the Part No pop-up list to select a part to be used for this task. The Part Description and Model No fields will auto-fill from data
entered from within Part Entry. Type the estimated number of parts needed for the task in the Est. No. field and press the Tab key on
your keyboard. The Part Cost field will be populated with the product of the Est. No. and the cost per unit that was entered within Part
Entry. Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another part record.

PM Task - Tools Sub-tab
Use the Tool ID pop-up list to select a tool required for the preventative maintenance task; the remaining fields will auto-fill with data
entered in Tool Entry. If the tool is currently issued out, the Issued Out checkbox will be automatically checked. These fields are not editable
in this screen. After selecting the Tool ID, click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another part record.
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PM Task - Variables Sub-tab
Use the Variables pop-up list to select a variable for the task; the remaining fields will auto-fill with data entered in Variable Data.
In Variable Data is a checkbox labeled as Allow Asset Use if It Does Not Meet the Criteria; the status of this checkbox does not
affect the Use if Fail checkbox in the PM Task -> Variables sub-tab, though the two boxes mean the same thing. Here in the PM
Task -> Variables sub-tab, the Use if Fail checkbox applies only to this variable as it relates to this specific asset.
After selecting the Variable from the pop-up list, click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another
variable record.
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PM Task - Procedures Sub-tab
Use the Procedure Name pop-up list to select an appropriate procedure required for the PM task. After selecting the Procedure Name,
click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another procedure record.

Click the View Procedure button to view the details of the procedure (as entered in Data Administration -> Procedures) in a separate
window
Click Attachments and the following window will open:

If the attached procedure already has an attachment (per Data Administration -> Procedures), that attachment would be visible here.
You can also upload files to attach to the procedure, specific to this asset, without altering the original procedure record. Please see
Procedures - Attachments Tab for information about uploading attachments.
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PM Task - Shadowed Task Sub-tab
A Shadowed Task is a task that is covered by or included in another task. When task shadowing is employed, the completion of the
Shadowing Task automatically completes its Shadowed Tasks.
In the example below, there are two tasks associated with the asset. This record count is shown in the record indicator bar of the
Shadowed Task tab.
We want the quarterly vehicle inspection task to be the Shadowing Task (shown in the Task Tree View). This means that it will include
the oil change. In the Task ID pane, all of the other tasks associated with the current asset record will be displayed; in this case, the oil
change. Click the oil change task to highlight it, then click the [<<] button to move it to the Task Tree View.
When the Shadowing Task is completed, it automatically updates the date done, meter done, date due and meter due of the
Shadowed Tasks.
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PM Task - Checklist Sub-tab
Within the Checklist sub-tab are two record indicator bars. The first one applies to the task; the second applies to checklists. Multiple
checklists can be attached to a single task.
Use the Checklist Name pop-up list to select a checklist; data from the main checklist record (entered in Data Administration ->
Checklists) will auto-fill the remainder of the form.
Making changes to the checklist here does not affect the main checklist record nor does it affect the checklist anywhere else it is used.
To make global changes to a checklist, it must be edited within Data Administration -> Checklists.

Inspection: Choose Do Item Only, Do Inspection Only or Do Item and Inspection from the drop-down list.
Requires Signature: Check this checkbox to require an electronic signature on this checklist item.
Move Up and Move Down buttons: Click on these buttons to move the checklist item up or down in the list to change the sort order.
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Asset Entry - Calibration Setup Tab (8i Calibration Only)
In FaciliWorks 8i Calibration, the Calibration Setup tab is used to store calibration information for asset records. Calibration information
for gage records is stored within Calibrations -> Calibration Entry.
The sub-tabs within the Calibration Setup tab mimic the main tabs in Gage Entry. Please see Gage Entry for detailed information.

Gages Sub-tab
This form functions in the same way as the Information tab for gage records. Please see Gage Entry - Information Tab (8i Calibration
Only) for more information. Please note that the Usage button has the same functionality as the Issue/Return button.

Asset Entry - Financial Tab
Navigate to the Data Administration -> Assets -> Financial tab to maintain an asset’s financial information.
The Agreements pane captures information regarding terms and contract information and other information relevant to maintenance
agreements or other contracts pertaining to the asset.

Cost Center: Use the pop-up list to select a specified cost center for financial reports grouping.
PO No: Enter the purchase order number used for the purchase of the asset.
Invoice No: Enter the number of the invoice received for the purchase of the asset.
Retirement Reason: Use the pop-up list to select a reason for the retirement of the asset.
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Cost: Enter the original cost of the asset.
Purchase Date: Enter the date on which the asset was purchased.
Invoice Date: Enter the date on which you were invoiced for the asset.
Disposition: Indicate here when the asset is in use.
Life (mos): Enter the number of months of the asset’s useful life.
Rep Cost: Enter the replacement cost of the asset.
In Service: Enter the date the asset was put into service.
Retirement Date: Enter the date the asset is to be retired.

Agreements Pane
Enter terms and contract information and other information relevant to maintenance agreements or other contracts pertaining to the
asset.
Supplier Code: Use the pop-up list to select a supplier.
Warranty Name: Enter the title of the service agreement.
Warranty Description: Enter a description of what the service agreement covers.
Contract Type: Use the pop-up list to select a contract type, i.e. Warranty.
Mon Payment: Enter the monthly payment amount specified in the agreement.
Interest Rate: Enter the interest rate specified in the agreement.
Invoice: Enter the invoice number for the service agreement.
Account No.: Enter the account number on the service agreement.
Agreement Term: Enter a numeric value in the first Agreement Term field and then use the drop-down list in the second Agreement
Term field to select a unit of time (months or years).
Effective Date: Enter the date on which agreement goes into effect.
Current Meter: This field auto-fills with the current meter reading of the asset.
Agreement Cost: Enter the total cost of the agreement.
Expiration Date: Enter the expiration date specified in the agreement.
Notes: Enter any additional information pertinent to the agreement.
Expire: Click this button to automatically compute the expiration date of the agreement based on the Effective Date and Agreement
Term.
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Asset Entry - Event Log Tab
Use this screen to enter information about events that involve an asset, such as a hail storm damaging a company vehicle or vandalism
resulting in damage to a company building.

Every Event Name must be unique.
Use the Event Type pop-up list to select a type, such as Accident or Weather or enter a new type. If a new value is added, a prompt will
appear to determine if the value should be added to the list.
Depending on the settings specified within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Advanced tab, this option might be inaccessible,
meaning that Event Types can only be selected from the drop-down list.
Enter all other information that is pertinent to the event and click the Save button. A new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to
enter another event record.
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Asset Entry - Part List Tab
Use this form to assign parts to an asset.

Use the Part No pop-up list to select a part; the remaining fields will auto-fill with information from the Part Entry record. Click Save and
a new row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another part record.
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Asset Entry - Operating Costs Tab
Use this form to capture asset operating costs. This form contains four sub-tabs to enter meter readings and other detailed information:
Fuel sub-tab, Oil sub-tab, Tires sub-tab and Other sub-tab. Mileage entries cannot overlap and date entries must be consecutive.
Within each sub-tab are two sections:
1. A row of fields beginning with Mileage/Meter
2. A set of fields beginning with Capacity; the set of fields includes detailed information linked to the row data. Put your cursor in
a row to activate that row; the lower portion of the form then displays the associated details.

Operating Costs - Fuel Sub-tab

In the Fuel sub-tab, use the bottom portion of the form to enter information about the asset’s fuel: the Cost per Unit, the Fuel Supplier
and the Fuel Type. This portion of the form is reused for every entry to assist in the calculations displayed in the upper portion of the
form; fields can be changed to be specific to each entry.
The upper section of the form tracks the history of the asset’s fuel usage. If the first fuel usage record is done at a mileage other than
zero, the Dist/Unit in the first row will be inaccurate. After entering the second usage record, the Dist/Unit will be on track.
Between the first and second records, there is a mileage difference of 260. That difference is divided by the Units Purchased; the
resulting amount is the Dist/Unit which is automatically calculated by FaciliWorks.
FaciliWorks multiplies the Cost per Unit by the Units Purchased and displays the product in the Cost field.
FaciliWorks also calculates the Cost per Distance field by dividing the most recent Cost field by the number of miles driven since
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the previous refueling. Between the second and third records, the number of miles driven was 250. The most recent Cost field (third
record) is $65.40. 65.40 divided by 250 is 0.261 which is rounded to the nearest cent; FaciliWorks displays $0.26 in the Cost per
Distance field.
The fields in the Fuel sub-tab are defined as follows:
Mileage/Meter: Mileage/meter reading when fuel is purchased.
Date: Date when fuel is purchased.
Units Purchased: Units of fuel purchased.
Cost: Cost of purchase.
Dist/Unit: Distance per unit.
Capacity: Enter the capacity of the fuel tank or quantity of fuel purchased or select a value from the pop-up list.
Cost per Unit: Enter cost per unit.
Fuel Supplier: Enter (or select from the drop-down list) the supplier of fuel.
Fuel Type: Enter (or select from the drop-down list) type of fluid.
Cost per Distance: Cost per unit-distance traveled by the asset during a particular fuel purchase or refill.
Trip: Enter the objective or type of trip/travel when fuel is purchased or refilled.
Notes: Enter any note or remark related to purchase of or fuel refill.
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Operating Costs - Oil Sub-tab
Navigate to the Oil sub-tab. For a vehicle’s first oil change, we’ll enter a Mileage of 3000, the date on which the oil was changed
and the number of units of oil purchased. In the set of fields, we’ll enter $30.00 as the Cost per Unit and fill out the other fields as
necessary. When the record is saved, FaciliWorks calculates the Cost field (multiplying Units Purchased by Cost per Unit).
When the vehicle has its second oil change, we’ll enter the data in the second row of fields and the set of fields below. This time, we’ll
enter a Mileage of 6000, the date and the number of units purchased. In the set of fields, we’ll enter $30.00 as the Cost per Unit and
fill out the other fields as necessary. When the record is saved, FaciliWorks calculates the Cost field (multiplying Units Purchased by
Cost per Unit).
Now that there is a second record, FaciliWorks can calculate the Dist/Unit field.

Mileage/Meter: Mileage/meter reading when oil is purchased or changed.
Date: The date on which oil is purchased.
Units Purchased: The quantity of units of oil purchased.
Cost: Cost of purchase.
Dist/Unit: Distance per unit.
Capacity: Enter the capacity of the oil tank or quantity of oil purchased (or changed) or select a value from the pop-up list.
Cost per Unit: Enter the cost per unit.
Oil Supplier: Enter (or select from the pop-up list) the supplier of oil.
Oil Type: Enter (or select from the pop-up list) the type of oil.
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Cost per Distance: Cost per unit-distance traveled by Asset during a particular oil purchase or change.
Trip: Enter the objective or type of trip/travel when oil is purchased or changed.
Notes: Enter any note or remark related to purchase of or oil change.

Operating Costs - Tires Sub-tab
Click New to create a new tire record. In the upper portion of the form, enter the tire’s information. Click the Save button that is
immediately below the upper section of the form to save this information.
In the lower section of the form are data rows. Use one row per reading. After entering a row of data, click the Save button at the
bottom of the form and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter the next reading. This section of the form tracks the
history of the tire.

The fields in the Tires sub-tab are defined as follows:
Tire Position: Identify (enter or select from the pop-up list) the position of the tire.
Make: Identify (enter or select from the pop-up list) the make of the tire.
Model: Identify (enter or select from the pop-up list) the model of the tire.
Serial Number: Enter the serial number of the tire.
History: Check the checkbox to track tire history.
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Cost: The purchase cost of the tire.
Original Tread Depth: Enter the tire’s original tread depth.
Unit of Measure: Enter the unit used in measuring the tread depth.
Start Date: Date on which this tire is first used.
Notes: Enter any note or remark related to measurement of tread depth.
Mileage/Meter: Current mileage/meter reading.
Date: Date on which the reading is taken.
Reading: The current tread depth of the tire.
Cost per Distance: Cost per unit-distance traveled during a particular measurement.
Trip: Enter the objective or type of trip/travel when measurement is taken.
Notes: Enter any note or remark related to measurement.

Operating Costs - Other Sub-tab
This sub-tab is used to track usage other than fuel, oil and tires, but functions in the same way as the Tire sub-tab. Please see
Operating Costs - Tires Sub-tab for information about data entry.
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Asset Entry - Authorized Persons Tab
To restrict the use of an asset to one or more staff members, navigate to the Assets -> Auth. Persons tab. At the top of the form are
the Asset ID and Asset Description of the current record. Below that is the Restrict Issue drop-down list from which you can select
Restricted, Not Restricted or Program Default. If nothing is selected here, the asset will not be restricted.
If Program Default is selected, FaciliWorks will behave according to whether or not the Restrict Issue to Authorized Users checkbox
is checked within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Security tab. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more
information about Admin Settings.

To restrict the use of the asset, select Restricted from the Restrict Issue drop-down list. In the Authorized Person pane, use the Staff
ID pop-up list to select a staff member who is permitted to use the asset. Enter any applicable notes in the Notes field and click Save.
Upon saving the record, a new blank row of fields appears, allowing you to enter another staff member record. The authorized staff
members listed here will be the only staff members available for selection when issuing this asset (Assets -> Information -> Usage
button).

When an asset is not restricted, the list of employees in the above example would include all active employees.
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Asset Entry - Grouping Tab
In a company with multiple locations, divisions or departments, asset grouping can be used to partition the shared database into
multiple sections, one for each area. This allows each area to view only the assets (and the related PMs, work orders and service
requests) that pertain to that area.
Users can also be grouped by area; the user’s login credentials will determine which assets are accessible. Please see the FaciliWorks
Administrator Guide for information about user groups.
To assign an asset to a group, the group must first be defined within Configuration -> Asset Grouping Entry. Please see the
FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for detailed information about program configuration.

If the asset group was defined within Asset Grouping, use the Grouping ID pop-up list to select a group to which the asset will be
assigned. The Grouping Description field will auto-fill with the description entered in the original group entry record.
Upon saving the record, a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to specify another group. Assets can belong to more than
one asset group.
Any additions or deletions made here in this tab will also be reflected within Asset Grouping Entry and vice versa.

Asset Entry - Notes Tab
Use this form to store any other necessary information about the asset.
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Asset Entry - Attachments Tab
Use the Attachments tab to attach images or other documents to an asset record.

Click Browse… to locate and select the file you would like to attach and then click the Upload button. When the upload is complete,
the File Description field will be auto-filled. Upon successful upload, a new blank field appears, allowing you to attach another file. Be
sure to click Save after any modifications.
To view the file, click Preview and the attachment will open in a new window. An unlimited number of files can be attached to an asset.
Each attachment will be stored in the database.
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Asset Entry - User Defined Tab
This form gives users more flexibility as it provides 20 user-definable fields to use in your record keeping and reporting.
The field types (i.e., text field, date field or pop-up list) are edited within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Interface -> Asset
Custom sub-tab. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for detailed information about Admin Settings.

Click Customize Form to change the names of the fields. In the Label Text field, overwrite the default text with a new, customized field
name:

Scroll down to the bottom of the form and click Save; close the window. Refresh the User Defined tab by clicking the Save button and
the new field name will be displayed:
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Asset Entry - Components Tab
This form gives a tree view of asset relationships. Components can be easily attached to each other by first locating the asset record for
the parent component. The Asset Tree View pane on the left will display the parent asset. Select a child component from the Asset ID
pane on the right and then click the [<<] button in the middle to create the link. The child asset will then be displayed beneath the
parent asset.

Making this connection between assets will not only be shown here on the parent’s Component tab, but also in the Component tabs of
the child assets:

To break the relationship, select the child component on the left and then click the [>>] button.
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You can have many layers of parent-child relationships. To specify a secondary child asset for a child asset already shown in the Asset
Tree View, click the Asset ID (to highlight it), select a child asset from the list on the right and click [<<].

When components are linked as shown here, any computation involving a child component, such as meter readings, cost computation
or due date, will have an effect on the total computation for the parent component. For example, a truck’s engine might be a child
component of the truck. A part of the engine’s regular maintenance might be changing gaskets at regular intervals. The cost of
changing the gaskets automatically adds the cost to the overall cost of maintaining the truck.

Gage Entry - Information Tab (8i Calibration Only)
In FaciliWorks 8i Calibration, the Assets module tracks both assets and gages. Navigate to the Data Administration -> Assets ->
Information tab and use the Record Type Selector icon to show all gages.
The type of record will be displayed in the upper left of the form: Gage Record.
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To add a new gage record, click New Gage.
Gage ID: Enter a unique alphanumeric identification code for each asset record. This ID must be unique in order to store the record
in your database. This field is not equipped to accept special characters such as #, *, ?, !, ‘, or [ ] . If Automatic Numbering for Asset
ID and Numbering Schemes is enabled and a Gage ID Numbering format is defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings
-> Automatic Numbering tab, clicking the New button will automatically populate the Gage ID field with the next sequential number.
Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for information about numbering formats.
Gage Description: Enter a brief, informative description of the gage (if you use similar words for similar assets, you can later filter by this
field).
Status: Use the pop-up list to assign a status to the gage. If a status is not specified, the gage will be marked as Active when the
record is saved. If the Status is not Active, FaciliWorks will not schedule the next date due and the Calibration Due reports will skip
over this gage, as they show only active gages.
Ref. Standard checkbox: Check this box to indicate that the gage is a calibration reference standard (such as a gage block or reference
weight).
NIST No: For reference standards only, enter the number that NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) provides for
traceability purposes. If it’s not marked on the reference standard, ask your supplier for the number.
Gage S/N: Enter the gage’s serial number.
Gage No: Enter the gage number (usually issued by your accounting department).
Model No: Enter the gage’s model number.
Gage Type: Enter the classification of the gage (i.e., Variable, Attribute, Dial, Vernier, Hard, Digital or SPC) or select it from the pop-up
list. If you type a value in this field that is not already in the pop-up list, FaciliWorks will prompt you to add it to the pop-up list so you
can select it for future gages. To add the value to the pop-up list, click OK in the ensuing window.
UOM (Unit of Measure): Enter (or select from the pop-up list) the actual units that the gage measures in (such as In, mm, N, LBf,
LBm, Ohms or mA).
Drawing No and Drawing Date: If applicable, enter the gage drawing number and date of the original drawing (usually for customdesigned gages, fixtures or templates). Otherwise, use this field to store other information.
Change Level and Change Date: Enter the current change level ID of the current gage drawing and the date of the most recent
drawing change level.
Notes: Use this field to store any comments about the gage.
Storage Location: Enter the gage’s storage or usual location (for example, Tool Crib–Bin 12).
Current Location: This field contains the gage’s current location (such as Assembly Dept.).
Service Date: Enter the date on which you first started using the gage.
Retirement Date: In this field, enter the expected or actual date on which you stop using the gage. Usually this date is at the end of the
gage’s useful service life (typically 5-10 years) or at the expected date of major overhaul or maintenance.
Supplier Code: This field contains the supplier code or name of the gage supplier. If you plan to use supplier records, enter the Supplier
ID code in this field, not the supplier name. The pop-up list for this field contains information that you entered in Supplier Entry.
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Cost: Enter the actual purchase price or build cost of the gage.
Purchase Date: In this field, enter the date on which you purchased or first used the gage.
User1: This field stores any other data you need to track.
Manufacturer: Use the pop-up list to select the manufacturer of the gage or enter a new manufacturer and add it to the pop-up list.
Owner: Enter the owner of the gage.

Issue/Return Button
Use the Issue/Return button on a gage record to issue a gage to an employee, to a different location or department, and to return the
gage after use. This feature is particularly useful in a gage crib situation, where gages and inspection equipment are loaned out and
then returned for storage and safe keeping. By tracking this information, you’ll know which gages your company uses most often and
which employees or departments use them. This feature is used to issue and return a single gage at a time.
You must use Issue Tracking records for any gage whose calibration schedule is based on usage or cycles rather
than elapsed calendar days. These records track usage days and operating cycles; they also update the next due date and/or estimated
due date of gages with these frequencies.
Consistent use of the Part No field will create manufacturing traceability. For example, if you find that a gage is out of tolerance, you can
immediately generate a part recall report that lists all parts that you might have incorrectly measured.
Click the Issue/Return button at the bottom of the form; the Issue tab is displayed. If this is the first issuance of the gage, use the
initially displayed form; otherwise, click the New button to create a new issuance record.
The following fields will be automatically populated with information from the asset record: Gage ID, Description and Type. The Issue/
Begin Date and Issue/Begin Time fields will auto-fill with the current system date and time.
Use the Issued/Used By EmpTo pop-up list to select the employee to whom the gage is being issued. If this gage is restricted to
specified authorized users, only those users will be available in this list.
Use the Issued/Used Dept pop-up list to select the employee’s department.
Enter an Expected Return date.
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Click Save to save the issuance record and close the Issue/Return window. The Current Location field of the gage record will now
show the Staff ID of the employee to whom the asset was issued (along with department, if it was specified during the issuance).
When the employee returns the gage, click the Issue/Return button, then select the Return tab.
The Gage ID and Description fields will be automatically populated. Received/End Date and Received/End Time can be manually
entered or can be set to the current system date and time by clicking the grey rectangular button to the right of the calendar icon.
Use the Received/End From pop-up list to select the name of the employee who returned the gage (this is not necessarily the same
person to whom it was issued).
Enter the number Cycles used during the issuance of the gage.
Enter any applicable Notes regarding the issuance or return of this asset.
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Click the Save button; the Issue/Return window will close and the gage record will now show that the gage is back in its storage
location.
Notice in the issue and return example above that the record indicator bar shows that this is record 1 of 1 on both the Issue tab and
the Return tab. If we create another issuance record for this gage, that issuance will be record 2 of 2. Clicking the Return tab for that
second issuance automatically displays a new return record (record 2 of 2) corresponding to the most recent issuance.

Cloning a Gage with a Gage Type Numbering Scheme
To create a new gage record that is a copy of an existing record, including its set of calibration standards, procedures and parts, click
the Clone button.
If the Gage Type of the source asset has a Numbering Scheme, then FaciliWorks will suggest the next number in the Numbering
Scheme sequence by auto-filling the New Gage ID field. The Numbering Scheme is defined within the Configuration -> Admin
Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab.
Cloning a gage record works just like cloning an asset record; please see Cloning an Asset Record with an Asset Type Numbering
Scheme for instructions.

Cloning a Gage without a Gage Type Numbering Scheme
If the Gage Type of the source asset does not have a Numbering Scheme, then the application will suggest the next number in the
Gage ID Numbering Format sequence defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab; otherwise,
that value must be entered manually if no Numbering Scheme exists.
Cloning a gage record works just like cloning an asset record; please see Cloning an Asset Record without an Asset Type Numbering
Scheme for instructions.

Calibration Button
In a new gage record, click the Calibration button and the following window will appear if there are currently no calibration records:

Click Yes; the Calibration Entry window will appear allowing you to enter calibration records. To return to gage record, click the Gage
Entry button at the bottom of the calibration form.
If the gage you are viewing does have calibration records, going to Calibration Entry via the gage record will filter the calibration records
to show only records that pertain to that particular gage. Please see Calibration Entry for detailed instructions regarding entering
calibration records.
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Attach Standards Button
The Attach Standards button allows you to attach a standard to all gages within a specific gage type or classification. If there is an
existing type or classification already assigned to the gage and you attach a new standard group to this gage record, it will replace any
previously attached standards that have the same Standard ID as the new standard. For safety measures, FaciliWorks will ask for
confirmation of this action.

The Gage Type field displays the gage type of the gage you were viewing. Select a Standard Group and click Attach. The following
verification message will appear:

Click Yes; the following window will appear:

Click Yes; the following confirmation will appear:

Click OK.
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Attach Procedures Button
The Attach Procedures button allows you to attach a procedure to all gages within a specific gage type or classification. If there is an
existing type or classification already assigned to the gage and you attach a new procedure to this gage record, each gage within the
specified type will have the selected procedure attached to it. For safety measures, FaciliWorks will question whether you wish to
continue with the new procedure attachment.

The Gage Type field displays the gage type of the gage you were viewing. Select a Procedure Name and click Attach Procedures. The
following verification message will appear:

Click Yes; the following confirmation message will appear:

Click OK.
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Gage Entry - Schedule Tab (8i Calibration Only)
Use this form to enter the calibration schedule for a gage.

If Usage or Cycles is selected for Calib Frequency, the schedule form changes slightly, as shown below, to accommodate Average
Cycles/Usages Per Day and Estimated Due Date.

The fields in this form are defined below; the available fields depend on the frequency unit selected in the Calib Frequency field.
Gage ID: The ID of the selected gage will appear in this field.
Gage Description: The description of the selected gage will appear in this field.
Calibrator: Use the pop-up list to select the code for the supplier that normally calibrates the gage (the calibration service supplier).
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You can also set this field to In-House, a department name or technician’s name, if calibrated within your own facility (simply type the
information into this field). Later, you can use this information to select a group of gages due for calibration by that calibrator.
Last Calibrated By: The name of the user who last calibrated the gage appears in this field.
Calib Frequency: Enter a numeric value in the left-hand field and use the pop-up list in the right-hand fields to select the unit of
measure. FaciliWorks uses this frequency to calculate calibration due dates. For explanations of day, week, month, year, DOM and EOM
frequency units, please see Maintenance Due Dates.
• If Usage is selected in the Calib Frequency field, FaciliWorks will not calculate a due date for calibration;
it will calculate an estimated due date based on the gage usage, even if you enter a calibration record for the gage. When
you issue the gage, FaciliWorks calculates a predicted estimated due date based on the
remaining number of usages days. You must use the Issue Tracking records in conjunction with this feature.
• Selecting Cycles in the Calib Frequency field schedules calibration only when the total number of cycles equals or exceeds
the frequency value. Cycles represent either the number of parts measured or number of cycles operated. You must use
Issue Tracking records in conjunction with this feature.
• If the frequency selected is Before Use, the gage must be calibrated before each use. FaciliWorks will not automatically
calculate calibration due dates for this frequency; you must manually enter your due dates.
• If the frequency selected is After Use, the gage must be calibrated after each use. FaciliWorks will not automatically calculate calibration due dates for this frequency—you must manually enter the due dates.
Average Cycles/Usage per Day: This field is used for Usage and Cycle gages only. Usage cannot be greater than one. It is used to
calculate the estimated due date based on issuance and return.
Skip Direction: If the calibration date falls on a skip date, this determines whether to move the calibration date forward or backward to
the first available working day.
Freq Adj Interval (Frequency Adjusting Interval): This feature will be available in a future phase of FaciliWorks.
Min Frequency: This is the minimum value that FaciliWorks can recommend for a calibration frequency interval.
The default is 1, but you can change it according to the type of units you use.
Max Frequency: This is the maximum value that FaciliWorks can recommend for a calibration frequency interval.
The default is 123, but you can change it according to the type of units you use.
Initial Times Used: Enter the number of times the gage was used before the record was entered into FaciliWorks.
Use Left: This field displays the amount of usage or cycles remaining before this gage is due for calibration. This field is only used if the
gage has a Usage or Cycles calibration frequency and is not editable.
Use Used: This field displays the amount of usage or cycles that have been used since the last calibration of this gage. This field is only
used if the gage has a Usage or Cycles calibration frequency and is not editable.
Calibration Hours: Enter the actual (or estimated) time it takes to calibrate the gage.
Est Calib Cost: Enter an estimate of the calibration cost, including labor and other necessary resources.
Last Calib Date: When you first enter the gage record, enter the gage’s last calibration date. Later, the program will automatically update
this field whenever you add a new calibration record for the gage.
Next Due Date: This field shows the next calibration due date. It’s automatically updated whenever you add a new calibration record for
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the gage (Next Due Date = Last Calib Date + Calib Frequency). You can also manually enter any date into this field. If the current date
is past the next due date, you’ll see a Past Due message to the right of this date. To calculate this date immediately, click the Next Calib
button (only if you’ve entered a calibration frequency and a last calibration date). Using this button, you can calculate the next due date
even if you don’t enter a calibration record for the gage.
Estimated Due Date: This field is mainly for Usage and Cycles gages. Calculation of the estimated due date is based on the gage’s
calibration frequency, the average cycles per day, issue/return and calibration history.
Projected Calibration Schedule: This is a list of the next three anticipated calibration dates, which FaciliWorks calculates when you
click Next Calib. When you add a new calibration record for the gage, FaciliWorks automatically updates these dates, based on the
current frequency.
Please see Gage Entry - Information Tab (8i Calibration Only) for an explanation of the buttons at the bottom of the form.

Gage Entry - Standards Tab (8i Calibration Only)
Use this tab to define the list of standards or test parameters that are measured when this gage is calibrated. Later, when you enter a
calibration record for the gage, FaciliWorks automatically copies this list to the calibration record.
It sorts and displays your calibration standards by Standard ID in ascending order. You can enter as many calibration standards as you
need. After entering a record, click Save and a new blank set of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another record.
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Resolution: Use this field to store the resolution of the gage. This is the smallest (or least count) unit of motion that the gage is capable
of measuring and displaying. For example, 0.001 is the resolution on a typical dial caliper.
Uncertainty: This field contains the uncertainty value and is to be used only if this record is for a reference standard. You can obtain
this value from the manufacturer. It’s expressed in units, such as percentage (0.5%), proportion (0.005), or measurement units (0.0001
inch).
Operating Range: Enter the gage’s allowable operating range as to the minimum and maximum size it could measure.
+ Tolerance: Use this field to store the upper (or plus) tolerance for the gage, as published by the manufacturer. FaciliWorks later uses
this information to calculate the maximum value for calibration standards. To enter this value as a percentage of the nominal, enter the
value followed by the percentage sign (for example, enter 1%). Check the placement of decimal points—for example, .01 equals one
percent; .1 equals one-tenth of a percent.
- Tolerance: Enter the lower (or minus) tolerance for this gage, as published by the manufacturer (use a positive value). FaciliWorks later
uses this information to calculate the minimum value for calibration standards. To enter this value as a percentage of the nominal, enter
the value followed by the percentage sign (for example, enter 1%). Check the placement of decimal points—for example, .01 equals
one percent; .1 equals one-tenth of a percent.
Standard Group: If the gage is associated with a standard group, select the group from this pop-up list. Using a Standard Group helps
to update standards for a number of gages at once as well as fill in standards for common gages. The standard also includes resolution,
precision, and plus/minus tolerance values. Please see Standard Group Tab for more information.
Standard ID: Enter the name or ID of the calibration standard or checkpoint (for example, Gage Block). Each Standard ID that you enter
for the gage must be unique. If you need to use the same name for multiple standards, number or letter each name. For example, if
you’re using CMM Check in more than one standard ID, number the name for each standard. Your IDs would appear as follows:
• 01. CMM Check
• 02. CMM Check
• 03. CMM Check
This numbering also permits you to control the list’s sort order (the program automatically sorts the list alphabetically by the Standard
ID).
Type: Two types are available: Variable (V) or Attribute (A). Select V for those standards that have a value that you actually measure
(such as 0.502 inches). Select A for pass/fail or visual types of checks. Selecting Attribute does not calculate accuracy of particular
standard.
Units: Indicate the units being measured, such as inches, mm or degrees.
Minimum: When you enter the nominal measurement, FaciliWorks automatically calculates the minimum measurement, based on the
gage’s minus tolerance. This value is the minimum acceptable value for the gage when you measure this standard (for example, 0.999).
Nominal: Enter the nominal value for the gage when you measure this standard (for example, 1.000).
Maximum: When you enter the nominal measurement, FaciliWorks automatically calculates the maximum measurement, based on the
gage’s plus tolerance. This value is the maximum acceptable value for the gage when you measure this standard (such as 1.001).
Ref Type: Select the type of Reference Standard that will be used for this standard. The pop-up list will show the Gage Type of every
reference standard in the database.
Gage ID of Standard: Select from a list of available Standard IDs. The list is limited by the Ref Type field. An empty Ref Type field
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would show all available IDs.
Format: Select numerical format for measurement appearance on reports. The format does not affect how measurements are shown in
forms, only in reports.
Prefill Button: Use this function to save time when you have multiple calibration standards and their nominal values are evenly spaced
(for example, if you have a group of standards with the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). Click the Prefill button and the following window will
open:

Gage ID: The ID of the selected gage will appear in this field.
Number of Standards: In this field, enter the number of standards you would like to prefill.
Start Value: Enter the smallest nominal value for the similar standards.
Increment Value: Enter the difference between the sizes of the nominal values of the standards, such as .5 or .005.
Standard Names: Enter the portion of the standard name that will remain static for all standards being prefilled. For example, enter 6
as your Number of Standards and 1 as the Start Value. Enter an Increment Value of 1 and Inch as the Unit (of measure). If you enter
Gage Block as the Standard Names value, the resulting names for your standards will be:
1. Gage Block (1 Inch)
2. Gage Block (2 Inch)
3. Gage Block (3 Inch), etc.
If the number of standards is between one and nine, the Standard ID names will be numbered as shown above. However, for 10 to 99
standards, the numerical value preceding the name will be shown as two digits, i.e., 01. Gage Block (1 Inch).
Type: Select the type of standard: Variable (V) or Attribute (A). Select Variable for those standards that have a value that you actually
measure (such as 0.502 inches). Select Attribute for pass/fail or visual types of checks.
Ref Type: Select the type of reference standard that will be used for this standard. The pop-up list will show the Gage Type of every
reference standard in the database.
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Gage ID of Standard: Select from a list of available Gage IDs of standards. The list is limited by the Ref Type field. An empty Ref Type
field would show all available Gage IDs.
Units: In this field, enter the unit of measure that the standards share.
Standard Format: Select the numerical format that measurements will appear in on reports. The format does not affect how
measurements are shown in forms, only in reports.
End Value: FaciliWorks calculates the end value for you, depending on the Number of Standards, the Start Value and the Increment
Value.
Prefill Button: After you’ve entered the information, click the Prefill button. The following window will appear:

Click OK.
FaciliWorks will fill in the information. The Minimum and Maximum values will be calculated from the -Tolerance and +Tolerance
values. Be sure to click Save before navigating away from this form.
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Gage Entry - History Tab (8i Calibration Only)
The History tab displays a read-only calibration history for the selected Gage ID. These records are sorted by date in descending order
and are not editable. FaciliWorks pulls this information from the data entered in Calibration Entry.

Calibration Date: This field shows the date for each calibration record.
By: In this field is the name of the user who performed the calibration.
Results: Any additional results recorded about the calibration will appear in this field.
As-found Condition: This field shows the condition of the gage before calibration or adjustment. This field will display In meaning intolerance, Out meaning out-of-tolerance or New meaning that this gage is a new instrument that has not yet been calibrated.
Account No: This field displays an account number or other tracking number associated with the cost (examples include a job,
purchase order, invoice or customer number).
Click the […] button to the right of a record to view the associated calibration record.
Pass: This field displays the pass/fail status of the calibration.
Calibration Type: A description of the type of calibration performed will appear in this field.
Action Required: Any action that may be required, such as Send out for Repair.
Calibration Status: This field displays the final calibration status: Passed, Failed, Repaired or Limited.
Certificate No: The certificate number issued by the outside calibration provider or your company.
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Gage Entry - Procedures Tab (8i Calibration Only)
Use this form to attach procedures to a gage record. Use the Procedure Name pop-up list to select a procedure. These procedure
records are entered within the Data Administration -> Procedures -> Text tab.

To view the text of a procedure in its entirety, click View Procedure; the text will display in a separate window or under a new browser
tab. When you’re finished viewing the procedure, close the window.

Click the Attachments button and the following window will open, displaying the procedure’s attachments (if any were attached from
within the Procedures -> Attachments tab) and allowing you to upload additional attachments specific to this gage:

Click the Browse button to locate a file and then click Upload. The Description will be automatically populated with the type of
attachment. Upon successful upload, a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to attach another file. When finished, click
Save and close the window.
To delete the attachment, check the Delete checkbox of the record and then click the Delete button.
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Gage Entry - Parts Tab (8i Calibration Only)
Use these records to define the parts and operations used by the gage. By linking this information to each gage, you’re facilitating
manufacturing traceability. Before you can link a part to a gage, you must enter the part’s record in Part Entry.

Part No: Select the part from the pop-up list; this action auto-fills the other fields with the information that was entered in Part Entry.
Part information on this form is read only.
Part Description: The name of the part will appear in this field.
Operation: This field stores the production operation or work center description, such as “Stamping” or “Machine 13.”
Drawing No: The blueprint drawing number of the part appears in this field.
Drawing Date: The date of the original drawing.
Change Level: The current change level ID of the current gage drawing.
Change Date: The date of the most recent drawing change level.
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Gage Entry - Additionals Tab (8i Calibration Only)
This screen is for entering any user-defined data that is not included in any of the predefined fields in the other screens of Gage Entry.
The fields can be customized to be text, date or list fields from within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Interface tab -> Asset
Custom sub-tab. Please see the Administrator Guide for instructions.

To solely customize the field names, you can click the Customize This Form link in the upper right corner of the form and overwrite the
contents of the Label Text field:

Use the Attachments pane of the Additionals tab to attach documents or images to a gage record. Click the Browse button to locate
and select the file you would like to attach. Then, click the Upload button. When the upload is complete, the File Description field will
be auto-filled. Upon successful upload, a new File field appears, allowing you to add another attachment. To view an attachment, click
Preview.
To delete an attachment, check the Delete checkbox of the attachment and then click the Delete button.
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Gage Entry - Issuances Tab (8i Calibration Only)
The upper section of this form is used to restrict the issue of a gage to authorized personnel. Restricting the issuance of a gage requires
that at least one authorized person be specified. Use the Staff ID pop-up list to select an authorized staff member. Use the Notes field
to enter any information about the person’s use of the gage.
The Restrict Issue drop-down list has three options:
• If Program Default is selected, the application will check the status of the Restrict Issue to Authorized User checkbox
within the Admin Settings -> Security tab. If that box is checked, the issuance of the gage will be restricted. If that box is
not checked, the issuance of the gage will be unrestricted.
• Selecting Restricted overrides the program default and the issuance of the gage will be restricted to the authorized persons.
• Selecting Not Restricted overrides the program default and the issuance of the gage will be unrestricted.
When issuing a gage (in the Issue/Return form), the Issued / Used By EmpTo field contains a pop-up list. If a gage is restricted, only
authorized users appear in this list. If the gage is unrestricted, all active staff members will be in the list.
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The bottom portion of this form is the Event Log. Use this area to enter information about events that involve the gage.
Every Event Name must be unique.
Use the Event Type pop-up list to select a type, such as Accident or enter a new type. If a new value is entered, a prompt will appear
to determine if the value should be added to the list. Depending on the settings specified within the Configuration -> Admin Settings ->
Advanced tab, this option might be inaccessible, meaning that Event Types can only be selected from the drop-down list.
Enter all other information that is pertinent to the event and click the Save button. A new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to
enter another event record.
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Chapter Six: Tasks
Within an asset record, you can enter or edit tasks that are associated exclusively with that asset. These tasks will not be available to
any other asset in your database. However, you can independently create and modify tasks in Data Administration -> Tasks and any
task that you enter in this location will be available for any asset. Once you associate the task with an asset, the task can be modified
specifically for that asset without modifying the original task record. This feature allows you to more generally define a task for several
assets and modify it slightly for each asset; otherwise, you would need to specifically define several tasks, one for each asset. We highly
recommend that you always enter tasks here in Data Administration -> Tasks in order to reuse tasks and for reporting purposes. The
task entry tabs are similar to the Assets -> PM Task sub-tabs.

Tasks - Task Tab
In this screen, enter general information about the task.

Task ID: Create a new task by entering a unique Task ID.
Task Description: Note that this field can be edited here in the Tasks -> Task tab and in the Assets -> PM Task -> Task sub-tab;
otherwise, this field is read-only.
Task Type: Enter a new task type or use the pop-up list to select an existing task type. If you enter a task type that is currently not in
the pop-up list, FaciliWorks will ask if you want to include your new entry in the list. If you select OK, the item will be in the list the next
time you use the pop-up.
Technician: Select a technician from the list of active employees.
Priority: Assign a priority to the task (optional). This entry can consist of numbers, characters or a combination of both.
User 1 and User 2: Use these two fields to store additional information about the task.
Shut Down Asset? Check this box if the task requires the asset to be shut down.
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Shut Down Facilities? Check this box if the task requires the facility to be shut down.
Asset Downtime: Enter the estimated number of hours the asset will be unavailable while performing the task.
Notes: Enter any special information regarding this task.
Clone Button: Cloning a task record duplicates the main task record as well as all corresponding data from the associated tabs. Clicking
the Clone button will open a Clone Task window. The original Task ID will be noted. Enter a New Task ID for the clone and click the
Clone button.

The task has been cloned successfully. Click Close. The screen refreshes to display your newly cloned record. Access the associated
tabs; all data has been copied from the original task.
Task Link Button: If you make changes to a task record (here within Data Administration -> Tasks), you can automatically update the
records for any and all assets that are currently associated with this task. Click the Task Link button. The Update Task Link window
appears and lists the assets to which this task is linked. Check the Save checkbox that corresponds to each asset record that you want
to update or click Select All to select all of the records. Click Update. FaciliWorks will automatically update the selected asset records
with the revised task information.

Save Button: Save the changes made to the record.
Cancel Button: Click Cancel to discard any changes you’ve made.
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Tasks - Schedule Tab
Enter information on how often your staff should perform this task. To schedule an actual date, the task must first be associated with
an asset. A task schedule can be a meter-based schedule or a date-based schedule or both. A meter-based schedule will be used if
a task for an asset will be scheduled on specific usage or meter reading. A date-based schedule will be used if a task is scheduled on
calendar dates or intervals. If both types of schedules are used, FaciliWorks will display the task as due when one schedule reaches a
Critical value of 100%.
Please see the Maintenance Due Dates chapter for detailed information about schedules.

Tasks - Labor Tab
In this screen, you can select from active employees to assign one or more of them to the task. You can change the employee assigned
to the task, the craft code or the estimated hours in this screen.

Staff ID: Use the pop-up list to select an active employee. This list draws from the active staff entry records.
Staff Name: When you select the ID, this field is auto-filled.
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Craft Code: Enter the employee’s union affiliation, department or classification if this field did not auto-fill.
Est Hours: Estimate the number of hours this task should require.
Labor Cost: FaciliWorks automatically calculates the labor cost as the estimated hours multiplied by the employee’s rate. This field value
is not editable.
Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.

Tasks - Contracts Tab
In this screen, you can enter any contract information that applies to this task.

Reference ID: Enter a unique alphanumeric identification code for each contract. If you choose a Reference ID from the pop-up list,
the Reference Description and Supplier Code fields will be auto-filled.
Reference Description: Enter a brief description of the services or asset that the contract provides.
Supplier Code: The name of the contract supplier appears in this field.
Rate: Enter the dollar amount for the contract in the left-hand field and the unit of time in the right-hand field, i.e., $20.00/Hour, $500/
Day or $0.25/Mile.
Total Time: Enter the amount of time required in the left-hand field and the unit of time in the right-hand field.
Rate Cost: FaciliWorks automatically calculates and displays the estimated cost as the Total Time multiplied by the Rate.
Lead Time: Enter the current lead time for the asset or service, such as 4 Hours or 2 Days. The numeric value is entered into the lefthand field; the unit of time can be selected from the drop-down list in the right-hand field.
Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.
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Tasks - Parts Tab
Part records must be entered in Inventory -> Part Entry before they can be assigned to a task. Please see the Part Entry section of
the Inventory chapter for instructions.
In the form below, when you choose a Part No. from the pop-up list, the remaining fields in the row will auto-fill with the information
entered in Part Entry; these fields are not editable here.

Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.

Tasks - Tools Tab
Tool records must be entered in Tools -> Tool Entry before they can be assigned to a task. Please see the Tool Entry section of the
Tool Records chapter for instructions.
In the form below, when you choose a Tool ID from the pop-up list, the remaining fields in the row will auto-fill with the information
entered in Tool Entry; these fields are not editable here.
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If a tool has been issued out from within Tools -> Issue Tools, the Issued Out checkbox in this form will be checked (this cannot be
edited in this screen).
Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.

Tasks - Variables Tab
Variable records must be entered in Data Administration -> Variable Data before they can be assigned to a task. For more information
about variables, please see Variable Data.

Variables: When you select the name of a variable (from the pop-up list) that the technician must check, the remaining fields will autofill using information that was entered via Data Administration -> Variable Data. All fields can be modified here (except the variable
name); these modifications are not universal; they are specific only to the active task.
Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.
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Tasks - Procedures Tab
In this screen, you can select (from the pop-up list) one or more previously entered procedures to apply to the task. Procedure records
are entered from within Data Administration -> Procedures.

To view the details of a procedure (in a separate window or in a new browser tab), click the corresponding View Procedure button.
Close this window to return to the Procedures tab.

To attach a document to a procedure, click the associated Attachments button and browse to the file you would like to attach, and
then click the Upload button. When the upload is complete, the Description field will be auto-filled. When you are finished, click the
Save button and close the Attachments window.
If the procedure record (as entered from within Data Administration -> Procedures) has an attachment, that file will be shown here.
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Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.

Tasks - User Defined Tab
This screen is available for any data that does not belong in any of the predefined fields in the other screens of Task Entry.
The field types (i.e., text field, date field or pop-up list) are edited within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Interface -> Task
Custom sub-tab. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for detailed information about Admin Settings.

Click Customize Form to change the names of the fields. In the Label Text field, overwrite the default text with a new, customized field
name. Scroll down to the bottom of the form and click Save; close the window. Refresh the User Defined tab by clicking the Save
button and the new field name will be displayed.
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Tasks - Checklist Tab
A checklist is a user-defined set of steps that must be checked to complete a task. You must enter a checklist record in Data
Administration -> Checklists before it can be assigned to a task record in the Tasks -> Checklist tab. A checklist assigned to a
particular task can be edited in the Tasks -> Checklist tab, but changes made here will not affect the checklist anywhere else it
appears. If you wish to change a checklist globally, you must edit it from within Data Administration -> Checklists.

Checklist Name: This field shows the name of the current checklist.
Checklist Description: This field shows the description of the current checklist.
Checklist Text: Enter text for the checklist step and then click the Save button; as you do, a blank record for a second checklist step
will appear below it.
Inspection: Choose Do Item Only, Do Inspection Only, or Do Item and Inspection from the drop-down list. This identifies for the
technician performing the step which checkbox to check on the PM or WO.
Initials Required: Check this box to require an electronic signature on this checklist item before a work order containing this checklist
can be completed.
Move Up and Move Down buttons: Click on these buttons to move the checklist step up or down (change the sort order) in the
checklist as required.
Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.
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Chapter Seven: Checklists
Checklists document specific steps that need to be verified or inspected during the course of a task. A checklist record must be
entered here before it can be assigned to a task. Navigate to Data Administration -> Checklists.

To create a new checklist, click the New button.
Enter a unique Checklist Name.
Enter a unique Checklist Description or choose an existing description from the pop-up list.
Enter a description of the step in the Checklist Text field.
Use the Inspection drop-down list to select Do Item Only, Do Inspection Only or Do Item and Inspection. This identifies for the
technician performing the step which checkbox to check on the PM or WO.
If the technician performing the task must sign off on a checklist item, check the Initials Required checkbox. This will require the
currently logged-in user to submit a user name and password for verification before a checklist can be marked as completed.
If a checklist contains more than one step, the steps can be re-ordered. Use the Move Up or Move Down buttons associated with a
step to move the step up or down in the list.
To delete a step from the list, click the Delete checkbox associated with that step and click the Delete button at the bottom of the form.
To delete an entire checklist record, click the Delete button at the top of the form.
To save a checklist record, click the Save button.
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When editing a checklist that has already been linked to one or more tasks, you may want to update associate task records to reflect
the updated checklist. First, use the record navigation bar to locate the checklist you want to change. Make changes as needed. Click
Save to save your changes.
To update the checklist in associated task records, click the Update button and the following will appear below the checklist record:

Click the appropriate radio button for the kind of update you would like to perform. You can update the checklist in associated Tasks,
in Tasks associated with Assets or both. After making a selection, click the Save button in the Update Checklist pane. Click Cancel to
revoke any updates.
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Chapter Eight: Inventory
From the Main Menu, navigate to the Inventory menu to track spare parts inventory and purchase orders. You can also receive parts
into stock that are not associated with a purchase order, record where the parts are used by identifying work order number, asset ID,
cost center and warehouse, and calculate ideal order quantities.
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Part Entry
Easily maintain up-to-date inventory records for your suppliers and assets. You can also track the cost of parts and supplies that are
used during maintenance. From the Main Menu, select Inventory and then click Part Entry.

Part Entry - Information Tab

To add a new part, click the New button. Enter data per the field descriptions below:
Part No: Enter a unique alphanumeric identification code for each part.
Part Description: Enter a brief description of the part.
Stock Type: Parts can be classified according to ordering, stocking or job assignment policies.
Category: Parts can be categorized for ease in grouping in reports and graphs.
Sub Category: Categories can be divided into subcategories to help you sort parts in reports and graphs.
Case Pack: Enter how many parts a typical package or shipment contains. For example, enter the number of items per case, i.e., 12pack, 24-pack or 96-pack carton.
UPC Code: Enter the UPC code assigned to this part.
Manufacturer: Enter the name of the manufacturer of this part or select it from the pop-up list.
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Manufacturer Part No.: Enter the manufacturer’s part number. Your printed purchase orders will show this number instead of your
internal part number. However, if you leave this field blank, your POs will show your company number.
Model No.: Enter the part’s model number, if applicable.
Supplier Code: Select the code of your supplier for this part from the pop-up list.
Unit of Measure: Enter the unit by which you usually use the part for a PM or WO, such as each, gallon, or pound.
Cost from Mfg: Enter the current price of the part as per the unit of measure entered.
Shelf Life: If the part is perishable or will soon be obsolete, enter its shelf life.
Critical: Place a check in this box to indicate that this part is critical.
ABC Stock: ABC Stock items fall into one of three categories. Select a category from the drop-down list.
• A: Items are expensive to keep on hand, but are critical items. You would keep a small number of these on hand, but manage the stock level closely. If you select A from the drop-down list, FaciliWorks will automatically check the Critical checkbox.
• B: Items are not very expensive to keep on hand, but are still required. You would keep a moderate amount of parts in stock,
but would not monitor the stock level closely.
• C: Items are inexpensive parts that may not be critical. You may keep a large number of these parts on hand, but would not
monitor the stock level closely.
Part User 1 and Part User 2: Use these user-defined fields to track additional information.
Last Invoice Date: Enter the invoice date for the most recent order of the part. Click the calendar icon to the right of this field to choose
a date, type the date directly into the field or click the grey button to the right of the calendar icon to insert today’s date. When you create
purchase orders in FaciliWorks for this part, this field will auto-fill with the invoice date of the most recent purchase order for this part.
Last Order Date: Enter the date on which the most recent order was placed. Click the calendar icon to the right of this field to choose a
date or type the date directly into the field. When you create purchase orders in FaciliWorks for this part, this field will auto-fill with the
order date of the most recent purchase order for this part.
PO No.: Enter the PO number for the most recent order.

Reorder Pane
Lead Time: In this field, enter the estimated lead time for the part.
Reorder Point: Enter the minimum quantity of the part that should be in stock before a reorder is necessary.
Reorder Quantity: Enter the number of parts to order. The total quantity to order will be the difference between the quantity in stock
and the reorder point, plus this field. (Reorder Point - Quantity in Stock) + Reorder Quantity = Total Quantity to Order
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Quantities Pane
This section displays information about the current inventory level for this part.
Quantity in Stock: This field shows your current inventory level of this part; it will automatically update as parts are received into stock
through a purchase order. To manually change this amount, see the instructions below.
Quantity on Order: Based on your purchase order records, this field shows the quantity currently on order. This number is editable.
On Back Order: If any of the parts are on backorder, this window shows that amount (based on your purchase order records). This
number is editable.
Stock Level: This field gives you a quick visual graph of the current quantity in stock compared to the reorder point.
History Button: Clicking this button opens a Part History window, detailing work orders and purchase orders associated with the part,
tasks that required the part and estimated and actual quantities used.

Manually Changing the Quantity in Stock
If the Quantity in Stock amount is incorrect, double-click the field or click the magnifying glass icon to the right of it; the Calculate
Part Quantity window will open.
In the designated fields, enter the number of parts that need to be added or subtracted from the current quantity. Press the Tab key on
your keyboard or click in the next field. This action deactivates the field you’ve just altered and allows FaciliWorks to calculate the new
total and display it in the Final Stock Level field. If you want to accept this new quantity, click the Close button. If you decide not to
change the Quantity in Stock, click the Cancel button.

If you click Close, you will be prompted to confirm the change; click Yes to proceed. FaciliWorks will update the Quantity in Stock field
and close the window. If you click No, i.e., you do not accept the new amount, Quantity in Stock will remain at the current level. The
Calculate Part Quantity window will remain open; you can either enter another adjustment or click Cancel.
After a manual adjustment, FaciliWorks will prompt you for adjustment purpose and cost center information. If desired, make a selection
from the Cost Center pop-up list and then click Ok; otherwise, close the window.
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Part Entry - Warehouse Tab
Use this screen to divide all parts in inventory into different warehouse locations. When parts come in, enter the quantity and storage
information and click the Save button; a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another record. If you are receiving
parts through a purchase order record, these fields will be automatically updated. From the Reports menu, you can produce an
inventory report sorted by part number or location.

Part No: Displays the identification number for the current record as entered in the Information tab.
Part Description: Displays the description for the current record as entered in the Information tab.
Date Recvd: Enter the date on which the order was received.
Stock Qty: Enter the number of parts in stock prior to the receipt of the current order.
Qty Rcvd: Enter the number of parts received in the current order.
Section, Shelf, Aisle and Bin: Specify the exact storage location for this part in these fields.
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Warehouse: Use the pop-up list to select the part’s warehouse. If the warehouse isn’t in the list, click the Warehouses button at the
bottom of the form to add a new warehouse location; the following window will open:

Click New to create a new warehouse record. Enter the appropriate information; enter the name of the warehouse location in the
Company Name filed and enter the numerical Location Number. Click Save. Click Close to return to the Warehouse tab.
Click Reset to clear the form; click Delete to delete a warehouse record.
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Part Entry - Alternates/Special Tab

Alternate Parts and Suppliers Pane
Enter alternate supplier and price information for the part.
Alternate Supplier: Use the pop-up list to select an alternate supplier for the part.
Alternate Part No.: Select an alternative part from the pop-up list.
The Save and Delete buttons in this pane affect only the records in this pane. When saving a record, a new blank row of fields
appears, allowing you to enter another record.

Pricing Pane
In the Pricing section of this screen, identify your alternate part pricing by assigning a code to different purchasing options. For
example, you might identify a minimum purchase price code. You can also use special codes to identify the lowest price, highest price
or optimum quantities for your needs. Your code system could indicate the best price for this part or the smallest order quantity. You
could also use the code to reflect a particular product or location number.
Price Code: Enter a price code in this field (maximum of 10 characters).
Qty Low: If applicable, enter the minimum purchase quantity to qualify for special pricing or discounts.
Qty High: Enter the maximum purchase quantity to qualify for special pricing or discounts.
Price: Enter the price for the quantity specified.
The Save and Delete buttons in this pane affect only the records in this pane. When saving a record, a new row of fields appear,
allowing you to enter another record.

Part Entry - Serial/Assembly Tab
In this screen, enter serial number and assembly number information about this part.
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Serialized Items Pane
Serial No.: If you track parts by serial number, enter that information here.
Date Recvd: Enter the date on which you received the part.
Comments: Enter information regarding this particular serial number record.
The Save and Delete buttons in this pane affect only the records in this pane. When saving a record, a new row of fields appear,
allowing you to enter another record.

Assembly Pane
Assembly Item #: If you track parts by assembly number or name, enter that information here.
Qty: Enter the quantity of parts for the assembly item.
Comments: Enter comments about the assembly item or part.
The Save and Delete buttons in this pane affect only the records in this pane. When saving a record, a new row of fields appear,
allowing you to enter another record.

Part Entry - Special Tab
In this screen, you can record the part’s special features and engineering data.

Special Features Pane
Enter the part’s distinctive characteristics, if any.
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Engineering Data Pane
Drawing No and Drawing Date: If applicable, enter the drawing number for this part, then enter the date of the original drawing or click
the calendar icon to select a date.
Change Level and Change Date: Enter the current change level characters that identify the current drawing, then enter the date of the
most recent drawing change level for this part or click the calendar icon to select a date.

Part Entry - Where Used Tab
In this screen, manually create a list of assets for which this part is used. When you select an Asset ID from the pop-up list, the asset’s
description, model number and current location will automatically populate the appropriate fields. When a record is saved, a new blank
row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another asset.

Click the Fill from Work Orders button to automatically add assets from completed work orders to this list. This feature is useful if you
need to scavenge a part from a non-critical asset and use it until you receive a new part.
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Part Entry - Attachments Tab
You can attach images, maps, other drawing objects or any other files to parts in the Attachments tab. Click the Browse… button to
browse through your directories to locate a file. After selecting the file, click Upload; the File Description field will be populated
automatically, but this value can be edited. Upon successful upload of a file, a new blank row of fields appears, allowing you to select
another file. There is no limit to the number of files you can attach. Be sure to click Save before exiting this screen. To view or print
attached files, click Preview.

Part Entry - Costing Tab
The Costing tab is a record of all of the various cost levels of the part. There may be multiple records here depending on the inventory
costing method used: LIFO, FIFO or a weighted average. This keeps track of the date, quantity and cost of each set of parts.

If a quantity of parts comes in at the same cost as the previous set, the quantity is added to the previous set. If the cost is different,
then a new record is created with the new cost.
If using weighted average, the new parts are averaged in the existing record. They are weighted by the number of parts already in stock
and the number of parts in the new set. Essentially, this is a cost history for all parts.
The values in this form cannot be changed.
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Part Entry - History Tab
This form shows a record of every change that is made to a part’s inventory level. It may be useful to think of this form as an audit log
that is specific to part quantities. The values on this form cannot be edited here.

Click a column header to sort the list by that column in ascending order. Click the same column header a second time to sort by that
column in descending order.

Part Entry - User Defined Tab
This screen is available for any data that does not belong in any of the predefined fields in the other screens of Part Entry.
The field types (i.e., text field, date field or pop-up list) are edited within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Interface -> Part
Custom sub-tab. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for detailed information about Admin Settings.
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Click Customize Form to change the names of the fields. In the Label Text field, overwrite the default text with a new, customized field
name. Scroll down to the bottom of the form and click Save; close the window. Refresh the User Defined tab by clicking the Save
button and the new field name will be displayed.

Part Entry - Gage Requirements Tab (8i Calibration Only)
Use this tab to set up lists of gage requirements (lists of gages that you need to use to inspect parts as you produce them).

Gage ID: Use the pop-up list to select the gage you will use to inspect the part.
Description: FaciliWorks will automatically enter the description of the gage you selected in the Gage ID field.
Method: Enter the control method, such as Inspection Sheet or Control Chart.
Dimension: In this field, enter the dimension or characteristic that you will check with the gage.
Comments: Record any notes about the dimension or characteristic that you’re checking.
Frequency: Specify the frequency at which the part will be inspected with this gage, such as 5 per Shift or 10 per Day.

Create Purchase Orders
When the quantity in stock of a part falls to or below the reorder point entered in the Part Entry -> Information tab, FaciliWorks uses
the inventory information to automatically generate purchase order notifications here in the Inventory -> Create Purchase Orders
-> Information tab. The records generated here are reported on the Dashboard under the Inventory Summary as parts that have
reached a critical limit.
If all the parts you have in stock are above their reorder threshold, this window will display a message that no parts need to be ordered
instead of displaying the Information tab shown on the next page.
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Create Purchase Orders - Information Tab
Fields in this screen are populated with information from Part Entry; the Order Quantity value can be changed here.

Click View Orders to see the Re-Order Part Listing in its print layout. From this screen, you can print the listing or export it as various
file types.
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Click the Create button at the bottom of the Information tab to create all purchase orders. If all entries have the necessary information,
a message similar to the following will appear:

Click OK.
If any necessary information is missing (such as Supplier Code), FaciliWorks will not create the purchase order; the following message
will be displayed:

Clicking Yes will allow FaciliWorks to create any complete purchase orders. Go to Inventory -> Part Entry to correct the information
on incomplete purchase orders and then return to Create Purchase Orders. Clicking No will cancel the operation altogether; go to
Inventory -> Part Entry to correct order information.

Create Purchase Orders - Workflow Tab
If workflow steps and triggers have been defined within Configuration -> Workflow Step Setup and Configuration -> Workflow
Trigger Setup, this screen will display the workflow history associated with the purchase order. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator
Guide for workflow setup instructions.
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Purchase Orders
Navigate to Inventory -> Purchase Orders to view and modify purchase order data or to create a new purchase order. If a purchase
order has been created via Create Purchase Orders, it will be available within this section for modification.

Purchase Orders - Information Tab

Requisition Number and PO Number: FaciliWorks automatically creates these numbers based on the format specified within the
Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information
about automatic numbering.
Supplier Code: Select a supplier from the pop-up list.
Purchase Order Date: Enter the date of the order.
Invoice Date: Enter the invoice date for this order.
Approved Date: Enter the date on which the purchase order was approved if applicable.
Delivery Due Date: Enter the anticipated delivery date, if known.
Ordered By: This field auto-fills with the user currently logged into the software or use the pop-up list to select the Staff ID of the
person who requires the items.
Approved By: Use the pop-up list to select the Staff ID of the person who approved the purchase order.
Received: Check this checkbox when the order is received; then, go to the Line Items tab to enter the quantities received.
Paid: Check this checkbox when the accounting department pays the invoice for the order.
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Notes: Enter any notes that should appear on the purchase order.
Shipped Via: Use the pop-up list to select the shipping method.
Ship Date: Enter the date on which the supplier shipped the order.
Terms: Enter the payment terms for the order.
FOB: Enter the location from which your company is responsible for the freight cost.
Parts Total: This is the total cost of the parts as calculated by FaciliWorks. You cannot edit this field.
Tax Rate: Enter or select the tax rate.
Tax: This is the total tax on this order as calculated by FaciliWorks based on the Parts Total and Tax Rate. You cannot edit this field.
Freight: Enter any freight costs included with the order.
Grand Total: This is the total cost of the order, including parts, freight and tax. You cannot edit this field.
Reset button: Click this button to undo any changes since the last time the record was saved.
Preview PO button: Click this button to see a print preview of the purchase order. From this screen, you can print the PO or export it.
The text in the Instructions pane is populated from the Purchase Order Statement entered in the Configuration -> Admin Settings
-> User Information tab. For more information about these settings, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
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Purchase Orders - Line Items Tab
The Line Items tab lists the parts that will be contained in the purchase order.

One way to add a part to the list is to use the Part No pop-up list to select the part. The only parts available in this list will be parts
associated with the supplier specified on the Information tab. When a part is selected, the Part Description and Model fields are
automatically populated and a new row of fields appears, allowing you to enter another part.
The other way to add a part to the list is to type it into the Part No field and then either press the tab key on your keyboard to advance
to the next open field or click in the next open field. If you enter a part number that is not in the database, the following window will appear:

Clicking Yes will open the Part Entry window wherein you can enter the information for the new part. If you click No, the following
message will appear:

Type in the part cost and click OK. This value will populate the Price field.
Enter the number of parts to order in the Quantity field and tab to the next field. FaciliWorks multiplies the Price value by the Quantity
value and enters the product in the Extended field.
Alt. Supplier: Check the checkbox if the part is from an alternate supplier.
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Part Description, Model and Price: Upon selecting a part number from the pop-up list, these fields are populated from the contents
of the same fields within the Part Entry -> Information tab and calculated from values entered. These field values cannot be edited in
this screen.
Quantity: Enter the quantity ordered for each part.
Qty Rcvd: When an order is received, go to the Information tab to check the Received checkbox and then revisit this form to enter the
quantity received of each part. Upon entering the quantity received, the following window will open:

If you would like to select a Cost Center for the received item, use the pop-up list to do so and then click OK. If you do not want to
select a Cost Center, leave that field blank and then click OK. FaciliWorks automatically updates the Quantity in Stock (shown in the
Part Entry -> Information tab).
Qty Back Ordered: Enter the back ordered quantity for any back ordered items; the value will be reflected in the Part Entry ->
Information form for that part. When the backordered item arrives, revisit this form to remove the quantity from the Qty Back Ordered
field and add the quantity to the Qty Rcvd field. Because you are updating the Qty Rcvd field, the following window will open:

If you would like to select a Cost Center for the received item, use the pop-up list to do so and then click OK. If you do not want to
select a Cost Center, leave that field blank and then click OK. FaciliWorks automatically updates the Quantity in Stock (shown in the
Part Entry -> Information tab).
Price: Enter the price for the part ordered if entering a new part manually. This field is read-only if the part is selected from the list.
Extended: This field value is automatically calculated as the product of Quantity and Price.
Date Expec: Enter the date on which you expect to receive this order.
Date Recvd: When you receive the shipment, enter the date in this field.
Comments: Enter any additional comments regarding this item.
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Purchase Orders - Bill To Tab

The default Ship To and Bill To address is the address entered within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> User Information
tab. If, however, the Bill To address is different from the Ship To address, access the Bill To tab to enter the information. For more
information about Admin Settings, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.

Purchase Orders - Signature Tab
To sign a record as complete, click the Sign button in the Done By pane. This creates a new signature record containing the name of
the user currently logged in, the date and the exact time. (The button previously labeled as Sign changes to Unsign at this time.)
If Electronic Signature Login is enabled (specified within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Security tab), clicking the Sign
button will open the Electronic Signature Login window. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. This creates a new signature
record containing the user’s name, the date and the exact time. (The button previously labeled as Sign changes to Unsign at this time.)
Once the record has been signed, then the Approved By pane can be signed. Once a record has been signed, it cannot be edited by
anyone. A signed record can only be made editable if the original user unsigns it; if the record’s approval has been signed, the approval
must be unsigned by the person who signed it before the record can be unsigned.
Unsigning a record is done in the same way as signing a record. During the course of the unsigning, a Comments box will open,
allowing you to type any necessary comments. Click Save to save the comments or click Cancel to return to the Signature tab without
entering any comments.
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Purchase Orders - Workflow Tab
If workflow steps and triggers have been defined within Configuration -> Workflow Step Setup and Configuration -> Workflow
Trigger Setup, this screen will display the workflow history associated with the purchase order. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator
Guide for workflow setup instructions.

Receive Parts
When parts are received by means other than through purchase orders (such as a transfer of parts from one company location to
another), navigate to Inventory -> Receive Parts to update your inventory.
Use the Part No pop-up list to select a part.
Qty Rcvd: Enter the number of parts received.
The Cost field is automatically populated with the part cost entered in Part Entry.
Order Cost: This field contains the total cost of the parts, which is the product of the values from the Qty Rcvd and Cost fields. This
field can be left blank.
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Use the Warehouse pop-up list to select the warehouse in which the parts are stored.

Click Next to complete the record and proceed to a new blank form. Click Cancel to exit Receive Parts or click Clear to clear the
contents of the form without saving it.
FaciliWorks automatically updates the Quantity in Stock shown in the Part Entry -> Information tab.

Use Parts
You can manually update your inventory by navigating to Inventory -> Use Parts.

Use the Part No pop-up list to select a part number.
Enter the Quantity Used.
Use the WO/PM Number pop-up list to select an open PM or work order associated with the part’s use, if applicable. When part use is
recorded here and associated with PM or work order, the part usage will be reflected in the Parts tab of the PM or work order record
and also in the History tab of the part record.
Use the Asset ID pop-up list to select the asset on which the part was used.
When applicable, use the Cost Center pop-up list to select the liable cost center.
Manually type the purpose of the part’s use in the Purpose field.
Click Next to save the record and proceed to another blank form. Click Close to exit the Use Parts screen.
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EOQ Analysis
Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) is a formula that helps you optimize stock levels by determining the stock level that will cost your
company the least amount of money. EOQ uses the number of parts that are needed for a specified time period and compares that to
the cost of ordering the parts and the cost of keeping the parts on the shelf. Navigate to Inventory -> EOQ Analysis.
This form is a filter used to determine which parts are compared. By default, the date range is one year, ending on today’s date. The
dates can be changed by using the pop-up calendar to the right of each field or manually typing the desired date. Use the pop-up lists
in the other fields to select the values by which to filter.

Click Reset to clear the contents of all fields except the date fields.
Click Cancel to exit the EOQ Analysis form.
Click the Find button to view information based on the criteria selected in the filter or leave the filter blank and click Find to display all
data. A list of parts to be compared will be displayed. Holding Cost refers to the costs to keep a part on the shelf as a percentage of the
part’s purchase cost. Order Cost refers to the miscellaneous costs associated with buying parts, including the time it takes to create the
order, shipping costs or any costs other than the parts themselves and the taxes. These two values are the same for every part in the
list. Click the Calculate button; FaciliWorks will recalculate reorder points based on the figures you enter.

The current Reorder Point and the calculated EOQ Quantity reorder point are shown for each part in the list.
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By default, all Update Quantity checkboxes are checked. Click Deselect All to remove all check marks.
To use the calculated reorder point for future orders of a particular item, check the item’s Update Quantity checkbox or to select every
item in the list, click Select All.
After making your selections, click Update to update the FaciliWorks database.
To close this window without modifying your FaciliWorks database, click Cancel.
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Chapter Nine: Tools
Tool Entry
From the Main Menu, navigate to Tools -> Tool Entry to create and edit records for all tools, including each tool’s usage history.

Tool Entry - Information Tab
In this screen, enter general information about the tool.

Tool ID: Enter a unique alphanumeric code for each tool.
Tool Description: Enter a description of the tool.
Serial No: Enter the tool’s serial number or model number.
Purchase Date: Enter the date the tool was purchased or select the date from the pop-up calendar, accessed by clicking the calendar
icon to the right of the Purchase Date field.
Manufacturer: Enter the name of the tool’s manufacturer or select a manufacturer from the pop-up list.
Type: Enter the type of tool or select the type from the pop-up list. Because this field can be used to filter your tool records, it is
recommended to be consistent in your entries.
Size: Enter information about the tool’s size or its range of use or select it from the pop-up list. Because this field can be used to filter
your tool records, it is recommended to be consistent in your entries.
Metric: Check this checkbox if the tool is metric.
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Quantity: If this is a multi-piece tool or this tool is part of a set, enter the total number of pieces in the Quantity field.
Storage Location: Enter the tool’s storage location or select a location from the pop-up list.
Current Location: When you first enter a tool record, enter the tool’s current location here or select it from the pop-up list. FaciliWorks
automatically updates this field when the tool is issued and returned.
Issued: FaciliWorks automatically updates this field as the tool is issued or returned. The Issued checkbox is checked when the tool is
issued; the box is not checked when the tool is returned.
Cost: Enter the tool’s original cost.
PO No: Enter the purchase order number used to purchase the tool.
Supplier Code: Enter the code of the tool’s supplier or select a supplier from the pop-up list.
Tool User 1 and Tool User 2: Enter any user-defined information you need for each tool.
Notes: Enter any additional notes about the tool.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.
Cancel: Click Cancel to discard any changes you’ve made.

Tool Entry - Issue History Tab
The Tool Entry -> Issue History tab lists every occasion on which a tool has been issued and returned; the most recent information is
listed first. Information that appears on this form can only be edited within Tools -> Edit Tool Issue and Return.
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Tool Entry - Where Used Tab
In this screen, you can manually list every asset that uses this tool. Select an Asset ID from the pop-up list and the remaining asset
information will automatically display in the appropriate fields. Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, in which an
additional asset can be entered. Click the Fill from Maintenance Jobs button to automatically insert asset information based on
completed work orders.

Delete checkbox and Delete button: To delete a line item, check the corresponding Delete checkbox and click the Delete button.
Save: Save the changes made to the record.
Cancel: Click Cancel to discard any changes you’ve made.
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Issue Tools
Navigate to Tools -> Issue Tools to track tool location and usage, reasons for use and number of times used. To issue a tool, you
must create a new issue record. When a tool has been issued out via this form, the Issued checkbox in that tool’s Tools -> Tool Entry
-> Information tab will be checked and the Current Location field will show the Staff ID of the person to whom the tool was issued.

Tool ID: Select the tool to issue from the pop-up list; only the tools that are currently not issued out will be on this list.
Issue Date and Issue Time: These fields auto-fill with the current system date and time. If you do not want to use today’s date, enter
a date in the Issue Date field or select a date from the pop-up calendar. If the time displayed in the Issue Time field is not accurate,
reset the clock for your computer using the Windows Control Panel. If you wish to alter the time for any other reason, type a new time in
the Issue Time field, directly overwriting the existing time.
Issued To: Use the pop-up list to select the Staff ID of the person to whom the tool is being issued. From this selection the Issued
Department field will auto-fill from the Staff Entry form if the information exists.
Issued Department: This field is automatically populated when a Staff ID is selected in the Issued To field, but you can also use the
pop-up list to select a department.
Asset ID: If the tool is being issued on a particular asset, select the Asset ID from the pop-up list.
The Received Date, Received Time, Received From and Cycles fields will be automatically populated upon the return of the tool.
Notes: Enter any additional notes regarding the issuance of this tool.
When you’re finished entering in the tool issuance information, click the Issue button to issue the tool and save the record. A Tool
Successfully Issued message will appear; click OK. A new blank issue form is displayed.
Click Cancel to discard your changes to return to a fresh issuance form.
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Return Tools
To return tools, navigate to the Tools menu and select Return Tools.
Select the ID of the tool being returned from the Tool ID pop-up list; only those tools currently issued will be on this list. The tool’s issue
information and associated Asset ID (if applicable) will automatically populate the appropriate fields. When a tool has been returned via
this form, the Issued checkbox in that tool’s Tools -> Tool Entry -> Information tab will be unchecked.
The Received Date and Received Time fields will auto-fill with the current system date and time; these fields are editable.
Use the Received From pop-up list to select the Staff ID of the person returning the tool.
Cycles: Enter the number of cycles for which this tool was used during its issuance.
Notes: Enter any additional notes regarding the issuance and return of this tool.

Click Cancel to discard any changes that have been made to the record since the last time the record was saved.
Click the Return button to return the tool and save the record. When you receive a Tool Successfully Returned message, click OK; a
new blank return form is displayed.
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Edit Tool Issue and Return
Navigate to Tools -> Edit Tool Issue and Return. This form stores information about each issuance and subsequent return of a tool.
Use the record navigation bar to locate the record you wish to edit. Change any of the field contents as necessary. Click Save to save
your changes or click Cancel to discard your changes.

Within this form, you can issue and return a tool, but none of the fields will auto-fill as they do in the Issue Tools and Return Tools
forms. Click New to create a new record and enter necessary information. When a tool has been issued out via this form, the Issued
checkbox in that tool’s Tools -> Tool Entry -> Information tab will be checked. When a tool is returned via this form, the Issued
checkbox for that tool will then be unchecked.
Click Delete to delete an entire record. You will receive a confirmation message warning that once this record is deleted, the action
cannot be undone and asking if you would like to continue.
To continue with the deletion of the record, click Yes; to cancel, click No.
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Chapter Ten: Contractors
Navigate to Data Administration -> Contractors to enter contractor records.

Click the New button to create a new record. In the Reference field, enter a unique Reference ID for the contractor. In the Reference
Description field, enter a description of the service the contractor provides.
If the contractor is used for multiple contract jobs, complete a contract record for each type of work performed. For example, Ed Jones,
a general contractor, may be required for both electrical and general fix-up work with different rates. Two unique records for Ed Jones
must be created.
Use the Supplier Code pop-up list to select the name of the supplier who provides the service. This assumes that the supplier records
have already been entered. If not, the Supplier Code can be chosen later. A supplier is any company or person who provides goods
or services. If the supplier provides goods, the supplier’s information is used in inventory and purchase orders; if the supplier provides a
service, the supplier’s information is used here in contractor records.
When the Supplier Code is chosen in the contractor record, the contract information populates the Contracts tab within Data
Administration -> Suppliers.
In the Rate field, enter a dollar amount in the left-hand field and use the pop-up list in the right-hand field to select the unit on which
the rate is based; for instance, $250.00/day.
In the Total Time field, enter the estimated amount of time the services will be needed.
The Rate Cost field will be automatically calculated with the product of the Rate and Total Time.
In the left-hand Lead Time field, enter a numeric value; in the right-hand field, use the pop-up list to select the unit of measure. This is
the amount of notice the contractor needs before beginning a project.
If you edit an existing contractor record, click Save to save the changes. This revised contractor record will only appear in its revised
form when applied to tasks from this point on.
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In order to update the contractor record in all past task records, click the Update Task Records button. When this button is clicked,
option buttons appear beneath it:

The options are:
• Update in Task
• Update in Asset Task
• Update in Task and Asset Task

Click the button appropriate for the type(s) of records you would like to update. Be sure about your selection; there is no message given
to confirm the action.
If you mistakenly updated records; for example, you clicked Update in Task and Asset Task, but you intended to only Update in Task,
edit the fields to return them to their previous values, and then click Update in Task and Asset Task. This will change the records back
to their original state, prior to the mistake. From there, you can make the intended edits and click the correct update button.
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Chapter Eleven: Procedures
Navigate to Data Administration -> Procedures to enter procedure text and attach files to the procedures.

Procedures - Text Tab
Click New to create a new procedure record. In the Procedure Name field, enter a unique name or ID. In the pane below, type the
procedure text or copy and paste text from another document. Font sizes, weights, alignment, color, etc. can all be modified using the
toolbar. Be sure to click the Save button after creating a new record.

To edit an existing record, use the record navigation bar to locate the record. Make the necessary changes and click the Save button to
save the record. Editing a procedure record will affect all tasks and assets with which the procedure is associated.
If you do not want to upload a file into the database through the Attachments tab (see Procedures - Attachments Tab), you can
simply point to the file; the file must be on a shared resource accessible to all users. Highlight the text in the Procedure textbox, click
the Hyperlink icon and enter the URL information. When you click OK and close the Hyperlink window, the text is now underlined to
indicate an active link. The link can be viewed from the Task -> Procedure tab.
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Procedures - Attachments Tab
Use the Attachments tab to upload files to the database to attach to the procedure. This could include images, maps, instruction
documents, etc.

Use the record navigation bar to locate the procedure record to which you would like to attach a file. Click the Browse… button
to locate the file. This will populate the Image Path field. Click the Upload button. The file will be uploaded to FaciliWorks and the
Description field with be populated with the file type.
To view an attachment, click Preview (in the row associated with the attachment you would like to view).
Upon successful upload of a file, a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to upload another file.
To delete an attachment, check the Delete checkbox associated with the file and click the Delete button.
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Chapter Twelve: Suppliers
To enter detailed records of your suppliers for the products or services you purchase from them, navigate to Data Administration ->
Suppliers. A supplier is any company or person who provides goods or services. If the supplier provides goods, the supplier’s information
is used in inventory and purchase orders; if the supplier provides a service, the supplier’s information is used in contractor records.

Suppliers - Information Tab

Supplier Code: Enter a unique alphanumeric identification code for each supplier.
Name: Enter the supplier (company) name.
Type: Select the supplier type from the pop-up list or enter a new type to add to the list.
Contact: Enter the name of the person to contact at the supplier company.
Salutation: You can enter Mr., Ms. or Mrs., according to how you want to address this supplier in your communications. If you leave
this field blank, FaciliWorks will direct your correspondence to the name of the contact person (i.e., Joe Smith instead of Mr. Joe Smith).
Address 1, Address 2, City, State, Zip and Country: Enter the supplier’s address in the appropriate fields.
Enabled: Click this checkbox to indicate that this supplier is currently active. Only enabled suppliers appear on lists of available suppliers
in other forms.
IMPORTANT: If the supplier falls out of favor with your company, do not delete the supplier from your database; this causes
all associated records (assets, parts, etc.) to also be deleted. Rather than deleting the supplier record, uncheck the Enabled
checkbox; all historical records will remain in tack and the supplier will not appear on the supplier pop-up lists.
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Phone and Fax: Enter the supplier’s telephone and fax numbers.
Email and Website: Enter the supplier’s email address and website.
Supplier User 1 and Supplier User 2: Use these user-defined fields to store additional information about the supplier.
Last Review: Enter the date of the last review for this supplier.
Last Rating: Enter the date of the last rating of this supplier.
Last Received: Enter the date of the last shipment you received from this supplier.
Last Reject: Enter the date of the last time you rejected parts from this supplier.

Suppliers - Asset Tab
This form provides a list of all of the assets associated with a supplier. You cannot enter or edit any information here. To edit this
information, navigate to Data Administration -> Assets and make the necessary changes. Return to the Suppliers -> Asset tab to
view the updated information.
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Suppliers - Parts Tab
This form provides a list of all of the parts associated with a supplier. You cannot enter or edit any information here. To edit this
information, navigate to Inventory -> Part Entry and make the necessary changes. Return to the Suppliers -> Parts tab to view the
updated information.

Suppliers - Tools Tab
This form provides a list of all of the tools associated with a supplier. You cannot enter or edit any information here. To edit this
information, navigate to Tools -> Tool Entry and make the necessary changes. Return to the Suppliers -> Tools tab to view the
updated information.
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Suppliers - Contracts Tab
This form provides a list of all of the contracts associated with a supplier. You cannot enter or edit any information here. To edit this
information, navigate to Data Administration -> Contractors and make the necessary changes. Return to the Suppliers -> Contracts
tab to view the updated information.

Suppliers - Purchase Orders Tab
This form provides a list of all of the purchase orders associated with a supplier. You cannot enter or edit any information here. To edit
this information, navigate to Inventory -> Purchase Orders and make the necessary changes. Return to the Suppliers -> Purchase
Orders tab to view the updated information.
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Chapter Thirteen: Variable Data
A variable is a condition that might affect the maintenance or safe operation of an asset. These conditions must be checked during
maintenance. Measured variables, such as temperature or pressure, will fall above a minimum and below a maximum to be within tolerance.
Navigate to Data Administration -> Variable Data to enter information about variables. The variable can later be assigned to a task.

Variable Data Examples:
Brake Drum

Degrees of flatness

Motor Oil

Temperature and pressure

Pressure Lines, Reservoirs and Accumulators

PSI

Electrical Asset

Amps

Outdoor Machinery

Ambient Air Temperature and Humidity

Variable: Enter a unique alphanumeric name or code for each variable.
Variable Description: Enter a brief description of the variable.
Format: Select a format from the pop-up list to represent the number of decimal places needed for the precision of the measurement,
i.e., #0.0000.
Minimum: Enter the minimum acceptable measurement for this variable; use the field on the left for the numeric value and select the
unit of measure from the pop-up list on the right.
Maximum: Enter the maximum acceptable measurement for this variable; use the field on the left for the numeric value and select the
unit of measure from the pop-up list on the right.
Allow Asset Use If It Does Not Meet The Criteria: Check this checkbox if the asset can be used if it does not meet the specified
requirements for this variable. Variable records that have this checkbox checked are the records FaciliWorks will find when you filter for
Allow Use If Fail in variable report filters.
Notes: Enter instructions for measuring or testing the variable, including how to check variables that cannot be quantified.
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Update Task Records: A variable can be linked to multiple tasks and assets. When making a change to a variable record here, you can
click the Update Task Records button to update associated records with the new variable information. You can choose to update the
variable in Task records only, Asset-Task records only or in both Task and Asset-Task records.
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Chapter Fourteen: Budgets
As maintenance manager, you are responsible for budget and resource planning. FaciliWorks’ powerful tools help you plan ahead. To
obtain a historical perspective, e.g., for the last quarter and for the same quarter in the previous year, you can print the Work Order
Costs and Labor report several times, sorting by assets, tasks, locations and technicians, so that you can better analyze past use of
resources.
Using FaciliWorks’ Budget Allocation feature, you can check your budget for each of the three months of the last quarter and the same
quarter in the previous year, comparing actual and estimated costs.
FaciliWorks flags over-budget months so that you can easily recognize them. You must have rights to the Budget feature in order to use
it. For information regarding user permissions, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
Set up a separate budget for each of your cost centers. Then, to compare costs, select or enter the cost center and year for which
you wish to see data. After you edit the estimated costs for a cost center, use the Refresh button to recalculate the difference between
estimated and actual costs. Whenever the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost, the program will flag the month as over budget.

Cost Center Entry
To begin, you must first set up your cost centers. Navigate to Configuration -> Cost Center Entry. To create a new record, click the
New button. Enter data as described:
Cost Center ID: Enter a unique identifier for your cost center. Use only letters and numbers, no special characters.
Cost Center Description: Enter a description of your cost center.
Notes: Enter any clarifying or descriptive notes about the cost center.

Once you have created your cost center, you can specify the budget allocation.
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Budget Entry
Navigate to Data Administration -> Budget Entry. To create a new record, click the New button. Use the Cost Center pop-up list to
select a cost center. In the Year field, type in the budget year.
Next, enter the estimated costs for each month in the Budget column. FaciliWorks 8i will keep a running total. Click the Save button to
maintain your entries.

As PMs and work orders are completed, you can specify a cost center to allocate the costs for labor, contractors, parts and/or the
overall PM or work order. A cost center can also be specified on the Financial tab of Asset Entry and when adding new quantities to
your parts records. As costs are recorded in these areas, FaciliWorks will add the costs to the Actual column for the specified month
and calculate the Difference between estimated and actual costs.
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In a new work order, costs are specified for labor and parts and fully assigned to the HVAC cost center and allocated to the HVAC
budget for the month of January. To see the allocation, navigate to the budget for HVAC. Observe that the Actual and Difference
columns have been updated to reflect the costs represented by the completed work order.

To view the Budget by Cost Center report, click the Preview button. If you need to modify the estimated budget allocation, make the
change in the Budget column and then click the Calculate button to recalculate the Difference. Save the changes.

Budget Entry with Components
Navigate to Data Administration -> Budget Entry with Components. This form contains all of the information from the Budget Entry
form, but also includes attached components in the budget computation, even if the related components are not members of the
current cost center.
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Chapter Fifteen: Service Requests
FaciliWorks users who have full rights to the Service Requests section can view and edit all service request records. Supervisory-level
users can immediately create work orders based on service requests, calendar-based service due or metered service due. Please see
the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for information regarding the setup of user access.
Employees in other departments can use the optional Service Requests module to enter requests. These requests then appear in
FaciliWorks for approval by the facilities staff. For more information regarding the Service Requests module, please contact
CyberMetrics.
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Create Service Requests
Navigate to the Service Requests -> Create Service Requests -> Information tab.
Upon entering this screen, FaciliWorks assigns a consecutive Request No to each service request. The format for this number is set up
in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab. For detailed information about automatic numbering, please
see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.

The Request Date field is automatically populated with the current system date and the Desired Date field is automatically set to one
week from the request date. Alter the Desired Date of the service as necessary, depending on its priority.
Select an Asset ID from the pop-up list; the Asset Description and Asset Location fields will be populated, but are editable, if
necessary. Entering detailed information in this field is helpful if the requester is unaware of the Asset ID.
Select a priority description from the Request Priority pop-up list or enter a new priority description.
Desired Date: Enter the date by which the maintenance must be performed.
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Requested By: Use the pop-up list to select the name of the person requesting the service or click the Add User button to the right of
this field to add a new user. Clicking the Add User button opens a new window which is identical in form and function to Personnel
-> Staff Entry. Upon making the Requested By selection, the Location, Phone and Email fields will be automatically populated with
information from this person’s staff record. This field can be configured in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Options tab. Please
see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information regarding Admin Settings.
Emergency Priority: Check this box to indicate that this request is for emergency maintenance.
Attachments: Browse out to your local or network drive and upload an attached document (like a picture) that will assist in clarifying
what or where the issue is. Click the Browse button, locate the file and click Open. Once the file is attached, you can preview or delete
the file. All attachments uploaded to a service request will be reflected in the Work Orders -> Work Order Manager -> Attachments
tab when a work order record is created from the service request record.
Problem: Enter a detailed description of the problem and the service needed.
Asset Sub Location 01 and Asset Sub Location 02: Enter the alternate locations of your asset or configure these fields to your needs.
When you’ve completed the form, click Submit Request. A confirmation message will be displayed. In this message, clicking Submit
another request will take you to a new service request form. The requester can log out if no other request is to be submitted.
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Approve Service Requests
A user must have proper permissions in order to approve a service request; permissions are defined in Personnel -> Security.
If the Use two-step Service Requests checkbox has been checked in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Options tab, service
requests must be manually approved. If that box is not checked, the service request will be automatically approved and will not be
available in Approve Service Requests. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information about Security and Admin
Settings.

Approve Service Requests - Information Tab
To approve a service request, navigate to the Service Requests -> Approve Service Requests -> Information tab.

The majority of the fields here are populated from the information supplied when the service request was created. The remaining fields
are as follows:
Resolution Code: The status of the service request - Open, Cancelled, Escalated or Resolved. When a work order is created from a
service request, the resolution code is automatically changed to Escalated.
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Attachments: Browse out to your local or network drive and upload an attached document (like a picture) that will assist in clarifying
what or where the issue is. Click the Browse button, locate the file and click Open. Once the file is attached, you can preview or delete
the file. All attachments uploaded to a service request will be reflected in the Work Orders -> Work Order Manager -> Attachments
tab when a work order record is created from the service request record.
Entered By: This field displays the name of the person who submitted the request.
Emergency: This checkbox is checked if the requester checked it when creating the service request. This checkbox can also be
checked or unchecked during the approval process.
Comments: Enter any additional comments about the service request in this box. These comments will be transferred to the comments
box in the work order form and printed in the comments field on the work order report.
Approved: Check this checkbox to approve the request.
To approve a service request, click the Approved checkbox and then click Save. The service request will then be available in Edit
Service Requests.

Approve Service Requests - Workflow Tab
While the actual steps and triggers are defined in Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow Step Setup, this tab shows the history of the
actions and approvals involving the service request. For more information, see Configuration -> Workflow Trigger Setup and
Configuration -> Workflow Step Setup in the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
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Edit Service Requests
Navigate to Service Requests -> Edit Service Requests to assign the service request and to create a work order.

Edit Service Requests - Information Tab

Most fields on this form are populated with information entered during the creation and/or approval of the service request but can be
edited here. The remaining (automatically populated) fields are Progress Text and Progress Change.
The Progress Name field shows the status of the service request. By default, FaciliWorks automatically updates this field when service
requests are created, approved or closed. This field’s value can be changed manually using the pop-up list. For information about
editing progress names or creating new ones, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
In the Progress Text field, you can enter a brief description of the progress, above and beyond the Progress Name, i.e., Part Number
X-0011 on backorder.
Progress Set: FaciliWorks automatically enters the date of the last change in the progress of this service request. This date can be
changed here, if necessary.
In the Progress Change field, enter the date on which you expect the progress of this service request to change next, i.e., if you are
waiting for a part, enter the date on which you expect to receive the part.
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When a work order is created from a service request, the Resolution Code is automatically changed to Escalated.
Attachments: Browse out to your local or network drive and upload an attached document (like a picture) that will assist in clarifying
what or where the issue is. Click the Browse button, locate the file and click Open. Once the file is attached, you can preview or delete
the file. All attachments uploaded to a service request will be reflected in the Work Orders -> Work Order Manager -> Attachments
tab when a work order record is created from the service request record.
Preview Request: Clicking this button opens a preview of the service request, ready for printer output.
Preview W.O.: Clicking this button opens a preview of the work order, ready for printer output. If the work order has not been created,
this button will be inactive.
Create Work Order Using This Record: After entering the required information on the remaining Edit Service Requests tabs
(discussed next), click this button to create a work order. When you click this button, you will receive a confirmation message:

Click OK. The work order will be available in Work Orders -> Work Order Manager and will include all previously entered information
that applies to the service request.

Edit Service Requests - Assignments Tab
The Request No, Asset ID, Asset Location and Desired Date are automatically populated with information entered when the service
request was created and/or approved. Use this form to assign an Asset ID, Task ID, Priority and Technician to the service request.
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Use the pop-up lists to select an Asset ID, Assigned Tech, Task ID, Cause and Service Supplier. The Task ID pop-up list shows only
tasks linked to this asset. Click the Show All button next to this field to see all of the tasks in your database (click it again to go back to
the original list). Enter the estimated hours for the task.
Date Assigned: If you’ve already assigned the task, enter the date on which you assigned it.
Completion and Actual Hours: When the work order for this service request has been completed, the completion date and actual
hours required to complete the task automatically appear in these fields.
Work Order Number: FaciliWorks displays the work order number assigned to the request. This field will be empty if a work order has
yet to be assigned to this request.
Emergency: Check this box to indicate that this request is for emergency maintenance.

Edit Service Requests - Notification Tab
This screen permits you to create, print or email correspondence related to service requests, including acknowledgments, late
notifications and completion notices. If you send letters from this screen, FaciliWorks automatically puts the current date in the
appropriate Letter Dates field. You can also manually enter these by accessing the calendar to the right of the field and selecting
the date you want. To preview each letter, click the appropriate View Letters button. These letters are already formatted and can be
modified only from the Configuration -> Service Request Letter screen. For instruction, please see the Administrator Guide.
Use the Required Letters pop-up list to select which correspondence is to be sent. In the image below, we’ve selected Completion. The
Letter Date field will remain empty until the work has been completed. Click Save.
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Edit Service Requests - Comments Tab
In the Comments screen, enter any other information about the request and click Save.

Edit Service Requests - Signature Tab
Once a record has been signed, it cannot be edited by anyone. This means that after signing, you can no longer create a work order
from the service request, so be sure to create the work order first and then go back to this tab to sign the record.
To sign a record as complete, click the Sign button. This creates a new signature record containing the user’s name, date and time and
the Sign button becomes an Unsign button. Once it has been signed, the Approved By pane can be signed. A signed record can only
be made editable if the original signer unsigns it. If the record’s approval has been signed, the approval must be unsigned by the
person who signed it before the record can be unsigned.

You can require a user to enter his/her User ID and password in order to click a Sign/Unsign button by checking the checkbox labeled
Electronic Signature Login in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Options tab. For more information about electronic signatures,
please see the Administrator Guide. If this option is not enabled, FaciliWorks will sign the record with the User Name of the user who is
currently logged in.
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Edit Service Requests - Workflow Tab
While the actual steps and triggers are defined in Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow Step Setup, this tab shows the history of the
actions and approvals involving the service request. For more information, see Configuration -> Workflow Trigger Setup and
Configuration -> Workflow Step Setup in the Administrator Guide.

Create a Work Order from a Service Request
Now that all tabs within Edit Service Requests have been completed, go back to the Information tab and click the Create Work
Order Using This Record button. A confirmation message will be displayed:
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View Service Requests
Navigate to Service Requests -> View Service Requests to view all approved service requests. This form is read-only, but requests
can be deleted here.
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Calibration Service Request (8i Calibration only)
Navigate to Service Requests -> Calibration Service Request to track and print service requests for both in-house and outside
service providers. More importantly, you can use it to document, track and report on corrective actions that you’ve issued for failed or
malfunctioning gages. If you use this form when sending gages to outside providers, it can serve as an inventory list of the gages being
sent.

To create a new calibration service request, click the New button.
CA/Request No: This field automatically generates a number to track your requests if an automatic numbering scheme has been
defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Automatic Numbering tab; otherwise, enter a unique alphanumeric code.
Request Date: Enter the date or click the button to the right of this field to automatically enter today’s date. To select another date, click
the calendar icon to the right of the field.
Requester: This field auto-fills with the name of the current user logged into the system or use the pop-up list to select the name of
person requesting service.
Insurance Amt (in the upper portion of the form): This field displays the total of all insurance amounts from the gages listed in the
lower portion of the form and is not directly editable. The original insurance amount is derived from the Cost field in Gage Entry but this
dollar amount can be modified in the Insurance Amt fields (in the lower portion of the form) for insurance purposes. These fields can
be used for return freight insurance if you’re sending the device out for repair or calibration.
Type: Select the type of document to use (such as Calibration Request or Corrective Action). For instructions on adding new documents
and editing service request letters or corrective action request forms, please see the Administrator Guide.
If the application is set to change the status of a gage when that gage is added to a service request, Type is used to determine the new
status of that gage. In this example, the Type selected is Repair Request.
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Within the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Options tab, the Calibration Service Request preferences are currently specified as
follows:

FaciliWorks is configured to provide a prompt when needing to change the status rather than changing it automatically. In the calibration
service request, when a type is selected, we will receive a message similar to the following:

Click Yes; FaciliWorks will change the gage’s status. Navigate to the gage record within Data Administration; the Status field now
shows Out for Repair:

If, however, the Type selected is Corrective Action, FaciliWorks would prompt to change the status to Inactive.
Service Supplier: Select the supplier code of the service provider (or this might be a department within your company).
Status (in the upper portion of the form): This field lets you close the service request regardless of the status of the individual gages
listed below. Closing the service request will close any Open gages attached to that service request.
If the application is set to change the status of a gage when it is returned from a service request, that status change will be made for
any gages still Open when the service request status is set to Closed.
For example, when the service request status is changed to Closed (based on the Admin settings described previously), FaciliWorks
will prompt you to change the status of the gage back to Active. Clicking Yes will automatically change the gage’s status in this form to
Closed and the gage’s Status in Gage Entry will be changed back to Active.
Comments: In this field, enter any notes about this request.
Gage ID: Use the pop-up list to select the ID of the gage for which you need service.
Next Due Date: The gage’s next due date is displayed here.
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Completion Date (in the upper portion of the form): After service on all gages listed below has been completed, use this field to set
the completion date for the entire service request.
Completion Date (in the lower portion of the form): Each gage has a completion date for the service request.
Click the View button for a print preview of the letter currently linked to this record. From this window, the letter can be printed
or exported. Select a file type from the Export as field then click the Export button. The content of these letters is defined within
Configuration -> Service Request Letter.
To close the preview, click Close and you’ll be returned to the calibration service request form.
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Chapter Sixteen: Work Orders
From the Main Menu, navigate to Work Orders:

Work Order Manager
All work orders for unscheduled maintenance are viewed within Work Order Manager. This includes work orders created from service
requests and newly created work orders from the facilities/maintenance department. If a work order was created from a service
request, it will include all previously entered information that applies to the service request. Access each tab as described below to
complete the work order.
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Work Order Manager - Information Tab
The data here can be filtered to only show incomplete work orders. To view all work orders, complete and incomplete, click the Show
All Records icon.

Creating a Work Order
Service requests can be converted to work orders (as shown in the Service Request chapter). When that has happened, you can
navigate here to Work Order Manager to edit and complete them. Otherwise, when a service request is not involved, navigate to the
Work Order Manager -> Information tab and click the New button to create a new record.
The Work Order No. is automatically populated based on the numbering scheme defined within the Configuration -> Admin Settings
-> Automatic Numbering tab. Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information about Admin Settings.
Asset ID: Use the pop-up list to select the asset that requires work to be done. Selecting an Asset ID will automatically populate the
Asset Description field.
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Task ID: By default, only the Task IDs that are associated with the selected Asset ID will be available in this pop-up list. To view all Task
IDs, click the Show All button to the right of the Task ID field. Making a selection in this field automatically populates the Task Type
field and the Task Description field.
Problem Code: The problem that prompted the work order can either be selected from the pop-up list or can be entered here.
Cause: In this field, select the reason for the work order (your system administrator creates this list during program setup; see Work
Order Cause Entry in the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information.
Action Taken: Once something has been done about the issue, indicate the action taken. Entries here can be added to the pop-up list.
The Record Created fields (time and date) are automatically populated with the current system date and time.
Technician: If a technician was assigned to this particular task within Data Administration -> Tasks, that person’s Staff ID will appear
in this field. Otherwise, use the pop-up list to select a technician.
The Entered By field automatically displays the name of the user currently logged in, but can be changed by making another selection
from the pop-up list.
Task Priority: Use the pop-up list to specify the importance of the task.
Task User 1 and Task User 2: These fields contain the user-defined information for each task. FaciliWorks pulls this information from
Task Entry, but it can be edited here to suit this particular work order.
Comments: Any information that you enter in this field will also appear in work order history reports, work order cost reports and on the
printed work order.
Required Shutdowns: If you must shut down the asset and/or the facility to perform the task, check the appropriate checkboxes under
Required Shutdowns.
Emergency: If this work order is for emergency maintenance, check this checkbox.
Progress Name: This field shows the status of the work order. By default, FaciliWorks automatically updates the status of work orders
when they are created or completed. The Progress Name can be manually altered by making another selection from the pop-up list.
For information about editing progress names or creating new ones, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
Progress Text: Enter comments about the status of the work order, for example, Part Number X-0011 is on backorder.
Progress Set: FaciliWorks automatically enters the date of the last change in the progress of this work order. This date can be changed
manually.
Progress Change: Enter the date on which the progress of this work order is expected to change next; e.g., if you are waiting for a part,
enter the date on which the shipment is expected.
Cost Center: Select the Cost Center to which the work order costs will be applied.
Budget Month: Select the month to which the work order costs will be applied. By default, the current month appears in this field.
Budget Year: Enter the year to which the work order costs will be applied. By default, the current year appears in this field.
Asset Entry: Click this button to access the original asset record for the asset specified in the work order.
Asset WO History: Click this button to display all work orders for the asset specified in the current work order. Please note that clicking
this button will not show the record currently being displayed.
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Component WO History: Click this button to display all work orders of the components of the selected asset. Please note that clicking
this button will not show the record currently being displayed.
Preview WO: Click this button to see a print preview of the work order. From this screen, the work order can be printed or exported as
a file.
Preview Compact WO: Click this button to view a summarized version of the work order. From this screen, the work order can be
printed or exported as a file.
Preview Request: If the work order was created via a service request, click this button to view the service request that prompted this
work order.

Completing a Work Order
The following fields are to be used once the work has been performed and all information has been entered into the other tabs within
the work order record.
Completed: When the task has been performed, check this checkbox. This action completes the work order, deducts parts used,
charges cost centers and completes the information regarding the open work order. If there is any missing information in the
component tabs such as actual hours used to perform the task, actual parts used, or checklist items not checked as well as the date
that the maintenance was completed, FaciliWorks will prompt you for this information before the work order is completed. After the
record is saved, you will be directed to sign the work order if the electronic signature feature is enabled.
Check the appropriate Shutdowns Performed box after the work has been performed.
Maintenance Done Date: Enter the date on which the task was completed.
Maintenance Done Meter: Enter the asset’s meter reading at the time at which the task was completed.
Downtime _____ Hours: In this field, FaciliWorks will automatically fill the hours from the task record; edit this field to reflect actual
downtime for the work order.
Cost Proportion: Enter the cost of the work order in relation to the cost center budget. The value entered can be in percentage form or
the actual amount.
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Work Order Manager - Schedule Tab
In the Schedule tab, you can view the maintenance scheduling information auto-filled from the task record. Any of these fields can be
changed prior to the completion of the work order. This information becomes part of the maintenance history for the asset.

The six fields at the top of the form are populated with information entered in the Information screen.
Rollover Meter Reading: The reading before the meter rolls back to zero.
Total Time/On Current Meter columns: Enter the Maintenance Done Meter and Meter Due values in the Total Time column. FaciliWorks
enters values in the On Current Meter column based on the value entered in Rollover Meter Reading.
Meter Due: Enter the meter value at which the asset will be due for maintenance.
Next Date Due: Enter the date by which this work order must be performed. The priority of the work order and whether or not it was
marked as an emergency affect the date that populates this field. The date can be manually changed.
The following fields are to be used once the work has been performed:
Maintenance Done Meter: Enter the meter value of the asset after the work order has been performed.
Maintenance Done Date: Enter the date on which the work order was performed.
Early, On Time and Late: These options refer to the time at which the work order was performed compared to the Meter Due.
Occurrence is the date on which the problem occurred that prompted the unscheduled work.
Resolution: Enter the date on which problem was corrected.
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Work Order Manager - Labor Tab
In the Labor tab, you can edit the labor information for the current work order task.
Staff ID: Use the pop-up list to select the Staff ID of the employee to whom this work order is assigned. Upon selection of the Staff ID,
the Staff Name and Craft Code will be automatically populated with information from the Staff Entry record.
Estimate the number of hours this task should require and enter the numeric value in the Est Hours field. Press the Tab key on your
keyboard and the Labor Cost field will be populated. This dollar amount is the product of the staff member’s hourly rate and the
estimated number of hours.
When work is completed, enter the number of hours spent on the job in the Actual Hours field and press the Tab key on your
keyboard; the Labor Cost field will be updated with the adjusted amount.
If the time spent on the job involves overtime, enter the number of Overtime Hours. FaciliWorks will automatically enter a value in the
Regular Hours field (the difference between Actual Hours and Overtime Hours). The Labor Cost field will be updated accordingly.

If you would like to attribute a percentage of the Labor Cost dollar amount to a particular cost center, choose one from the Cost Center
pop-up. The Budget Month and Budget Year fields will populate with the current month and year. These fields can be edited. In the
Cost Proportion field, enter the percentage of this labor record to be attributed to the specified cost center for the specified month and
year. This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.
Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter an additional labor record.
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Work Order Manager - Contracts Tab
Access the Contracts tab to enter contractor information associated with the work order. Make a selection from the Reference ID popup list. All related fields will auto-fill from information entered within Data Administration -> Contractors:
Enter the number of hours the job required in the Actual Time field; the Rate Cost field will be populated. The value in this field is the
product of the number of Actual Hours spent and the contractor’s hourly rate.
If you would like to attribute a percentage of the Rate Cost to a particular cost center, choose one from the Cost Center pop-up. The
Budget Month and Budget Year fields will populate with the current month and year. These fields can be edited. In the Cost
Proportion field, enter the percentage of this contractor record to be attributed to the specified cost center for the specified month and
year. This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.

Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter an additional contractor record.

Work Order Manager - Parts Tab
In the Parts screen, you can edit the information for the parts already selected for the current task and add new parts. As in the other
selection screens, the fields are editable.
Use the Part No pop-up list to select a part number; the Description and Model fields will auto-fill with information from Part Entry. If
the part is not in the database, you can enter it here to be specific to the work order; enter a Part ID and follow the prompts.
Enter the estimated quantity of parts needed for this work order in the Est. No. field; the Part Cost field will be auto-filled with the
product of the Est. No. and the cost per unit entered within Part Entry.
When the work order has been completed, revisit this form to enter the Number Used. FaciliWorks automatically calculates and display
the total cost in the Part Cost field.
If you would like to attribute a percentage of the Rate Cost to a particular cost center, choose one from the Cost Center pop-up.
The Budget Month and Budget Year fields will populate with the current month and year. These fields can be edited. In the Cost
Proportion field, enter the percentage of this contractor record to be attributed to the specified cost center for the specified month and
year. This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.
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Save the record and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another record. Upon saving the record, a reorder point
alert may appear depending on the inventory level of the part, in which case FaciliWorks has generated a record to facilitate the creation
of a work order. To view these records, navigate to Inventory -> Create Purchase Orders.

Work Order Manager - Tools Tab
Use this window to assign tools to work orders. When you select a Tool ID from the pop-up list, FaciliWorks will automatically update the
associated fields with each tool’s information.
If the tool is currently issued out, the Issued checkbox will be checked; this checkbox is not editable in this screen.
After selecting the tool, click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another tool record.
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Work Order Manager - Variables Tab
If the task associated with this work order has variable data attached to it, the Variables screen displays that variable information that
you entered in the Tasks -> Variables tab. In this screen, you can edit the variable information to apply specifically to this work order.
Use the Variables pop-up list to select a variable; the related fields will auto-fill with information entered within Data Administration ->
Variable Data.
Click Save and a new row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another record.
When the work has been performed, revisit this tab to enter the Reading taken during the course of the task and click Save. If the
Reading falls between the Minimum and Maximum values, FaciliWorks will check the Pass checkbox.

If the Reading does not fall between those two values, after clicking Save, you’ll be prompted to create a service request to correct the
out-of-tolerance condition for this variable. If you do not want to create a service request at this time, click No to return to the Variables
tab. Clicking Yes will automatically create the service request and a confirmation message will appear. If the preferences specified in
Configuration involve sending an email to a person or team when a service request is created, an email confirmation message will appear.

Work Order Manager - Attachments Tab
Use this tab to attach instance-specific documents to work orders, such as the asset’s warranty or service contract information,
manuals, photos or special handling instructions. You can have all the information at your fingertips in the WO without having to
reference the asset record. If this work order is from a service request, then any attachment made to the service request record will be
carried over and shown on this screen.
Click Browse… to locate and select the file you would like to attach and then click the Upload button. When the upload is complete,
the File Description field will be auto-filled. Upon successful upload, a new blank field appears, allowing you to attach another file. Be
sure to click Save after any modifications.
To view the file, click Preview and the attachment will open in a new window.
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Work Order Manager - Procedures Tab
In the Procedures screen, assign a procedure to the work order. However, you cannot edit original procedure records in this screen. To
modify an original procedure record, navigate to Data Administration -> Procedures. Click View Procedure to display the full
procedure text (read-only). Whether the text opens in a new window or a new browser tab depends on your browser.
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To view any files previously attached to the procedure or to attach a new file, such as an image, click Attachments. If any files were
attached to the procedure when the procedure was originally entered (Data Administration -> Procedures), those files will be listed
here in the Attachments window.

To add a new attachment, click the Browse… button to locate and select the file. Click Upload to upload the file to the database and
the Description field will auto-fill. To view the attachment in a separate window, click Preview. Adding an attachment to a procedure in
this window will add the attachment globally to the procedure, not just for the work order record you’re currently modifying. Click Save
to save the attachment and close the window.
Click Save to save the procedure record. To enter an additional procedure record, click the New button and use the Procedure ID popup list to select another procedure. The record navigation bar (to the left of the New button) shows the number of procedure records
attached to the work order.
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Work Order Manager - Checklist Tab
The checklist associated to the selected task will populate this tab. When entering the original checklist record, you specify whether or
not initials are required for each step. This specification translates to the Checklist tab in Work Order Manager: if the original checklist
record shows that initials are required for a particular step, the Work Order Manager -> Checklist tab will show Done Sign in the row
associated with that step.
If there is no checklist associated with the original task, but this work order requires a checklist, use the Checklist Name pop-up list to
select a checklist; the fields below will auto-fill with information entered within Data Administration -> Checklists.

When a checklist item has been done, click Done Sign and the Log In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK.
Only the user currently logged in can sign. This action checks the Item Done checkbox and attaches your electronic signature to the
checklist item. When an inspection is required (i.e., the Inspection field shows Do Inspection Only or Do Item and Inspection), click
Inspected Sign and the Log In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. This action checks the Inspection Done
checkbox and attaches your electronic signature to the checklist item inspection. If a checklist item does not require a signature, simply
check the Item Done or Inspection Done checkboxes as appropriate.
To enter an additional checklist record in this window, click the New button and select another checklist record.
Only after each item in the checklist has been completed and marked as done will you be able to complete the work order by checking
the Completed checkbox in the Information tab of Work Order Manager. Save the record. If the electronic signature feature is enabled,
FaciliWorks will prompt you to sign the record.
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Work Order Manager - Signature Tab
To attach your electronic signature to the work order, access the Signature tab. Click the Sign button in the Done By pane; the Log
In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. Only the current user logged in can sign the work order. This action
attaches your electronic signature and the button previously labeled as Sign is now labeled as Unsign.
Use the same steps to attach an electronic signature in the Approved By pane.
If the work order needs to be modified and has been signed, it must first be unsigned (can only be unsigned by the original signer). If
a signature has been attached to the approval, the Approved By record must be unsigned before the Done By record can be unsigned
(the Unsign button in the Done By pane will be inactive until the approval has been unsigned).
To unsign a record, click Unsign. The Log In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. A Comments box opens,
giving you the opportunity to enter any necessary notes. If you enter notes here, click Save to save the notes and complete the
unsigning. If you do not want to enter any notes, click Cancel to close the Comments box and complete the unsigning.

FaciliWorks will show the electronic signature details of each signing and unsigning of the record.
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Work Order Manager - Workflow Tab
While the actual steps and triggers are defined in Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow Step Setup, this tab shows the history of the
actions and approvals involving the work order. For more information about workflow, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
The Workflow History pane details all the steps executed after a particular workflow is triggered. Keep in mind that a workflow is
triggered when a record is created, deleted, changed or verified.
The Approvals pane displays the history of approvals for a particular job. It also lists items set as Approved or Not Approved.
When a job is approved, it is removed from the Approval Needed list and moved to the Approvals pane.

Multitask Work Orders
In this screen, attach multiple assets to a single work order. Each asset can have multiple tasks. The upper row of tabs here, with
the exception of the two explained below, are similar to those found within a typical work order. Please see the Work Order Manager
section for details. The sub-tabs within the Asset List tab are identical to those of a typical work order and can be filled out as such, but
they apply only to the specified asset.
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Multitask Work Orders - Asset List Tab
In this screen, attach multiple assets to a work order. Each asset can have multiple tasks. The sub-tabs within the Asset List tab are
identical to those of a typical work order and can be filled out as such, but they apply only to the specified asset.

Asset List - Information Sub-tab
Enter all information for the first asset, then return to the Asset List -> Information sub-tab and click the New button to enter the
second asset. FaciliWorks will display a message asking if you would like to copy all of the sub-tab information from the first asset to the
second asset. Click Yes to copy the information to the second asset or click No to enter all sub-tab information manually.
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Asset List - Task List Sub-tab
Navigate to the Asset List -> Task List sub-tab and use the Task List sub-tabs to assign multiple tasks to a single asset within the
Asset List. Use the Task List -> Information sub-tab to select a task and use the remaining tabs to enter the other task-related
information as previously.
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Asset List - Task Order Sub-tab
Use this tab to dictate the order in which the tasks are to be performed on the asset. To change the sort order of the assets in the list,
use the Move Up and Move Down buttons. If the work on a particular asset must be completed prior to the work on another asset,
note this by clicking the Requires Prior Completion checkbox.

The fields related to workflow (scroll to the right to see the fields) are used only if workflow steps and triggers have been defined within
Configuration -> Workflow Step Setup and Configuration -> Workflow Trigger Setup.
Check the Notify When Complete checkbox to automatically send a notification email to a list of recipients.
Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information about workflow and email notification.

Multitask Work Orders - Asset Order Tab
To change the sort order of the assets in the list, use the Move Up and Move Down buttons. If the work on a particular asset must be
completed prior to the work on another asset, note this by clicking the Requires Prior Completion checkbox.
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The fields related to workflow are used only if workflow steps and triggers have been defined within Configuration -> Workflow Step
Setup and Configuration -> Workflow Trigger Setup.
Check the Notify When Complete checkbox to automatically send a notification email to a list of recipients.
Please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information about workflow and email notification.

Completing a Multitask Work Order
Once the work has been performed, return to the multitask work order record and complete the remaining sections of the record.
• Shutdowns Performed
• Budgeting
• Maintenance Done Date
• Downtime
• Actual Labor Hours
• Actual Part Quantities
• Variable Readings
• Resolution Date

Since multiple checklists can be used throughout this process, be sure to sign any checklist items that require signatures.
After entering the remaining information, each task can be separately marked as complete (within the Task List -> Information subtab). Then, each asset can then be separately marked as complete (within the Asset List -> Information sub-tab). Then, the work
order can be marked as complete.
Without completing assets and tasks individually, the work order in its entirety can be marked as complete which in turn marks all
assets and tasks as complete. The work order is marked as complete within the Multitask Work Orders -> Information tab. Check
the Completed checkbox. You’ll be prompted with a message detailing the assets and tasks that are still open; click Yes to continue to
complete the multitask work order. You’ll also be prompted for a maintenance done date if you hadn’t previously entered it. Be sure to
click the Save button at the bottom of the Multitask Work Orders -> Information tab before exiting the form.
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Maintenance Jobs Status
Navigate to Work Orders -> Maintenance Jobs Status to view a chart of work order, PM and service request information, including
total counts open and closed of each and total labor hours, labor cost and contract cost. This form is not editable.
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Chapter Seventeen: Preventative
Maintenance
Preventative maintenance orders are very similar to work orders, except for one major difference: work orders apply to unscheduled
maintenance while preventative maintenance is scheduled. Once preventative maintenance is created and scheduled through Data
Administration -> Assets they can be edited and completed similarly to work order records in this module.
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Manual Create PMs
When an asset record is entered into FaciliWorks, its preventative maintenance schedule is included in the record. Based on its meterbased or date-based schedule, once the asset is scheduled for maintenance, FaciliWorks sends a notification that the asset is due
for work and that the maintenance order must be created. These notifications are listed in Preventative Maintenance -> Manual
Create PMs. Only assets marked as Active in the Status field will be included in this list. This Status field is found on the Assets ->
Information tab:
At the top of the Manual Create PMs form is a list of all regular PMs that are ready to be created. If the PM is overdue, the Due Date
field is flagged in red. All PMs are listed in date due order.

At the bottom of the Manual Create PMs form are closed out PMs and Route PMs that are due and ready to be created.

To manually create a single PM, click the Create button associated with that record. To manually create multiple PMs, check the
associated checkboxes and then click the Create Selected button at the bottom of the form. To manually create PM orders for all
assets in the list, click the Select All button at the bottom of the form (this will check all checkboxes) and then click the Create
Selected button. To uncheck all boxes, click the Deselect All button.
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Open PMs
Once a PM has been created for an asset-task, FaciliWorks will not schedule the next due date until the current PM has been
completed. If the asset-task does not turn up on the notification list, check to see if there is an open PM. Navigate to the Assets -> PM
Task -> Task sub-tab. If the Open PM checkbox is checked, the open PM can be located in Preventative Maintenance ->Edit PMs.
If this checkbox is not checked, the asset-task will appear in the Manual Create PMs notification list. If the checkbox is not checked
but the asset-task is not in the notification list, there may be a discrepancy with the last maintenance date and the next due date.
Navigate to Assets -> PM Task -> Schedule sub-tab to correct the date discrepancy.

Allow Duplicate PMs
Suppose it’s currently February and an asset has a monthly PM schedule. The PM that was due in January was not completed but now
it’s time for February’s PM. By default, FaciliWorks will not create the February PM (i.e. it will not be listed in Manual Create PMs) until
the January PM is either completed or closed out.
If you would prefer to have FaciliWorks create new PMs even when the old ones are still open, navigate to the Configuration -> Admin
Settings -> Options tab. Scroll down to the Manual Create Preventative Maintenance section and check the Allow Duplicate
Preventative Maintenance Jobs checkbox. This option can only be enabled by a user with administrator rights.
Next, navigate to the Assets -> PM Task -> Task tab. Uncheck the Open PM checkbox. You will be prompted with a confirmation
message; click OK to allow the duplicate and close the message.

Calibration Required (8i Calibration Only)
If an asset that requires calibration is due for both calibration and preventative maintenance and the calibration must be completed first,
the asset will be shown in the Manual Create PMs list flagged with Calibration Required to the right of the record:
If you have administrator rights, navigate to Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Options tab and locate the Task Priority section. Use
the drop-down list to select either Calibration Tasks or Maintenance Tasks. The type of task you select here will take priority over the
other.
For example, if an asset has both a calibration schedule and a preventative maintenance schedule and Calibration Tasks are set as the
priority, then the calibration must be performed before the preventative maintenance order can even be created. So, in Manual Create
PMs, when an asset shows Calibration Required, you won’t be able to create the PM record until the calibration is complete.

Edit PMs
Once a PM order has been created, it can be modified, completed or closed out in Edit PMs.
Although all complete and incomplete PMs can be viewed here, FaciliWorks can be configured to filter the records to initially display
those that are incomplete. To show all PMs, click the Show All Records icon above the record navigation bar.
At the top of each form are the PM number, asset and task IDs and their descriptions. Most information in Edit PMs is drawn from the
information entered within the Data Administration -> Assets -> PM Task sub-tabs. The few exceptions are discussed in detail in this
section. Simply click each tab to edit or complete the preventative maintenance information.
When the PM information has been entered, click the Preview PM button at the bottom of the Information tab to view the preventative
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maintenance order with full detail. From this window, you can print the PM order to give to the technician who will be completing the
work or export it as various file types.
To view a summarized version of the PM, click the Preview Compact PM button. Though summarized, this version contains full
procedure text. From this window, you can print the PM order to give to the technician who will be completing the work or export it as
various file types.

Edit PMs - Information Tab
The only fields in this tab that are not included in the Assets -> PM Task -> Task tab are in the PM Completion, Progress and
Budgeting panes at the bottom of the form.

The fields in the Progress pane will be automatically updated as a PM moves through its various stages, from creation to completion.
The Labor and Contracts tabs contain fields for entering cost center information and cost proportions. Whatever percentages of the
costs are not attributed to a particular cost center within these tabs will be applied to the cost center specified in the Information tab.
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For example, suppose the labor cost for a PM is $100.00 and you specify 80% of that to be applied to Cost Center A (done within the
Labor tab). If you want the remainder of that cost to be applied to Cost Center B, you would specify this on the Information tab by
choosing Cost Center B and entering 100% in the Cost Proportion field. This 100% represents 100% of the remaining value (after the
80% has been applied to the other cost center). So, $80.00 would be applied to Cost Center A and $20.00 would be applied to Cost
Center B.
If in the same scenario, you enter 50% for Cost Center B on the Information tab, $10.00 would be applied to that cost center.
This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.

Completing a PM
When the work for a PM order has been completed, scroll down to the Completion pane and check the Completed Notice checkbox.
You will be alerted to any missing information.
Click Yes to use today’s date or click No to manually enter a different date in the Maintenance Done Date field.
For assets with meter-based schedules, enter the appropriate meter values in the Total Time and On Current Meter fields.
Be sure to click Save after any changes.

Closing out a PM
If the work for a PM order has not been completed, but the PM record must be bypassed, then the PM must be closed out. To allow
this as an option, navigate to Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Options and in the Maintenance Jobs section, check the Allow
Closing out of Preventative Maintenance Jobs checkbox. (This setting can only be modified by a user with administrator rights.)
The Closed Out PM checkbox is now enabled and editable in the Edit PMs -> Information tab.
For example, suppose you have an asset with a daily PM schedule and only one of your technicians can do this type of work, but he or
she is out sick. The PM for the next day will not be generated until the current PM is completed; work will be delayed until the technician
is available. In order to generate subsequent PMs to keep the asset on schedule, you can close out the PM for the day missed.
On the Edit PMs -> Information tab, check the Closed Out PM checkbox; the field beneath it will auto-fill with the current date and
time and the asset-task will be listed in the Closed Out PMs section of Manual Create PMs.
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Edit PMs - Schedule Tab
This tab is identical to the Assets -> PM Task -> Schedule tab. If schedule information was entered in the asset record, that
information will populate this screen in Edit PMs. For information about entering maintenance schedules, please see PM Task Schedule Sub-tab.
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Edit PMs - Labor Tab
In this tab, use the Staff ID pop-up list to assign a staff member; associated fields will be automatically populated.

Estimate the number of hours this task should require and enter the numeric value in the Est Hours field. Press the Tab key on your
keyboard and the Labor Cost field will be populated. This dollar amount is the product of the staff member’s hourly rate and the
estimated number of hours.

When work is completed, enter the number of hours spent on the job in the Actual Hours field and press the Tab key on your
keyboard; the Labor Cost field will be updated with the new amount.
If the time spent on the job involves overtime, enter the number of Overtime Hours. FaciliWorks will automatically enter a value in the
Regular Hours field (the difference between Actual Hours and Overtime Hours). The Labor Cost field will be adjusted accordingly.
If you would like to attribute a percentage of the labor cost to a particular cost center, choose one from the Cost Center pop-up.
The Budget Month and Budget Year fields will populate with the current month and year. These fields can be edited. In the Cost
Proportion field, enter the percentage of this labor record to be attributed to the specified cost center for the specified month and year.
This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.
To delete a row, click the Delete checkbox associated with the row and then click the Delete button.
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Edit PMs - Contracts Tab
Access the Contracts tab to enter contractor information associated with the preventative maintenance. Make a selection from the
Reference ID pop-up list. All related fields will auto-fill from information entered within Data Administration -> Contractors.

Enter the number of hours the job required in the Actual Hours field; the Rate Cost field will be populated. The value in this field is the
product of the number of Actual Hours spent and the contractor’s hourly rate.
If you would like to attribute a percentage of the Rate Cost to a particular cost center, choose one from the Cost Center pop-up.
The Budget Month and Budget Year fields will populate with the current month and year. These fields can be edited. In the Cost
Proportion field, enter the percentage of this contractor record to be attributed to the specified cost center for the specified month and
year. This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.

Edit PMs - Parts Tab
On this form, enter information about the parts used for this preventative maintenance.
Use the Part No pop-up list to select a part; associated fields will auto-fill with information that was entered within Inventory -> Part
Entry. When the task record was originally entered within Data Administration, it may have included an estimated number of a
particular part(s) to use for this task. If that is the case, this number will appear in the Est. No. field here.
When the work has been completed, enter the number of parts used in the Number Used field and press the Tab key on your
keyboard. The Part Cost field will be populated with the product of the Number Used and the cost per unit.
If you would like to attribute a percentage of the Part Cost to a particular cost center, choose one from the Cost Center pop-up.
The Budget Month and Budget Year fields will populate with the current month and year. These fields can be edited. In the Cost
Proportion field, enter the percentage of this part record to be attributed to the specified cost center for the specified month and year.
This information is tracked and displayed within Data Administration -> Budget Entry.
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To enter a record for a non-inventory part, type the part name or number in the Part No field and press the Tab key on your keyboard.
You’ll be prompted to either add the part to inventory (FaciliWorks will take you to Part Entry) or use it solely on this PM order (you’ll be
prompted to enter the cost of the part).
Those prompts will now be closed and you’re returned to the Parts tab. Enter a Description and Model of the non-inventory part, if
necessary. Enter the Number Used during this maintenance job. Upon saving the record, the Part Cost field will be populated with the
product of the Number Used and the cost per unit.

Edit PMs - Tools Tab
Use the Tool ID pop-up list to select a tool; related fields will populate with information from the tool entry record. If the tool is issued
out, the Issued Out checkbox will be checked. The checkbox cannot be checked or unchecked here; FaciliWorks does this
automatically based on the current status of the tool. Click Save and a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to enter another
tool record.
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Edit PMs - Variables Tab
If a preventative maintenance job involves taking variable readings, access the Variables tab to enter this information. Use the
Variables pop-up list to select the variable and the associated fields will auto-fill with information from the variable entry form, including
the Use Allowed if Not in Tolerance checkbox. When a reading has been taken, enter this value in the Reading field along with any
additional information in the Notes field. Click Save.

Reading Is out of Tolerance
If the reading entered is not within the range specified by the Minimum and Maximum values (i.e., the reading is out of tolerance), you
will be prompted to create a service request for the out-of-tolerance condition for this variable. If you do not want to create a service
request at this time, click No and you’ll be returned to the Variables tab. If, however, you would like to create a service request, click Yes
and you will receive a confirmation message that the service request has been created.
If the preferences specified in Configuration involve sending an email to a person or team when a service request is created,
FaciliWorks will display an email confirmation message.

Reading Is within Tolerance
If the value entered in the Reading field is within the range specified by the Minimum and Maximum values (i.e. the reading is within
tolerance), FaciliWorks will automatically check the Pass checkbox (when the record is saved).

Edit PMs - Attachments Tab
Use this tab to attach instance-specific documents to PMs, such as the asset’s warranty or service contract information, manuals,
photos or special handling instructions. You can have all the information at your fingertips in the PM without having to reference the
asset record.
Click Browse… to locate and select the file you would like to attach and then click the Upload button. When the upload is complete,
the File Description field will be auto-filled. Upon successful upload, a new blank field appears, allowing you to attach another file.
Be sure to click Save after any modifications.
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To view the file, click Preview and the attachment will open in a new window.

Edit PMs - Procedures Tab
Use this tab to attach procedure records to the preventative maintenance order. Make a selection from the Procedure ID pop-up list.
Click View Procedure to open a window that displays the full procedure text (your browser may open a new tab to display the
procedure).

To view any files previously attached to the procedure or to attach a new file, such as an image, click Attachments. If any files were
attached to the procedure when the procedure was originally entered (Data Administration -> Procedures), those files will be listed
here in the Attachments window.
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To add a new attachment, click the Browse… button to locate and select the file. Click Upload to upload the file to the database and
the Description field will auto-fill. To view the attachment, click Preview.
Upon saving the attachment record, a new blank row of fields will appear, allowing you to attach another file.
Adding an attachment to a procedure in this window will add the attachment globally to the procedure, not just for the preventative
maintenance job you’re currently modifying.

Edit PMs - Checklist Tab
Use this tab to add a checklist to the PM via the associated task.

If the original checklist record shows that initials are required for a particular step, the Edit PMs -> Checklist tab will show Done Sign in
the row associated with that step. When a checklist item has been done, click Done Sign and a Log In window will be displayed. Enter
your User ID and Password and click OK. Only the current user logged in can sign. This action checks the Item Done checkbox and
attaches your electronic signature to the checklist item.
When an inspection is required (i.e., the Inspection field shows Do Inspection Only or Do Item and Inspection), click Inspected Sign
and the Sign In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. Only the current user logged in can sign. This action
checks the Inspection Done checkbox and attaches your electronic signature to the checklist item inspection:
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If a checklist item does not require a signature, simply check the Item Done or Inspection Done checkboxes as appropriate.
Be sure to click Save when finished.

Edit PMs - Signature Tab
To attach your electronic signature to the PM (after it has been completed), access the Signature tab.
Click the Sign button in the Done By pane; the Log In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. This action
attaches your electronic signature and the button previously labeled as Sign is now labeled as Unsign. Only the currently logged in user
can sign a record.
Use the same steps to attach an electronic signature in the Approved By pane.
If a PM must be modified after signing, it must first be unsigned. If a signature has been attached to the approval, the Approved By
record must be unsigned before the Done By record can be unsigned (the Unsign button in the Done By pane will be inactive until the
approval has been unsigned).
To unsign a record, click Unsign. The Sign In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. A Comments box
opens, giving you the opportunity to enter any necessary notes. If you enter notes here, click Save to save the notes and complete the
unsigning. If you do not want to enter any notes, you can click Cancel to close the Comments box and complete the unsigning.
FaciliWorks will show the electronic signature details of each signing and unsigning of the record.
A record can only be unsigned by the user who signed it.
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Edit PMs - Workflow Tab
While the actual steps and triggers are defined in Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow Step Setup, this tab shows the history of the
actions and approvals implemented upon the creation of work orders. For more information about Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow
Step Setup, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
The Workflow History pane details all the steps executed after a particular workflow is triggered. Keep in mind that a workflow is
triggered when a record is created, deleted, changed or verified.
The Approvals pane displays the history of approvals for a particular job. It also lists items set as Approved or Not Approved. Set the
approval status of an item in the Approval Needed list. When a job is approved, it is then added to the Approvals pane.

Batch Complete PM
To avoid having to access every open PM in order to enter meter readings, enter dates and/or mark every one as completed, you can
access Batch Complete PM to enter this information and mark all open PMs as complete with the click of a button.
Navigate to Preventative Maintenance -> Batch Complete PM. This screen displays a brief summary of every open PM listed in
alphabetical/numerical order.
Scroll to the bottom of the screen to see the number of pages of open PMs (in the sample below, there are three pages) and the
Complete, Save and Cancel buttons.
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Enter any necessary information regarding meter readings, dates and notes on any or all PMs and click the Save button before
navigating to the next page.
To mark all open PMs as complete, click the Complete button. A prompt will alert you to possible missing information and ask you if
you want to continue. Click Yes to complete the action; a message will appear to inform you that all PM records are complete.

Maintenance Jobs Status
Navigate to Preventative Maintenance -> Maintenance Jobs Status to view a chart of PM, work order and service request
information, including open and closed total counts of each and total labor hours, labor cost and contract cost. This form is read-only.
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Chapter Eighteen: Route
Preventative Maintenance
Route Preventative Maintenance Data Entry
Some preventative maintenance (PM) orders may require repetitive route-based inspection, lubrication, mechanical, electrical and
instrumentation activities for more than one asset. Rather than creating a separate PM order for each asset, a single PM entry is
created for multiple assets. This Route PM entry contains the scheduled preventative maintenance activities for every asset included
on the list. It also allows a change in activity from one asset to another, as well as the change in the required labor, parts, contracts,
procedures, variables, tools and checklist inspections for each asset. Navigate to Preventative Maintenance -> Route Preventative
Maintenance Setup.

Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Information Tab
Create a Route Preventative Maintenance Setup record in this screen. Select a Task ID from the pop-up list and all related fields will
auto-fill. Check the Shutdown Facilities, Shutdown Asset, Lockout / Tagout Required checkboxes as applicable. The Time Needed
to Perform Maintenance _ Hours field displays the sum of the time recorded for each of the assets.
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Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Schedule Tab
Enter the Route PM schedule in this window. See Maintenance Due Dates for detailed information about entering schedules.

1. Enter the maintenance frequency in the Date Maint fields (type the numeric value in the left-hand field and use the pop-up
list in the right-hand field to select the unit of measure.)
2. Enter the Last Maintenance Date.
3. Click the Calculate Next Date Due button.
4. Click the Save button.

Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Asset List Tab
In this screen, you can assign multiple assets to the task. Select an asset in the Information sub-tab and enter further data in the
remaining sub-tabs specific to that asset. Information from all of the Asset List sub-tabs is combined and displayed in the main tabs of
Route Preventative Maintenance Setup. For example, if there are two assets in the Asset List and their Labor sub-tabs have been
populated, view the main Labor tab for the Route PM Setup and see that the labor information for both assets is included.
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Specify the First Asset
1. Click the Asset List tab.
2. The Information sub-tab will be displayed. Click the Asset ID pop-up and select an asset. All related fields (Asset
Description, Asset Type, Current Location, Priority, Asset User 1 and Asset User 2) will be automatically populated.
3. Click Save.
4. Click the Labor sub-tab. Click the Staff ID pop-up and make a selection. The Staff Name and Craft Code fields will be
automatically populated.
5. Click Save.
6. Click the Contracts sub-tab. Click the Reference ID pop-up make a selection. All of the related fields will be automatically
populated.
7. Click Save.
8. Click the Parts sub-tab. Click the Part No pop-up and select a part. The related fields will be automatically populated.
9. Click Save.
10. Click the Tools sub-tab. Click the Tool ID pop-up and select a tool. All of the related fields will be automatically populated.
11. Click Save.
12. Click the Variables sub-tab. Click the Variable pop-up and make a selection. All of the related fields will be automatically
populated.
13. Click Save.
14. Click the Procedures sub-tab. Click the Procedure Name pop-up and make a selection. (If you click the View Procedure
button, the procedure text displays in a separate window. Close the window.)
15. Click Save.
16. Click the Checklist sub-tab. Click the Checklist Name pop-up and make a selection. All related fields will be automatically
populated. The Inspection drop-down list includes the following options: Do Item Only, Do Inspection Only and Do Item and
Inspection. Select the appropriate option for your asset.
17. Click Save.

Specify Another Asset That Carries Records from the First Asset
The associated records: labor, contracts, parts, tools, variables, procedures and checklist can be carried from the first specified asset to
another asset that will be added to Asset List.
1. Navigate to the Asset List -> Information sub-tab.
2. Click the New button.
3. Click the Asset ID pop-up and make a selection. All related fields (Asset Description, Asset Type, Current Location,
Priority, Asset User 1 and Asset User 2) will be automatically populated.
4. Click Save. You will be asked if you want to copy all resources from the first asset record to this asset.
5. Click Yes.
6. Open all sub-tabs to see that the related labor, contracts, parts, tools, variables, procedures and checklist records have been
carried forward from the original asset to the newly added asset in the Asset List.
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Delete an Asset from the Asset List
If you need to delete an asset from your Asset List, follow these instructions:
1. Click the Information sub-tab and use the record navigation bar to locate the asset you want to delete.
2. Click the Delete button to the right of the record navigation bar. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion.
3. Click Yes. FaciliWorks 8i refreshes to complete the action.

Shutdown Procedures
If one of your assets will require that the facility be shut down, follow these instructions:
1. In the Asset List -> Information sub-tab, locate the record for the asset that will require a shutdown and check the
Shutdown Facilities checkbox.
2. Click the Save button.
3. Navigate to the main Information tab in Route Preventative Maintenance Setup. The Shutdown Facilities checkbox will
be checked to reflect the change you’ve made.

Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Asset Order Tab
Set the order of your assets in this screen. Use the Move Up and Move Down buttons to change the order of the assets in the list.
Check the Requires Prior Completion checkbox for an asset if it must be completed before another asset can be completed.
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Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Labor Tab
In this screen, you can select from previously entered active employees to assign one or more of them to the task. You can change the
employee assigned to the task, the craft code or the estimated hours.
A labor record can be entered here in the Route Preventative Maintenance Setup -> Labor tab and it can be edited or deleted here
as well; however, this labor record will not be visible on any of the Asset List -> Labor sub-tabs, because it applies only to the task as a
whole, not to the individual assets in the Asset List.

Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Contracts Tab
Enter any contractor information that applies to this task.
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Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Parts Tab
Enter records for parts in this window.

Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Tools Tab
In this screen, select tools that will be used in the route PM.
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Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Variables Tab
You can edit all of the variable information except the variable name on this screen, modifying each according to the task. For more
information on variables, please see Variable Data.

Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Procedures Tab
In the Procedures form, you can select one or more previously entered procedures that apply to the task. To select an additional
procedure, go to the last blank record and click the pop-up menu; select another procedure name from the list of procedures. Clicking
the View Procedure button will display the procedure in a separate, read-only window.
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Route Preventative Maintenance Setup - Checklist Tab
A checklist is a user-defined set of points that must be checked to complete a task. You must enter a checklist record in Data
Administration -> Checklists before it can be assigned to a task. You can apply a checklist to the entire route PM here, but if you have
applied checklists to individual assets within the asset list, those checklists will display here.
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Manual Create Route Preventative Maintenance Order
Now that the Route Preventative Maintenance Setup is defined, you can continue to the manual creation of the Route Preventative
Maintenance Order.
1. Navigate to the Preventative Maintenance menu and select Manual Create PMs. Scroll to the bottom section of the form
and you’ll see that the route PM task is shown with the corresponding assets.

2. Click the Create button associated with the record. A confirmation message is displayed; click OK to close the message.
3. To see that the PM for your task has been created, navigate to the Preventative Maintenance menu and select Route
Preventative Maintenance. The Progress Name field will display PM Created.

Complete a Route Preventative Maintenance Order
Complete the First Asset
1. Once the maintenance has been completed, navigate to the Preventative Maintenance -> Route Preventative
Maintenance -> Asset List -> Information sub-tab. Locate the record for your first asset (or the asset that requires prior
completion). If you try to complete the assets out of order, FaciliWorks will display an alert message.
2. Click the Checklist sub-tab and check the Item Done and/or Inspection Done checkboxes (depending on your prior
selection regarding Do Item Only, Do Inspection Only and Do Item and Inspection).
3. Click Save.
4. Return to the Information sub-tab.
5. Type a numeric value in the Downtime _ Hours field (the amount of downtime required for this asset’s maintenance).
6. Enter Budget Month and Budget Year information, as applicable.
7. Click the Save button.
8. Check the Completed Notice checkbox. The Maintenance Done Date field auto-fills with the current system date.
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Complete the Remaining Assets
Navigate to the Route Preventative Maintenance Setup -> Asset List -> Information sub-tab and locate each additional asset record.
Complete the steps above for each remaining asset in the list.

Complete the Task
1. In Preventative Maintenance -> Route Preventative Maintenance, access the main Checklist tab for your task.
2. Check the Item Done and/or Inspection Done checkboxes, as applicable. Remember that we are completing the checklist
for the task, not for specific assets within the task.
3. Click the Save button.
4. Return to the main Information tab for your task.
5. Enter Budget Month and Budget Year information, as applicable.
6. Check the Completed Notice checkbox to complete the task. FaciliWorks will alert you to any missing information.
7. Click Save.

We have now completed the task. Completing the task will automatically complete all assets within the asset list.
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Chapter Nineteen: Calibrations
From the Main Menu, click Calibrations.

Standards
From the main menu, navigate to Calibrations -> Standards. Within this section, define gage standards (test parameters or
checkpoints) and specify the gages to which those checkpoints apply.

Standard Group Tab
This form is the data entry point for gage standards. The data entered here is the basis of the Standards tab within Gage Entry.
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To enter a new standard group record, click the New button.
Standard Group: Enter a unique alphanumeric name for the standard group you wish to define.
Description: Enter a description of the group.
Resolution: Enter the resolution of the gage(s) to which this standard will apply. This is the smallest (or least count) unit of motion that
the gage is capable of measuring and displaying.
Operating Range: Enter the operation range for this gage(s) to which this standard will apply.
Plus Tolerance: Enter the plus tolerance for this standard group.
Minus Tolerance: Enter the minus tolerance for this standard group.
Click Save to save the data you’ve entered so far. Saving the record at this time activates the Prefill button.
Update: Click this button and any gage associated with this standard group will be updated to the newly defined standard. Clicking the
Update button will reset current standards, but will not affect standard history.
All criteria related to developing standards are the same as what is documented for Measurements in Calibration Entry.

Prefill Button
Use this function to save time when you have multiple calibration standards and their nominal values are evenly spaced (for example, if
you have a group of standards with the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). Click the Prefill button.
Standard Group: The name of the selected group will appear in this field.
Number of Standards: In this field, enter the number of standards you would like to prefill.
Start Value: Enter the smallest nominal value for the similar standards.
Increment Value: Enter the difference between the sizes of the nominal values of the standards, such as .5 or .005, in this field.
Standard Names: Enter the portion of the standard name that will remain static for all standards being prefilled. For example, enter 6
as your Number of Standards and 1 as the Start Value. Enter an Increment Value of 1 and Inch as the Unit (of measure). If you enter
Gage Block as the Standard Names value, the resulting names for your standards will be:
• 1. Gage Block (1 Inch)
• 2. Gage Block (2 Inch)
• 3. Gage Block (3 Inch), etc.
If the number of standards is between one and nine, the Standard ID names will be numbered as shown above. However, for ten to 99
standards, the numerical value preceding the name will be shown as two digits, i.e., 01. Gage Block (1 Inch).
Type: Select the type of standard: Variable (V) or Attribute (A). Select Variable for those standards that have a value that you actually
measure (such as 0.502 inches). Select Attribute for pass/fail or visual types of checks.
Ref Type: Select the type of reference standard that will be used for this standard. The pop-up list will show the Gage Type of every
reference standard in the database.
Gage ID of Standard: Select from a list of available Gage IDs of standards. The list is limited by the Ref Type field. An empty Ref Type
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field would show all available Gage IDs.
Units: In this field, enter the unit of measure that the standards share.
Standard Format: Select the numerical format that measurements will appear in on reports. The format does not affect how
measurements are shown in forms, only in reports.
End Value: FaciliWorks calculates the end value for you, depending on the Number of Standards, the Start Value and the Increment
Value.

After you’ve entered the information, click the Fill button and a confirmation message will be displayed. Click OK and the standard
group fields will be populated per the specifications.

Gage List Tab
Access this tab to see a listing of all gages that use the selected standard group and thus will be affected if you modify the standard
group. This list is read-only.

Calibrate Gages Due
Navigate to Calibrations -> Calibrate Gages Due. When a gage is due for calibration, it appears in this list. If the gage is past due for
calibration, the Due Date field will be flagged in red.
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To select a single record for calibration, click the associated Calibrate button on the right. To select more than one record at a time,
check the checkboxes to the right of the records and then click the Calibrate Selected button. This action will direct you to the
Calibration Entry -> Calibration tab which will display all information associated with the gage that requires calibration.

Calibration Entry
Use Calibration Entry to enter or modify calibration records after a calibration has been performed. In addition to creating a calibration
record via Calibrate Gages Due as previously shown, there are two other ways to enter the Calibration Entry window:
1. Via the Gage Entry -> Information tab -> Calibration button: Calibration Entry can be accessed by clicking on the
Calibration button within the Gage Entry -> Information tab. If a calibration record already exists, you will be directed to the
record within Calibration Entry. If no calibration record exists, you will be alerted as such and prompted to create one. In the
prompt, click Yes and the Calibration Entry window will open.
2. Via the Main Menu -> Calibrations -> Calibration Entry: From the Main Menu, navigate to the Calibrations -> Calibration
Entry -> Calibration tab. To create a new calibration, click the New button and then select the desired gage record from the
Gage ID pop-up list. After you enter information into this screen and save the record, FaciliWorks automatically retrieves any
standards specified for the gage within Gage Entry.

Calibration Entry - Calibration Tab
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Gage ID: If you are creating a new calibration record, use the pop-up list to select a Gage ID; otherwise, this field already contains the
Gage ID of the selected gage. Once you’ve selected a gage to calibrate, do not change this field. After you save the calibration record,
you cannot edit this field. If you want to enter another calibration record for this gage or for another gage, click the New button.
Description: FaciliWorks auto-fills the gage’s description from its Gage Entry record and displays it here. This field is not editable.
Status: Indicate the status of the gage at the time of calibration.
Gage S/N: This field displays the gage’s serial number as entered within Gage Entry and is not editable in this window.
Calib Freq: This field is automatically populated with the gage’s calibration frequency entered within Gage Entry. You can edit this value
in Gage Entry. Calibration frequencies are stored with calibration records. This allows you to maintain a complete history of calibration
frequencies and how they might change over time.
Next Due Date: This field stores the next due date for calibration, based on the calibration frequency. You must check the Pass
checkbox in order for FaciliWorks to show the next due date. If a gage has a calibration frequency of Usage or Cycles and the gage
is not past due for calibration you will not be presented with a Next Due Date; this field will remain blank until the gage needs to be
calibrated.
Calibration Date: Use this field to store the date of the calibration - it is set to the current date by default. Changes can be made until
the calibration record is saved.
Department: In this field, select or enter the name of the department that used the gage before calibration.
By: Select or enter the name of the calibrator. This field automatically displays the name of the current user, but it can be modified.
Calibration Type: In this field, enter the type of work being performed, such as calibration, repair or rebuild.
As Found Condition: Choose the condition of the gage before calibration or adjustment. Select In for in-tolerance, Out for out-oftolerance or New for a new instrument that has not been calibrated before. Prior to calibration, all test points of the instrument must be
within tolerance to have the As Found Condition field set to In.
Est Costs: Projected calibration cost.
Cost: To track your costs, enter any expenses related to this calibration (such as internal labor/material costs or outside calibration
service costs).
Hours: There are two fields for hours: The right-hand field will display the estimated hours that you entered for this gage in Gage Entry.
The left-hand field is for the actual number of hours for this particular calibration.
Account No: Enter an account number or other tracking number associated with the cost (examples include a job, purchase order,
invoice or customer number).
Calibration Status: Select the final calibration status: Passed, Failed, Repaired or Limited.
Interval Adjustment Method: This non-editable field is based on the Gage Frequency Adjusting Interval selection made for this
record in the Gage Entry -> Schedule tab. This feature will be active in a future phase of FaciliWorks.
Results: Enter any results or comments (typically used for attribute-type gaging or dimensional layouts). Enter calibration measurements
into the Measurements table (see below).
Action Required: Enter any action that may be required, such as “send out for repair.”
Pass: You must check this checkbox in order for the program to automatically calculate the next calibration due date (Calibration
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Frequency + Calibration Date).
Findings: Use this memo field to describe any other pertinent information, such as visual inspection notes. You can scroll through this
field if you need more room for text. Your certificates of calibration will include this field.
Certificate No: Record the certificate number issued by the outside calibration provider or your company.
Uncertainty: This field is for the uncertainty sum, input by user.
Coverage Factor K: This multiplier is used to convert Combined Uncertainty to Expanded Uncertainty.
Degrees of Freedom: This is also called “effective degrees of freedom.” This value will appear on Certificates of Calibration and
Failure Notice reports.
Temperature, Humidity, Pressure and Other: Enter the relevant environmental conditions for the calibration: humidity, temperature,
pressure or any other factor that may affect results.
Select Label Design: Choose the label design to print out the calibration record.
Certificate button: If a calibration has been passed, select this button to view the Certificate of Calibration. If the calibration has failed,
you will be notified as such and will be given the opportunity to print a Calibration Failure Notice.
Gage Entry button: Click this button to view the Gage Entry record for the current gage.

Calibration Entry - Measurements Tab
Use this screen to compare before and after measurements of the gage with the standards used in calibration. If standards were
specified within the gage record, those standards will populate this screen.
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Enter the before and after measurements in the Before and After fields and click Save. If the measurement is within tolerance, the
corresponding red box will remain empty. If the measurement is out of tolerance, a white X will appear in the red box.

FaciliWorks calculates the accuracy of Before and After measurements. Accuracy is the difference between the before- or aftermeasurement value and the Nominal value. Thus, Accuracy can either be positive (when the Nominal value is smaller) or negative
(when the Nominal value is greater).
In the image above, the Before Accuracy field shows a positive out-of-tolerance condition; the After Accuracy is within tolerance.
The fields within this form are explained here; most fields are automatically populated with information from the gage entry record.
Standard ID: FaciliWorks copies the Standard IDs from the gage record.
Type: Two types of calibration standards are available: V (Variable) or A (Attribute). Select Variable for those standards that have a value
that you actually measure (such as 0.502 inches). Select Attribute for pass/fail or visual types of checks. Selecting Attribute does not
calculate accuracy of particular standard. FaciliWorks copies it from the gage record or you can select it here.
Units: The program copies the unit of measure from the gage record.
Minimum, Nominal and Maximum: FaciliWorks copies the gage’s Minimum, Nominal and Maximum values from the gage record.
Ref Type: Enter the type of the reference standard being used or the specific type of the reference gage.
Format: Specify the format for the numeric display.
Before: Enter the measurement observed before you adjust the gage.
After: Enter the measurement observed after you adjust the gage.
Accuracy (Before): This field shows the accuracy value based on the before measurement (Before minus Nominal).
Accuracy (After): In this field, you’ll see the accuracy value based on the after measurement (After minus Nominal).
Limited Use: Based on the gage’s accuracy compared to its calibration standard, check this checkbox to restrict the gage to limited
use, meaning that it shouldn’t be used for measurement of this particular range.
Gage ID of Standard: This field stores the Gage ID of the reference standard, which is important for traceability back to a specific
standard. You can manually enter the standard’s Gage ID or use the pop-up list to select a standard. The pop-up list contains only
gages that match the following two criteria:
• The gage must be marked as a reference standard (i.e. the Ref. Standard checkbox on the Gage Entry -> Information tab
must be checked).
• The Reference Standard must not have a Due Date or Next Date Due.
Standard Due Date: This field displays the next date due per the calibration schedule.
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Calibration Entry - Procedures Tab
In this screen, you can view any calibration procedures that are attached to the gage record by clicking View Procedure. Procedures
cannot be edited here. To enter or edit procedure text, navigate to Data Administration -> Procedures.
To view attachments, click Attachments. Any modifications (additions/deletions) made to the attachments here affect the original gage
record.

Calibration Entry - Signature Tab
If your system administrator has enabled security, calibrations can be electronically signed or unsigned. To attach your electronic
signature to a complete calibration record, click the Sign button in the Done By pane; the Log In form will open. Enter your User ID
and Password and click OK. This action attaches your electronic signature and the button previously labeled as Sign is now labeled as
Unsign.
Use the same steps to attach an electronic signature in the Approved By pane.
If a signature has been attached to the approval, the Approved By record must be unsigned before the Done By record can be
unsigned (the Unsign button in the Done By pane will be inactive until the approval has been unsigned).
To unsign a record, click Unsign. The Sign In form will open. Enter your User ID and Password and click OK. A Comments box
opens, giving you the opportunity to enter any necessary notes. If you enter notes here, click Save to save the notes and complete the
unsigning. If you do not want to enter any notes, you can click Cancel to close the Comments box and complete the unsigning.
FaciliWorks will show the electronic signature details of each signing and unsigning of the record.
A record can only be unsigned by the user who signed it.
When the electronic signature feature is disabled, the signature name fields will auto-fill with the current user.
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Calibration Entry - Additionals Tab
The fields in this screen can be used to store additional user-defined information and can be customized: the label names can be
changed and the data types can be altered. Please the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide for more information about how to change data
types. To change field label names, click the Customize Form link. In the ensuing pop-up window, overwrite the contents of the Label
Text field with your desired field name. Click Save and the pop-up form will close. Your changes will be reflected in the Additionals tab.

Calibration Entry - Attachments Tab
Use this screen to attach files to the calibration record, i.e. text documents, images, certificates, etc. Click Browse… to locate the file
you would like to attach, click the Upload button. When the upload is complete, the File Description field will be auto-filled with the file
type. Upon successful upload, a new blank field appears, allowing you to attach another file. Be sure to click Save after any
modifications. To view the file, click Preview and the attachment will open in a new window.
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Calibration Entry - Workflow
While the actual steps and triggers are defined in Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow Step Setup, this tab shows the history of the
actions and approvals implemented upon calibration records. For more information about Workflow Trigger Setup and Workflow Step
Setup, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
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Chapter Twenty: Reports
FaciliWorks includes a large variety of enhanced reports that allow you to see comparisons and trends regarding asset downtime,
inventory value, maintenance hours required or expended and estimated costs. All of these reports can be viewed on-screen, printed
or emailed. Additionally, enhanced reports are designed to export to Excel and other formats for advanced ad-hoc reporting. Save any
enhanced report to your favorites located on the dashboard. A user’s favorites are only visible to that user.
From the Main Menu, click Reports.

Select either Enhanced Reports or Standard Reports; a list of reports will be displayed. Click the title of the desired report.

Enhanced Report Filter
The selection of an enhanced report will open a filter that allows you to define a specific group of records to analyze. Some reports allow
you to sort data according to your preference, many reports give you a choice between a summarized listing and a detailed report and
most of the report filters contain special options. The filter options will vary depending on the report you’ve chosen to view, i.e., Date,
Asset ID, Task ID, Asset Type, Current Location, Description, Staff ID, etc. To view all records, leave all filter fields blank. Use the Clear
Filter button to clear all field contents.
In the example below, the Asset Listing report will be filtered for all fire-related, active assets. Begin by selecting a field by which to filter
and then enter the remaining criteria in that row. Click the Add button to the right of that row. Enter a second field and remaining
criteria. Continue to add criteria as needed.
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To save this report as a favorite, click Save Criteria; in the Save Criteria window, enter a name and description of the report:

The report will now be displayed in Report Favorites on the dashboard:

Back on the report filter, after entering criteria, click View Report. The report opens in a separate window. You can select the type of
viewer to use for enhanced reports: PDF, HTML or HTML plain. From this window, the report can be printed or exported as a file.
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Standard Report Filter
The Standard Reports section is comprised of all reports from previous FaciliWorks 8i versions, including any custom reports that were
written in past versions. If you were not using previous version of FaciliWorks 8i, it is recommended to use enhanced reports only.
Upon selecting a standard report, a filter will be displayed, allowing you to filter records by various criteria. The filter options will vary
depending on the report you’ve chosen to view, i.e., Date, Asset ID, Task ID, Asset Type, Current Location, Description, Staff ID, etc. To
view all records, leave all filter fields blank. Use the Clear Filter button to clear all field contents.

To save the criteria for quick access in the future, click Add to Queue; you’ll see a confirmation message. Later when you want to
access this report again, navigate to Reports -> Standard Reports -> Report Queue. Your report criteria will be displayed; click View to
see the report.
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Back on the report filter, after entering criteria, click View. The report opens in a separate window. You can select the type of viewer to
use for enhanced reports: PDF, HTML or HTML plain. From this window, the report can be printed or exported as a file.

Report Titles and Descriptions
Asset Reports
Agreement Aging: A detailed list of expiration dates of warranties and service agreements that includes Asset ID, Description, Supplier,
Warranty Name and Type, Agreement Term (Date and Meter), Effective Date, Expiration Date, Days Left, and Meter Left.
Agreement Due Listing: A detailed list of expiration dates of warranties and service agreements that includes Asset ID, Description,
Current Location, Effective Date, Warranty Cost, Asset User 1, Asset User 2, Storage Location and Agreement Term.
Asset Barcode Label (½, 1 ½ , 1 Inch): Use this report to print barcode labels for your assets. In the filter, you can select the width of
the label (½”, 1”, or 1½”). The length of the barcode determines the length of the label; FaciliWorks will print the shortest possible label.
Asset Detail Report: Detailed asset information, including status, importance, serial number (S/N), manufacturer, current location and
storage location.
Asset Listing: A listing of current assets, ordered by Asset ID, categorized by:
1. Current Location
2. Asset Type
3. Current Location with Tasks
4. Description
5. Description with Tasks

Asset Listing by Asset Type: A list of current assets, ordered by asset type.
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Asset Listing by Current Location: Current assets grouped by current location and ordered by Asset ID within each group.
Asset Listing by Current Location with Tasks: Current assets with associated tasks, grouped by current location and ordered by Asset
ID within each group.
Asset Listing by Description: Current assets, ordered by asset description.
Asset Listing by Description with Tasks: Current assets with associated tasks, ordered by asset description.
Asset Listing with Calibration Schedule: Includes Asset ID, S/N, Description, Type and Calibration Frequency.
Asset Status History by Asset ID: A list of assets by Asset ID and their status.
Asset Status History by Status: A list of assets by status.
Asset Status History Summary: A summarized list of asset status.
Asset Status Report: This asset status report creates a summarized list of assets, based on the status you select. Use this report to
print a list of all inactive assets or items in need of repair. You can also print a list of your spare or backup assets. If you leave the Status
field blank, the list will include equipment of any status.
Asset Usage History: A listing of when, where and for what purpose you’ve used assets during a specific time frame. You can filter
for assets issued to one or more departments, for one or more purchase orders or for one or more part numbers. This report helps
you provide documentation for billing and cost accounting and it can be a valuable tool for long-term asset purchase and replacement
planning.
Component Listing Report by Child: Listing of child assets and their corresponding secondary child assets, including Asset ID, S/N,
Description, Type, Current Location and Warranty Frequency.
Component Listing Report by Parent: Listing of parent assets and their corresponding child assets, including Asset ID, S/N,
Description, Type, Current Location and Warranty Frequency.

Asset Cost Reports
Asset Analysis by Contract Cost with Component: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It
includes the cost of child assets as part of the cost of the parent asset, hence the term “with component.” This report is sorted by the
cost of contract items for the maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Contract Costs: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It is sorted by the cost
of contract items for the maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Downtime Hours: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It is sorted by the
number of maintenance downtime hours.
Asset Analysis by Labor Cost with Component: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It
includes the cost of child assets as part of the cost of the parent asset, hence the term “with component.” This report is sorted by the
cost of labor items for the maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Labor Costs: Lists the labor costs associated with each asset, sorted by Asset ID.
Asset Analysis by Labor Hours: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset, sorted by the number of
labor hours.
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Asset Analysis by Labor Hours with Component: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It
includes the cost of child assets as part of the cost of the parent asset (with component). This report is sorted by the number of
maintenance labor hours.
Asset Analysis by Part Cost with Component: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It includes
the cost of child assets as part of the cost of the parent asset (with component). This report is sorted by the cost of parts used for
maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Part Costs: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It is sorted by the total cost
of parts used for maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Total Cost with Component: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It includes
the cost of child assets as part of the cost of the parent asset (with component). This report is sorted by the total cost of contracts, parts
and labor associated with the asset’s maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Total Costs: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset. It is sorted by the total cost
of contracts, parts and labor associated with the asset’s maintenance.
Asset Analysis by Work Order with Component: This report is an analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an
asset. It includes the cost of child assets as part of the cost of the parent asset (with component). This report is sorted by work order.
Asset Analysis by Work Orders: An analysis of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs for an asset and is sorted by work
order.
Cost Center Summary: Displays each month of the specified year with the associated values for budgeted amounts, actual costs and
the difference between the two. Totals for each of these fields are located at the bottom of the report.
Operating Costs Detail Report: A detailed listing of an asset’s operating costs, i.e. Fuel, Oil and Tire. (These are three of the four subtabs within the Assets -> Operating Costs tab.)
Other Costs Detail Report: A detailed listing of an asset’s operating costs aside from fuel, oil and tires, i.e. the costs entered into the
Assets -> Operating Costs -> Other sub-tab.
Other Costs Summary Report: A summarized listing of an asset’s operating costs aside from fuel, oil and tires, i.e. the costs entered
into the Assets -> Operating Costs -> Other sub-tab.

Task Reports
Task Detail Listing: The filter for this report permits you to search for tasks by ID, priority, type or assigned technician. Use the
Shutdown checkboxes to isolate tasks that require asset or facility shutdowns. Task details included in the report are: labor, contracts,
parts, tools, variables and procedures required for each task and a notation of whether the maintenance schedule is fixed or floating.
Task Due Listing by Asset ID: Tasks due, sorted by Asset ID.
Task Required Parts List: Required parts for each task and also includes basic task information such as ID, priority, technician, type
and time needed to perform the task.
PM Task Due Listing: Includes From Due Date, To Due Date, Asset and Task IDs and Descriptions, Task Frequency, Priority and Type,
Asset Downtime and Next Due (both Date and Meter).
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Work Order Reports
Assets from WO with Images: All assets currently associated with open work orders along with their associated images.
Backlog Work Orders: Active assets that are past due for maintenance based on date or meter reading.
Multiple Asset Work Order: Work orders with multiple assets.
Open Work Orders: Incomplete work orders sorted by work order number; includes asset ID and description, task and staff IDs, cause,
amount of time required, etc.
Open Work Orders from Requests: A summary of work orders, filtered by date, asset or task ID, cause, requester or technician. You can
also filter for complete or incomplete work orders and for emergency or non-emergency work orders.
Procedure Attachments: Lists each work order, its associated procedures and the procedures’ associated attachments.
Work Order: Use this report to view work orders created or completed during a specific time period. You can view or print work orders
for one or more technicians, locations, assets or tasks. You can also choose to view only emergency or non-emergency work orders (or
both) and/or only complete or incomplete work orders or both.
WO - Abridged: A summarized version of the Work Order report.
Work Order Actual Hours by Technician: A listing of work orders detailing the actual hours worked by the technician.
Work Order Compact with Full Proc Text: A compact listing of work orders, including meter readings, due dates, tool listings and
complete procedure text for each work order.
Work Order Compact with Proc Name Only: A compact listing of work orders, including meter readings, due dates, tool listings and
procedure name.
Work Order Due Listing (by Asset ID): All work orders due (sorted by Asset ID), including the associated task information.
Work Order Progress: The progress of your current work orders. You can filter by date range on progress set, date range on progress
change, Asset ID, progress name, requester and priority.
Work Order Summary: A list of all work orders with completion status and date, sorted by Asset ID. It also includes asset description
and task ID and type.
Work Orders by Location: Work order information for assets, sorted by location.

Historical Work Order Reports
Asset Type Average Downtime: Average and total downtime and scheduled work orders for each asset.
Asset Type Downtime by Total Work Orders: Sorted by the total number of work orders, this report calculates the total downtime and
average downtime for each asset.
Cost Center Average Downtime: A list of average downtime by cost center including total work orders for each cost center.
Labor Hours: Number of labor hours spent by each staff member on each work order. The list is sorted first by Staff ID, then by work
order number and includes the total number of hours worked.
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Technician Average Downtime: A list of each technician’s total number of work orders, total amount of downtime and average
downtime. The list is sorted by average downtime.
Work Order Cause Downtime Average: Sorted by cause, this report lists the total number of work orders, total amount of downtime
and average downtime for each cause.
Work Order Compare: Use this report to compare the costs of scheduled and unscheduled work orders, sorted by Asset ID, i.e.
contract, part and labor costs. The following reports also compare the costs of scheduled and unscheduled work orders:
• Work Order Compare Asset & Task Only
• Work Order Compare Asset Only
• Work Order Compare with Component
Work Order Cost Analysis: The Work Order Cost Analysis report gives you a quarterly sum of itemized work order costs, totals for the
current year and previous year and a grand total (lifetime). Use it to quickly see summarized annual work order costs filtered by asset,
task, technician or location.
Work Order Cost Analysis with Component: This report provides all the details of the Work Order Cost Analysis report, plus it includes
work order costs from all attached components.
Work Order Cost by Cause: Lists each Work Order and sorts in ascending order by Cause.
Work Order Costs and Labor: Summarizes each task, including the costs for contracts, labor and parts, category totals and a grand
total. The filter permits you to isolate maintenance costs by asset, task, location or technician. You can filter for one task and compare
the cost of the same task for different assets or for different technicians. You can also isolate emergency work orders for comparison
with scheduled and unscheduled work orders.
Work Order Costs and Labor with Component: This report includes work order costs and labor from all attached components.
Work Order Created to Close: Permits the maintenance supervisor to monitor overall response time for maintenance personnel
including Work Order performance time. This report tracks the time between Work Order creation and Work Order completion.
Work Order Created to Started: This report will permit the maintenance supervisor to monitor initial response time for maintenance
personnel. This report tracks the length of time between when a Work Order is created and when work begins on the Work Order. Note:
maintenance personnel should select the Work Order Started Progress Name when work begins on a Work Order for more accurate
accounting.
Work Order History: The Work Order History filter and report are similar to the Work Order filter and report. You can select work orders
for one or more technicians, locations, Asset, or tasks. The filter permits you to select work order created and completed date ranges.
Work Order History Summary: Lists each work order associated with an asset and is sorted first by Asset ID, then by Task ID. It also
shows the date done, technician and total hours.
Work Order History with Component: Includes the work order history from all attached components.
Work Order on Time Analysis by Asset: This report shows both the number and percentage of work orders that are completed early,
late or on time, according to your asset’s maintenance schedule. You can filter for a date range, asset and task ID, technician, cause,
description, type and emergency status.
Work Order on Time Analysis by Task: Shows both the number and percentage of work orders that are completed early, late or on
time, sorted by task. You can filter for a date range, asset and task ID, technician, cause, description, type and emergency status.
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Work Order on Time Analysis by Technician: Sorted by Staff ID, this report shows both the number and percentage of work orders
that are completed early, late or on time. You can filter for a date range, asset and task ID, technician, cause, description, type and
emergency status.
Work Order Progress History: This report shows the progress of your current work orders. You can filter for date range on progress
set, date range on progress change, asset ID, progress name, requester and priority.
Work Order Scheduled vs. Unscheduled: This report can be filtered by date due or completion status. It shows both the number and
percentage of scheduled and unscheduled work orders, sorted by asset ID.
Work Order Started to Closed: Permits the maintenance supervisor to monitor Work Order performance time. This report tracks the
length of time between the creation date and the completion date of a work order and gives an average number of hours spent per
work order. Note: maintenance personnel should select the Work Order Started Progress Name when work begins on a work order for
more accurate accounting.

Service Request Reports
Calibration Service Request (8i Calibration only): Each page of this report is a detailed overview of a calibration service request.
Service Requests Progress: Shows the progress of your current service requests. You can filter for date range on progress set, date
range on progress change, asset ID, progress name, requester and priority.
Service Request Progress History: The history of progress changes of your current service requests. You can filter for date range on
progress set, date range on progress change, asset ID, progress name, requester and priority.
Service Request Summary: Sorted by date, this summary of service requests shows service request number, entry date, requester,
asset ID, desired date, status and emergency status.
Service Request Total Hours: Sorted by date, this report compares estimated hours to actual hours.
Service Requests: Each page of this report is a detailed overview of a current service request. The filter options include request date,
staff ID, asset ID, priority, cause, status and approval status.
Service Requests by Requester: List of service requests and their associated details, sorted by requester.
Service Requests Submitted: List of all service requests that have been submitted, including From Created Date, To Created Date,
Request Number, Staff ID, Asset ID, Progress Name, Resolution, Emergency Status and Problem.

Contract Report
Contract Listing: This report lists your maintenance contractors (with cost), sorted alphabetically by reference ID.

Part Reports
Part Assignment to Asset: Asset and Part IDs and Descriptions along with part Category, Quantity in Stock and Cost, sorted by Asset ID.
Part Barcode Label (½ Inch, 1 Inch, 1 ½ Inch): Use these reports to print barcode labels for parts. Select from label widths of ½”, 1”
or 1½”. FaciliWorks determines label length by the length of the bar code; it prints each label on the shortest length possible. Printing
barcodes requires the Maintenance Label Kit.
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Part Below Reorder Point: Includes part, description, category, supplier, quantity in stock, reorder point, quantity on order and quantity
on backorder.
Part Consumption: Summarizes parts used during each month. It calculates the total used for the time period you select as well as the
total cost, based on the part’s current cost multiplied by total number used. Generate this report for one year at a time to see current
part consumption information.
Part Listing by Warehouse: Includes part, description, quantity in stock and detailed location information.
Part Listing: This brief parts report includes part number, description, stock type and quantity in stock.
Part Listing (Unattached): This report includes only unattached parts, but displays detailed information about each part including
category, sub-category, part cost and inventory value.
Part Listing Critical: Lists all critical parts and highlights parts that are below their reorder point.
Part Listing with Detail / Part Listing Detail: Similar to the Part Listing (Unattached) report in that it includes detailed part information
such as category, sub-category, part cost and inventory value. This report, however, lists all parts in the database.
Part Listing with Warehouse Info: This report is similar to the Part Listing Detail report in that it includes detailed part information such as
category, sub-category, part cost and inventory value. This report also includes warehouse information.
Part Low Stock: Sorted by part number, this report shows each part’s stock quantity, reorder point, quantity on order, etc.
Part Low Stock with Critical Parts Only: Shows the current quantities and reorder points of critical parts.
Parts Predicted Consumption Report: Totals the expected part consumption from open work orders, open PMs and calculated future
PMs. It will then display the total of each part required within the time frame specified in the report filter.
Part Reorder Calculation: Calculates the number of parts used in the past and, taking required delivery time into account, calculates
how many parts need to be ordered to meet future needs (based on your current needs). You can filter for one or more part numbers
or leave the Part No. field blank to see reorder information for all of your parts. The dates in the filter automatically default to the last
three months, but can be changed.
Part Valuation by Part No.: Lists the total number of each part in stock and the cost of the entire stock of each part, sorted by part
number. Description and supplier for each part are also given.
Part Warehouse Listing: Lists the warehouse in which each part is stored, including the part’s location therein.
Parts Out of Stock: This report provides quantities in stock and on order, order dates, costs and expected delivery dates of all parts,
sorted by part number.
Purchase Order History Listing: Lists all purchase orders and their dollar amounts, order dates and received dates.
Purchase Order Summary: A summary of purchase orders placed with each supplier, sorted by supplier code.
Purchase Orders: Each page of the report is a detailed view of a purchase order. You can filter for orders by requisition or purchase
order number, staff ID, supplier code, expected delivery date or date received.
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Procedure Reports
Procedure Listing: A list of every procedure name with full procedure text.
Procedure Listing by Asset ID: Displays each asset, its associated tasks and associated procedure names (procedure text is not
included).
Procedure Listing by Asset Task: This report shows the procedure -> task -> asset relationship.
Procedure Listing by Procedure Name: Sorted by procedure name, this report lists the assets and tasks associated with each
procedure.
Procedure Listing with Attachments: Displays full procedure text and procedure attachments (images, etc.) for each procedure.

Staff Reports
Staff Cert. Due Listing: Lists each staff member’s certifications and corresponding expiration dates.
Staff Labor Performance Detail: Sorted by Staff ID, this report shows estimated hours, actual hours and a productivity percentage
for each asset on which that staff member performed maintenance. In the filter window, you can search by the creation or completion
dates, staff, asset and task IDs and craft code.
Staff Labor Performance Summary: Sorted by Staff ID, this report shows total numbers of estimated hours and actual hours as well as
a productivity percentage.
Staff Listing: All the current staff members and their dates hired, departments and job titles.
Staff Training Report: Shows your staff’s certifications and other training and qualifications.

Supplier Reports
Supplier Listing by Asset ID: Sorted by Asset ID, this report includes Supplier information for each Asset.
Supplier Listing by Supplier Code: Sorted by supplier code, this report lists all suppliers, their category, contact information and
activity.
Supplier Listing by Supplier Code with Asset Data: Sorted by supplier code, this report lists all suppliers, their category, contact
information, activity and all assets and parts they supply.
Supplier Listing by Supplier Name: Sorted by supplier name, this report lists all suppliers, their category, contact information and
activity.
Supplier Listing by Supplier Name with Asset Data: Sorted by supplier name, this report lists all suppliers, their category, contact
information, activity and all assets and parts they supply.
Supplier Listing by Supplier Type: Sorted by supplier type, this report lists all suppliers, their category, contact information and activity.
Supplier Listing by Type with Asset Data: Sorted by supplier type, this report lists all suppliers, their category, contact information,
activity and all assets and parts they supply.
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Tool Reports
Tool Barcode (½ Inch, 1 Inch, 1 ½ Inch): Use these reports to print barcode labels for tools. Select from label widths of ½”, 1” or 1½”.
FaciliWorks determines label length by the length of the bar code; it prints each label on the shortest length possible. Printing barcodes
requires the Maintenance Label Kit.
Tool Issue History: This report shows tool issue and return information. The filter is designed so that you can prepare a report that
displays the usage for one or all tools issued or returned on a particular day. This report also shows the number of cycles used per
issuance and the tool’s current location.
Tool Listing: Sorted by Tool ID, this report gives detailed information about every tool.
Tool Listing by Asset ID: If you leave the Tool ID field blank in the report filter, the report will list each asset with all its associated tasks
and tools. If you filter for a specific tool, this report will only list assets that require that tool. You can filter reports by:
Tool Listing by Tool: Sorted by Tool ID, this report lists each tool and its associated assets and tasks.

Variable Reports
Out of Limit Variables: Lists variables that users have tested and marked as beyond minimum or maximum values. This report can be
filtered by work order completed or created date, asset or task ID, variable and units.
Variable History Report: Each page of this report details the history of a variable, including asset, maintenance date, reading, units, etc.
This report can be filtered by work order completed or created date, asset or task ID, variable and units.
Variable Listing: Sorted by variable name, this report details each variable, including variable notes (which could include variable
testing instructions, variable testing checklist, etc.).

Program Reports
Audit Cards: This option allows you to print audit cards for a selected asset, task or both. Before a technician performs maintenance,
leave an audit card in the work area. The return of the audit card demonstrates that the technician was on-site and actually performed
the work. If used randomly, audit cards can be effective follow-up tools.
Audit Trail Report: Prints an audit trail report showing date/time, user ID, object and action taken. You can filter this report by date/
time, object, user, action and data key.
Blank Forms: These templates can be printed and used as guides prior to entering data into FaciliWorks.
• Blank Form - Asset Entry
• Blank Form - Contract Entry
• Blank Form - Part Entry
• Blank Form - Procedure Entry
• Blank Form - Purchase Entry
• Blank Form - Service Request Entry
• Blank Form - Staff Entry
• Blank Form - Supplier Entry
• Blank Form - Task Entry
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• Blank Form - Tool Entry
• Blank Form - Tool Issue and Return
• Blank Form - Tool Issue Sheet
• Blank Form - Tool Return Sheet
• Blank Form - Variable Entry
• Blank Form - Work Order

Budget by Cost Center: Shows a table of budgeted costs, actual costs and the difference between the two, by month; one report is
generated for each cost center and each year.
Checklist Listing / Checklist Listing with Full Detail: A detailed listing of all checklist data, sorted by checklist name.
Group Permissions and Users: Details each user group’s permissions (Add/Edit/Delete, Read/Write and Visible-Enabled) for all objects
within FaciliWorks and includes control name and control type.
PM Sign-in Sheet: Attach or post the PM Sign-In Sheet to an asset for staff members to log maintenance performed on the asset. One
sheet is generated for each asset in the database. In the filter, search by asset description to generate the desired sheet.
Report Control Listing: This report begins with Advanced Report Filter which is used the same way as the Advanced Filter (please
see Program Conventions for detailed instruction) and click Preview to view your report. This report displays report names with their
associated report control text (found at the bottom of every report page). Print the report to write new report control text (by hand) in the
empty New Text box.
Maintenance Warranty Listing: Includes PM/WO number, the associated asset and the asset’s warranty.
Audit Log Reports (available in Enhanced Reports): FaciliWorks’ audit log captures before and after field values and the Audit Log
reports are a useful way to track these changes. Suppose that in a work order, the Comments field had been changed and you want to
find out what the original comments were prior to their being overwritten. You would go to the Auditlog Maintenance report and in the
filter for the report, you’d filter for the work order number. In the generated report, you’d do a search (Ctrl+F) for the current contents of
the Comments field. That line of the report will show that current value along with the previous value.
• Auditlog Assets - shows all change events (Update, Insert and Delete) from all of the tabs in Assets.
• Auditlog Tasks - shows all change events (Update, Insert and Delete) from all of the tabs in Tasks.
• Auditlog Maintenance - shows all change events (Update, Insert and Delete) from all of the tabs in Edit PMs and Work Order
Manager.
• The general Auditlog report shows all change events included in the three reports above.

Open PM Reports
Assets from PM with Images: Provides a list of assets associated with current preventative maintenance orders and includes any
associated images.
Backlog PM: Sorted by Asset ID with Task ID, this report lists all work orders/PMs that are past due and need to be completed.
Multiple Asset PM: Each page of this report gives a list of all open work orders/PMs for each task; the pages of this report are sorted
by Asset ID.
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Open PM: Lists each asset’s tasks and associated open work orders/PMs, sorted by Asset ID.
Open PM Labor Hours: Sorted by PM number, this report lists each PMs asset, task, priority and labor hour and next date due
information.
Open PM Summary: Summary of all open PMs including asset, task, priority, frequency and next date due information.
Overdue PMs and AssetTask: Sorted by PM number, this report lists all overdue PMs and AssetTasks including asset, task, priority,
technician and next date due information.
PM: Each asset with an open work order/PM will be shown in this report in its own multi-page report which details all work order/PM
information including tasks, procedures, parts, tools, due date, etc.
PM Abridged: This report is a condensed version of the PM report, displaying each PM’s information on a separate page of the report.
It includes basic PM information along with labor, procedure text and parts.
PM Actual Hours by Technician: Within this report are sub-reports which list all work orders/PMs for each staff member, detailing
Asset ID, Task ID, estimated hours, actual hours and date. At the end of the staff member’s sub-report are totals of the records,
estimated hours and actual hours worked.
PM by Location: Lists all PMs associated with a location, sorted first by location, then by Asset ID.
PM Compact with Full Proc Text: Sorted by Asset ID, this report produces each PM for a specified asset (or all assets), with complete
procedure text.
PM Compact with Proc Name Only: Sorted first by Asset ID, then by Task ID, this report lists each PM with its associated details,
limiting procedure information to just the procedure name.
PM Due Listing by Asset ID: Use this filter to create a list of work orders for every Asset ID. You can print work orders due for a day, a
week, a month, or any other time period. Use the Include Past Due checkbox to include any work orders that are past due, based on
the current date.
PM Procedure Attachments: This report provides brief records of PMs with associated procedure names and procedure attachments.
PM Progress: Sorted by Asset ID, this simple report lists each PM and its associated asset, dates and progress.
PM Schedule Reports: PM Schedule Summaries list the schedules of current and future PMs, sorted by Asset ID and provide the total
number of PM orders (items) and hours.
• Summary by Day: Summarizes the preventative maintenance schedule for each asset, each day of the year.
• Summary by Day of Week: Summarizes the preventative maintenance schedule for each asset, broken down by the day of the week.
• Summary by Day with Detail: Displays a list of all assets that require maintenance on a given day.
• Summary by Week: Summarizes the preventative maintenance schedule for each asset, broken down by week.
• Summary by Month: Summarizes the preventative maintenance schedule for each asset, broken down by month.
• Summary by Quarter: Summarizes the preventative maintenance schedule for each asset, broken down quarterly.
• Summary by Year: Summarizes the preventative maintenance schedule for each asset, broken down by year.
PM Summary: Lists all PM records (completed and not completed), sorted by Asset ID.
Proc Abridged Sub-report: Includes procedure name and full procedure text.
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Historical PM Reports
Asset Type Downtime by Total PM: Sorted by the total number of PM records, this report calculates total downtime and average
downtime for each asset type.
PM Asset Type Average Downtime: Sorted by average downtime, this report lists each asset type, the number of PM records and the
number of downtime hours associated with that asset type. The report then gives the total number of PM records and total downtime
and calculates an overall average.
PM Compare: Use this report to compare the costs of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, i.e. contract, part and labor costs, sorted
by Asset ID. The following reports also compare the costs of scheduled and unscheduled work orders:
• Work Order Compare Asset & Task Only
• Work Order Compare Asset Only
• Work Order Compare with Component
PM Cost Analysis: The PM Cost Analysis report gives you a quarterly sum of itemized work order costs, totals for the current year and
previous year and a grand total (lifetime). Use it to quickly see summarized annual work order costs filtered by asset, task, technician or
location.
PM Cost Analysis with Component: Provides all the details of the PM Cost Analysis report, plus it includes costs from all attached
components.
PM Cost Center Average Downtime: A list of average downtime by cost center including total work orders for each cost center.
PM Costs and Labor: Summarizes each task, including the costs for contracts, labor and parts, category totals and a grand total. The
filter lets you isolate maintenance costs by asset, task, location or technician. You can filter for one task and compare the cost of the
same task for different assets or for different technicians. You can also isolate emergency work orders for comparison with scheduled
and unscheduled work orders.
PM Costs and Labor with Component: Includes PM costs and labor from all attached components.
PM History: Details PM history for each asset including attachments, checklists and electronic signatures.
PM History Summary: Lists each PM order associated with an asset and is sorted first by Asset ID, then by Task ID. It also shows the
date done, technician and total hours.
PM History with Component: Includes the PM history from all attached components.
PM Labor Hours: The number of labor hours spent by each staff member on each PM order. The list is sorted first by Staff ID, then by
PM number and includes the total number of hours worked.
PM on Time Analysis by Asset: Displays both the number and percentage of PM orders that are completed early, late or on time,
according to your asset’s maintenance schedule. You can filter for a date range, asset and task ID, technician, cause, description, type
and emergency status.
PM on Time Analysis by Task: Displays both the number and percentage of PM orders that are completed early, late or on time,
sorted by task. You can filter for a date range, asset, task, technician, cause, description, type and emergency status.
PM on Time Analysis by Technician: Sorted by Staff ID, this report displays both the number and percentage of PM orders that are
completed early, late or on time. You can filter for a date range, asset, task, technician, cause, description, type and emergency status.
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PM Progress History: Displays the progress of your current PM orders. You can filter for date range on progress set, date range on
progress change, asset, progress name, requester and priority.
PM Technician Average Downtime: List of each technician’s total number of PM orders, total amount of downtime and average
downtime. The list is sorted by average downtime.

Multitask PM Reports
Assets from Multitask PM with Images: Lists any asset that is part of a multitask preventative maintenance and includes any attached
images.
Backlog Multitask PM: Sorted by Asset ID, this report lists any multitask preventative maintenance records that are due.
Multitask PM: Each asset with an open multitask PM will be shown in this report in its own multi-page report which details all PM
information including labor, contracts, parts, variables, due date, etc.
Multitask PM by Location: Multitask PM by Location is a simplified report listing multitask preventative maintenance records, sorted
by the current location of the asset.
Multitask PM Compact with Full Proc Text: This is a simplified report that lists multitask preventative maintenance records and
includes complete procedure text.
Multitask PM Compact with Proc Name Only: This is a simplified report listing multitask preventative maintenance records and
including just the names of the attached procedures.
Multitask PM History: Lists all the detailed history records for each of the preventative maintenance records.
Multitask PM History Summary: Lists all the simplified history records for each multitask preventative maintenance records, is sorted
by Asset ID and includes related tasks and preventative maintenance records with each group.
Multitask PM History with Component: Lists multitask preventative maintenance records including associated components.
Multitask PM Labor Hours: Calculates the labor hours each staff member spends on each preventative maintenance during a
specified time period.
Multitask PM Procedure Attachments: Lists each multitask PM record with the procedure attachments.
Multitask PM Progress: Displays the current progress status of each multitask preventative maintenance record.
Multitask PM Progress History: Displays the complete progress history status of each multitask PM record.
Open Multitask PM: Lists all currently open multitask preventative maintenance records.
Overdue Multitask PM: Lists all overdue multitask preventative maintenance records including asset, task, priority and technician
information.

Route PM Reports
Assets from Route PM with Images: Lists each asset associated with a route PM along with its attached images and current location.
Backlog Route PM: Displays all route preventative maintenance records that are past due.
Open Route PM: All route preventative maintenance records that are currently open.
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Overdue Route PMs: Lists all overdue multitask preventative maintenance records including asset, task, priority, technician and next
date due information.
Route PM: Lists all route preventative maintenance records that have been created.
Route PM by Location: All route preventative maintenance records, sorted by current location.
Route PM Compact with Full Proc Text: This is a simplified report listing route preventative maintenance records including complete
procedure text.
Route PM Compact with Proc Name Only: This is a simplified report listing route preventative maintenance records and including just
the names of the attached procedures.
Route PM History: All of the detailed history records for each of the preventative maintenance records.
Route PM History Summary: A summarized list of all the simplified history records for each of the route preventative maintenance
records. This list is sorted by Asset ID and includes related tasks.
Route PM History with Component: This report lists route preventative maintenance records including associated components.
Route PM Labor Hours: Calculates the labor hours each staff member spends on each route preventative maintenance order during a
specified time period.
Route PM Procedure Attachments: Each route preventative maintenance record with the procedure attachments.
Route PM Progress: Displays the current progress status of each route preventative maintenance order.
Route PM Progress History: Displays the complete progress history status of each route PM record.

Multitask Work Order Reports
Assets from Multitask WO with Images: Lists assets that are used in multitask work orders and includes any attached images.
Backlog Multitask Work Orders: Any multitask work orders that are past due.
Multitask WO Compact with Full Proc Text: Complete procedure text for each multitask work order.
Multitask WO Compact with Proc Name Only: The name of each procedure for each multitask work order.
Multitask WO Labor Hours: Calculates the labor hours each staff member spends on each work order during a specified time period.
Multitask WO Procedure Attachments: Each multitask work order record with the procedure attachments.
Multitask Work Order: All multitask work order records that have been created.
Multitask Work Order History: Detailed history records for each multitask work order record.
Multitask Work Order History Summary: Lists all of the simplified history records for each multitask work order record, is grouped by
Asset ID and includes related tasks.
Multitask Work Order History with Component: Multitask work order history records including associated components.
Multitask Work Order Progress: Current status of each multitask work order record.
Multitask Work Order Progress History: Displays the complete progress history of each multitask work order record.
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Multitask Work Order by Location: All multitask work order records, sorted by current location.
Open Multitask Work Orders: All currently open multitask work orders.

Calibration Reports (8i Calibration only)
Calibration Due Listing (in Standard Reports): Sorted by Gage ID, this report details each gage that is due for calibration, its due date
and its calibration frequency. This report can be created automatically. Within Configuration -> Global Settings is an option to Enable
Auto Calibration Due Report. When this option is enabled, FaciliWorks will automatically generate this report each time you log in and
will ask if you would like to view the report. For more information on Global Settings, please see the FaciliWorks Administrator Guide.
Calibration Due Listing (in Enhanced Reports): This report is similar to the report above, but also includes gage type, calibrator, last
calibration date and the projected calibration schedule.
Calibration Due Listing by Due Date: Sorted by due date, this report details each gage that is due for calibration, its owner, calibrator,
last calibrated by, its due date and its calibration frequency.
Calibration Due Listing by Gage ID: Sorted by Gage ID, this report includes the same information as the standard calibration due
listing, plus gage type, calibrator, last calibrated by and calibration hours.
Calibration Failure Notice: This report provides a detailed sub-report for each gage that has failed calibration. It includes standards,
findings, before and after measurements, accuracy and the failure statement. The text of the failure statement is entered in the
Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Cal Options tab. For more information about Admin Settings, please see the FaciliWorks
Administrator Guide.
Calibration History: Details the calibration history of every gage.
Calibration Labels: Use this report function to view and print calibration labels that include Gage ID, description and date due.
FaciliWorks determines label length by the length of the bar code; it prints each label on the shortest length possible. Printing barcodes
requires the Maintenance Label Kit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1” x 1”
1” x 2”
1” x 3”
½” x 1”
½” x 2”
½” x 3”
¼” x 1”
¼” x 2”
¼” x 3”

Certificate of Calibration: This report provides a detailed sub-report for each gage that has passed calibration. It includes standards,
findings, before and after measurements, accuracy and the certification statement. The text of the certification statement is entered
in the Configuration -> Admin Settings -> Cal Options tab. For more information about Admin Settings, please see the FaciliWorks
Administrator Guide.
Gage Listing: Sorted by Gage ID, this report provides a list of all gages, their serial numbers, descriptions, types and current locations.
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Gage Listing by Gage ID: Sorted by Gage ID, this report provides a list of all gages, their serial numbers, descriptions, types, current
locations and calibration frequencies.
Gage Listing by Gage ID by Owner: Sorted by Gage ID and then by Owner, this report provides a list of all gages, their serial numbers,
descriptions, owners, next due dates, current locations and status.
Passed Calibration Electronic Signature: This report lists all calibration records in which the Calibration Status is set to Passed (even
if the Pass checkbox is not yet checked) and provides the details of each electronic signature affixed to each record.

Completed PM Reports
Completed PM Average Downtime: Sorted by Asset ID, this report lists each completed PM with total downtime and average
downtime.
Completed PM Electronic Signature: This report lists all completed PM records and provides the details of each electronic signature
affixed to each record.
Completed PM On-time Analysis: This report lists all completed PM records, noting whether or not the PM was completed on time and
how many days early or late each was completed.
Completed PMs with Labor Hours: This report lists each completed PM along with asset, task, priority, staff, craft code, actual hours
and done date information.

Completed Work Order Reports
Completed WO Downtime Average by WO Cause: This report lists each cause with cause count along with total and average
downtime.
Completed WO Electronic Signature: This report lists all completed WO records and provides the details of each electronic signature
affixed to each record.
Completed Work Order Staff Hours: This report lists each technician’s actual hours spent on completed work orders.

Open Work Order Reports
Open WO Summary: This report lists all open work orders along with asset, task, problem, cause, emergency priority and days open
information and whether or not the work order came from a service request.
Open Work Orders: Sorted by work order number, this report provides asset, task, cause, emergency priority, technician, downtime
and next date due information for every open work order.
Open Work Orders from Requests: Sorted by work order number, this report provides asset, task, emergency priority, technician,
downtime and next date due information for every open work order that came from a service request. Service request number is also
included.

Import/Export Reports
At the bottom of the Standard Reports list is Import/Export Reports. The functionality of this section is identical to that of
Configuration -> Import/Export Reports. Please see the Administrator Guide for instruction about importing and exporting reports.
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Chapter Twenty-one: Custom Report
Designer (CRD2)
All of the reports in FaciliWorks are editable. Labels and fields can be added, moved, resized or deleted. For example, the Work Order
report does not include the Asset Type field, but the report can be configured to add this field.
Before you start this process, it is recommended that you export the report that you will be changing to a file that can be accessed
if needed. This will save a copy of the original report for later use if you need it. See Importing and Exporting Reports in the
Administrator Guide for details.
Install CRD2.exe onto your Windows PC that also accesses FaciliWorks 8i. After installation, launch CRD2 and you are prompted for the
FaciliWorks 8i URL, Login Method selection, User ID and Password.

Click the Test button to ensure the information you entered is correct and then on the FaciliWorks Login window, click OK.
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The Custom Reports window appears, listing all Enhanced and Standard reports contained in you 8i system.
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Edit an Existing Report
In the Custom Reports list, click the report you would like to enhance or use as a template to start creating a new custom report and
then click the Edit button. The Report Editor window is displayed.

The section on the left is the Designer Canvas, used to design your report. Every item on the Designer Canvas is a Report Control.
The types of controls are shown on the toolbar at the top of the Report Editor. We will place a few of these controls on the canvas.
Controls can be added to any section of the report, including the field controls. To include a field in the report, select the field from the
Fields frame and drag it to the canvas as shown below. Recall that when a field is added to the report, FaciliWorks adds two controls: a
label control and a field control. The two controls may have identical names.

The Label Control is simply a label on the report. It can hold the title, column headers and report or page messages. In the case of a
label control for a field, the label control holds the label or identifier of the field. The label text in a label control can be modified.
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A Field Control is a placeholder for data populated from your database. The text in this control cannot be modified; in this example,
FaciliWorks searches your database for columns named Equip_ID. If you change this name, the program will not find the data needed
for the report and will either display a message that the data could not be found or present a report without data.
The placement of the controls will have a large impact on the outcome of your report design.
To add the Asset Type field to the report, first make room on the report canvas to position the field. In the example above, the Task
User 1 and Task User 2 fields will not be needed on this report. They can be removed.
To remove the unwanted fields, first select them. Both the labels and the placeholders need to be removed for both fields. To select all
fields to be removed, click the Task User 1 field. Then, while holding down the Shift key on your keyboard, click the remaining labels
and placeholders to be removed. When finished, release the Shift key. If the fields are not adjacent, use the Ctrl key instead of the Shift
key.

When you have selected all items to be removed, click the Delete key on your keyboard.
Now that you have created some space on your report, you can move the other fields to better position the Asset Type field. Suppose
you want the Asset Type field to display under the Asset Description field. First, select both the label and placeholders for the Cause,
Task Priority, Asset SN, Manual Location, Current Location and Storage Location fields (use the Shift key on your keyboard to
select multiple fields). Release the Shift key.
When you have selected all fields to be moved, roll the mouse pointer over the fields you have selected. The cursor will change to a
crosshair:
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Click the left mouse button and while holding the button down, drag the fields downward to leave space for the asset type field. When
the fields are placed where you want them, release the mouse button. You now have space for the Asset Type field.

When the Work Order report was created, a query was used to select information from the database. The fields available in this query
are listed in the Fields pane located to the right of the report canvas. Use the scroll bar to locate the Asset Type field. The name of this
field in the database is FS Type. Click the FS Type field to select it. Release the mouse button.

Click the FS Type field again with the left mouse button, and while holding down the button, drag the field onto the canvas and position
it under the Description placeholder. Release the mouse button.

The label and placeholder for the FS Type field are placed on the report. The label is underlined. You will need to rename this label to
match the other labels on the report. Click the FS Type label to select it.
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To the right of the report canvas under the fields list is the Property Toolbox. Change the label name by first locating the Text property
under the Data section of the toolbox.

Highlight FS Type. Enter Asset Type by overwriting the current text.

The label on your report has changed.

Now modify the font of your label to match the other labels on your report. First, click the label of the Asset Description (you will copy
the font properties of this label).
In the Property Toolbox, locate the Font property and click to highlight. Next, click the […] button to the right of this property.
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The Font property window opens, displaying the font, font style and size. Close the window.

Next, select the Asset Type label on your report. Click the Font property in the Property Toolbox and then click the button to open the
font property window. Change the properties to match the other labels. Remember to uncheck the Underline checkbox. When finished,
click OK and close the window.
Change the alignment of the label to match the other labels. Click the Alignment property and then click the alignment drop-down.
Select Right.

If you need to move the label to match alignment with the other labels, click the label and drag it to the left or right.

Repeat the steps to change the font of the placeholder to match other placeholders on your report. You are now ready to test the report
modifications.
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At the top of the report editor in the icon toolbars, click the Preview button.

The report displays with data from the database. Asset Type is now visible on the report.

If you need to make any other modifications, click the Design button on the report editor toolbar to switch back to design view.

Saving a Revised Report
After modifying the report, be sure to save it. To save the report, first make sure you are in Design View. Click the Save Report icon on
the tool bar or use the File menu drop-down and select Save.

Deleting a Report
To delete a report from your database (from within the CRD2 application), click a report name to highlight it and click Delete. A dialog
window will appear to confirm the deletion. Click OK to delete the report or click Cancel to keep the report.
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Creating a New Report
To create a new report, click the Add button in the Custom Reports window and the Report Editor window will open. Click the New
Report icon in the toolbar and the Select Report Template window will open:

The FaciliWorks report editor includes templates to help you build reports. If you have a label printer, using the most common label
formats will fast-track your label design. You may also use the Label Wizard to develop new label designs quickly. We will base this
discussion on a basic blank report and build as we move along.
To better understand the report editor canvas, we’ll start with a blank report and discuss various elements of the report editor. Click
Blank Report and click OK.
The editor is divided into four frames:
Fields: When connected to a database, all available fields will appear in this frame. You can then select any field and drag it to the
canvas.
Report Contents: This frame displays a tree diagram of the sections of your report design. Click any item to display its properties in the
Property Toolbox.
Property Toolbox: This frame lists the properties of the object currently selected in the Report Contents and Fields frames. The
properties displayed vary depending on the object selected.
Designer Canvas: The canvas is divided into the sections listed in the Report Contents frame: Page Header, Detail and Page Footer.
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Open a Data Source
Before creating a report, you must first connect to a data source. The fields for your report will come from this data source. On the
toolbar, click the Set SQL Source icon:
The Report Main SQL Entry window is displayed, with New SQL Source selected. This is the only way you can make a connection to a
data source; click OK to proceed.

The SQL Builder dialog box opens, giving you three types of queries from which to choose. Simple Query and Advanced Query use
a query wizard to guide you easily through the process. To use Direct-SQL Query, you must know the syntax used to create SQL
commands. The options are described in detail below. Click on one of the query types below to go to the instructions for that type.
Upon completion of that section, proceed to Creating the Custom Report Layout.
• Option 1: Simple Query
• Option 2: Advanced Query
• Option 3: Direct-SQL Query
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Option 1: Simple Query
Use this option if the data needed to create your report is coming from one table. Click the Simple Query radio button and then click
Next.

Selecting Report Fields
In the Select Report Fields window, identify the table to use as the data source. Use the drop-down list in the Tables field to select
from the list of all available tables in your database or type the table name directly into the field if you already know it.

When a table has been selected, the list of available fields for the table will appear in the Available Fields pane.
Click an Available Field name (or as many as you’d like), then click the selection buttons between the listing fields to move the
highlighted Available Fields to the Selected Fields pane on the right. Use the [>] or [<] buttons to move only selected fields to the
right or left, respectively. Use the [>>] or [<<] buttons to move all fields from one list to the other. To deselect a field name, click it
again.
The fields listed in the Selected Fields pane will appear on your report in the order in which they are listed. When you are satisfied with
your selections, click Next.
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Setting Sort Orders
Repeat the field selection process to select the fields that will define the sort order of your records for your report in the Set Sort Orders
window.
The Tables drop-down list will contain only the table chosen in the previous step – select that table. Then, use the selection buttons to
move the selected Available Fields to the Selected Fields pane. On the Sort Order drop-down menu, choose between Ascending or
Descending order.

At any time in this process, click Back to go back to the previous step.

When you are satisfied with your selections in this window, click Next.
You are now on the Finish screen. This window contains the actual SQL query statement that the program uses to retrieve the data
from the data source for your report. You can modify the query by editing the text in this window, if you know the right syntax for
creating SQL statements; however, if you do not do this correctly, an error message will appear. We recommend that users not edit the
SQL statement displayed in this window.
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Click the Next button to proceed to the Report Editor.

The fields selected in the previous steps are now visible in the Fields frame of the report editor. You can now move these fields onto the
Designer Canvas.
Proceed to Creating the Custom Report Layout.
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Option 2: Advanced Query
Use this option if the data for your report needs to be drawn from multiple tables. The tables in your database are linked together by a
common field, defining the structure of the database. It is through these links that data can be retrieved from multiple tables. It is very
important that you know the structure of your tables and the types of fields in these tables. You cannot link tables using two different
kinds of fields (e.g., a text field displaying the Asset ID number cannot be linked to a date field showing the maintenance date). These
linked fields will be common to both tables. If you are unsure about the database structure, ask your database administrator about the
properties of your tables.
In the Select Query Type window, click the Advance Query radio button and click Next.

Selecting Report Fields
In the Select Report Fields window, identify the tables to use as the data source. Use the drop-down list in the Tables field to select
from the list of all available tables in your database or type the table name directly into the field if you already know it.
When a table has been selected, the list of available fields for the table will appear in the Available Fields pane.
Click an Available Field name (or as many as you’d like), then click the selection buttons between the listing fields to move the
highlighted Available Fields to the Selected Fields pane on the right. Use the [>] or [<] buttons to move only selected fields to the
right or left, respectively. Use the [>>] or [<<] buttons to move all fields from one list to the other. To deselect a field name, click it again.
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The fields listed in the Selected Fields pane will appear on your report in the order in which they are listed. When you are satisfied with
your selections for the first table, select the next table from the database and then select the fields from the second table.

In the example above, PartNo and Description were selected from the Part_Master table and FSName was selected from the
Supplier_Master table. The two tables are linked by the common field SupplierKey, which is not one of the fields selected to appear
on the report. Fields used to link tables need not be included in the Selected Fields list. Click Next when you are finished with your
table selection.

Defining Table Links
After selecting your report fields from multiple tables, you now identify the link or links between the tables so that information can be
retrieved from the database. Identify these links by specifying the tables and the fields that will be linked and the type of link to use.
Tables are linked through their common field (it is not necessary that the fields have the same name; it is only necessary that they be of
the same type: e.g. both are text fields or both are numeric fields with two decimal places).
Use the Table 1 drop-down list to select the first table. Then select the field that is common between the two tables. Next, use the Table 2
drop-down list to select the second table and then select the field that is common between the two tables.
In the example, tables 1 & 2 have SupplierKey in common.
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Next, identify the relationship between the two tables. Click the […] button to display the Join Properties window.

Three relationship options are available to link/join the tables. Make your selection and click OK. The Join Properties window will
automatically close.
To commit the entries that you have made in the Define Table Links window, click the Add button. Your selections will be placed in the
table in the Defined Links pane.

Click Next.
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Setting Sort Orders
To set the order or arrangement of data in your report, choose a table from the Tables drop-down list, then select the field(s) from that
table to determine the sort order of your data. Click the [>] button to add a selected field to the Selected Fields pane. Then, if desired,
choose another table from the list and select additional fields. You are not limited to one table and one field since you are dealing with
multiple tables. If no sort order is required, leave all fields blank.

When you are satisfied with your selection(s), click Next to view the SQL statement.

The SQL Statement
This window contains the actual SQL query statement that the program uses to retrieve the data from the data source for your report.
You can modify the query by editing the text in this window if you know the right syntax for creating SQL statements; however, if you do
not do this correctly, an error message will appear. We recommend that users not edit the SQL statement displayed in this window.

Click Finish to proceed to proceed to the Report Editor.
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The selected fields are now visible in the Fields frame of the editor. You can now move these fields onto the Designer Canvas.

Proceed to Creating the Custom Report Layout.

Option 3: Direct-SQL Query
Advanced users who know the full syntax for creating SQL statements can enter the SQL statement directly using this query option. The
basics for creating SQL statements are included here to help you get started.
In the Select Query Type window, select the Direct-SQL Query radio button and click Next.
The Report Editor uses the Microsoft Jet database engine, a database management system that stores data in and retrieves data from
user and system databases. The Microsoft Jet database engine can be thought of as a data manager component with which other data
access systems, such as Microsoft Access and Visual Basic, are built.
The SELECT statement is used to query the database. A brief syntax explanation is shown below. It instructs the Microsoft Jet database
engine to return information from the database as a set of records.
SELECT [predicate] { * | table.* | [table.]field1 [AS alias1] [, [table.]field2 [AS alias2] [, ...]]}
FROM tableexpression [, ...] [IN externaldatabase]
[WHERE... ]
[GROUP BY... ]
[HAVING... ]
[ORDER BY... ]
[WITH OWNERACCESS OPTION]
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The following list describes the components of the SELECT statement:
Predicate: One of the following predicates: ALL, DISTINCT, DISTINCTROW or TOP. Use the predicate to restrict the number of records
returned; if none is specified, the default is ALL.
* : Specifies that all fields from the specified table or tables are selected.
Table: The name of the table containing the fields from which records are selected.
Field1, Field2: The names of the fields containing the data you want to retrieve. If you include more than one field, they are retrieved in
the order listed.
Alias1, Alias2: The names used as column headers instead of the original column names in the table.
Tableexpression: The name of the table or tables containing the data you want to retrieve.
Externaldatabase: The name of the database containing the tables in tableexpression, if they are not in the current database.
To perform this operation, the Microsoft Jet database engine searches the specified table or tables, extracts the chosen columns,
selects rows that meet the criteria and sorts or groups the resulting rows into the order specified. The minimum syntax for a SELECT
statement is:
SELECT fields
FROM table
An asterisk (*) is used to select all fields in a table. The following example selects all of the fields in the Suppliers table:
SELECT * FROM Suppliers;
If a field name is included in more than one table in the FROM clause, precede it with the table name and the dot (.) operator. In the
following example, the Department field is in both the Employees table and the Supervisors table; it is the common field used to link
both tables. The SQL statement selects department from the Employees table and supervisor name from the Supervisors table:
SELECT Employees.Department, Supervisors.SupvName
FROM Employees INNER JOIN Supervisors
WHERE Employees.Department = Supervisors.Department;
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Creating the Custom Report Layout
Now that you have provided a source for your report, you can start creating your layout. Recall that the Fields frame is no longer empty; it
now contains a list of fields from the source data that you can drag and drop onto your report canvas.

Click and drag a field name from the Fields pane onto the canvas.
You can drag as many fields as you want onto your canvas, but remember that the canvas working area is the actual edge-to-edge size
of your printing paper. Also, the top of the Page Header and the bottom of the Page Footer mark the upper and lower edges of your
paper. You can move the markers on the ruler bar to your desired edge margin; this will be marked by the dotted line running from the
top to the bottom of the page.
When you drag a field to the canvas, not only is the data field placed on the canvas, but also a label for the field. Both of these are
called controls. To see which control is the data field and which control is the label, click the control to select it and then view its
properties in the Property Toolbox.
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The data field name represents the name of the column in the database that stores the data. If you modify this name, the database will
not find the data you are requesting; therefore, do not modify the name of the data field.
The basic report format has three sections: Page Header, Details and Page Footer. The Header and Footer information is repeated on
each page of the report while Details contains the body of the report. Labels are typically placed in a Header section; database fields
typically reside in the Details section.

Grouping Data
Some reports require grouping of data – common record information is printed on one row and the rows below include other related
details of the records. For example, in creating a report on tasks performed on assets, a group header would contain the Asset ID
number and the rows beneath would list the types of tasks performed on the asset.
To create a group, right-click anywhere on the Designer Canvas and select Insert Group Header/Footer from the pop-up menu.

You can also use the Insert menu from the Main Menu bar and select Insert Group Header/Footer.
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A new Group Header and a corresponding Group Footer appear on the canvas.

The name and other properties of the group can be changed in the Property Toolbox after selecting the data field by which you will
group the data. If you know the name of the field, you can type it directly into the field or choose from the drop-down list of available
fields. It is also advisable to change the Group Header name and the corresponding Group Footer name to the name of the field on
which you have grouped the data. This change will be reflected in the header and footer names on the canvas. You can add as many
groups as you’d like.
To add a field to your group, just drag and drop the field from the Fields frame. Make sure that you include the field defining the group.
You can drag and drop as many fields as you can fit into the Detail section of your report. You can keep them in a single row or make
multiple rows for each record.

Changing Row Height
You can modify the row height by dragging the button to the left of the row header up or down.

You can also directly change the row height by entering a value in the Height property in the Property Toolbox.
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A third way of resizing the row height is by putting the cursor on the bottom of the row you wish to resize. The cursor will change to a
double-ended arrow. Drag up or down.

Report Settings
The Report Settings window is used to set page setup, printer settings, grid settings and styles for your reports. From the main icon
bar, click the following icon to open the Report Settings window:

Page Setup
The margin is the non-printing area outside the main body of your report; by default, margins in the report editor are set to 0.3” on
each side. If you prefer a wider or narrower margin, click on the up or down arrow within the margin field(s). Clicking on the up arrow
will add 0.1” to the width of the margin; clicking on the down arrow will subtract that amount from the width of the margin. You may also
enter a value manually; if you want a ½” bottom margin, for instance, enter 0.5 in the Bottom Margin field.
The gutter is an additional area you can add to your inside margin width, increasing the non-printing area of your document. If you
expect to print reports that will be bound in a ring binder, you might want to add a gutter of ¼” to ½” to allow for holes to be punched.
Click on the up or down arrows to increment this value by 0.1” or enter a value manually as desired. If you are printing on the front and
the back of a page and your left and right margins are different (or if you have added a gutter to your pages), you will probably want to
check the Mirror Margins checkbox. Checking this box automatically sets your margins so that the inside margins of facing pages are
the same, and the outside margins as well, just as if they were reflected in a mirror. (When you check this box, the margin display
changes from a single right-hand page to two facing pages with mirrored margins.)
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Printer Settings
By default, the program follows the default settings of the printer. These settings can be found in the Properties setting of the printer in
the Windows printer setup. For your convenience, we have added a facility within the report editor to modify these settings to suit your
report. To access these settings, click the Printer Settings icon in the Report Settings window.

Styles
Use this window to appropriately and uniformly style the type in your reports. Four basic styles are included for your convenience:
Normal, Heading1, Heading2 and Heading3. Each of these styles has different attributes according to how it might be used in a
document; for instance, the Heading styles are all bold for emphasis, while the Normal style is plain rather than bold and of a suitable
size for body text on a page.
Use the controls in the right-hand pane of the Styles window to modify the font, size, color or alignment of a style. Create new styles by
clicking the New button under the list of styles.
Note: New styles or modifications to existing styles in a given report appear only in that report.

To apply a text style to an element in the Designer Canvas, select the element, then choose the desired style from the drop-down list at
the top left of the window, just above the ruler.
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Global Settings
The tiny dots that are evenly distributed over the canvas make up the grid, which is intended to give you guidance in the design and
layout of your report. The dots will not appear on your printed report. The spacing of the dots in rows and columns is defined within
Global Settings. By default, there are 16 dots to an inch, both horizontally and vertically.

By default, the Show Grid checkbox is checked. Uncheck this box to hide the grid. Check the Align Controls to Grid checkbox if you
want the elements on the Designer Canvas to snap to the grid.
Note: Sometimes you may want to uncheck this option to position elements more closely together than your grid will allow.
Use the Ruler Units drop-down list to specify inches or centimeters as you prefer.
Use the Grid Columns and Grid Rows fields to specify the number of dots per ruler unit.
Note: If you change your grid unit to centimeters, you may want to reduce the number of dots per ruler unit to 10 or even 5 to keep
your canvas from being overcrowded with grid dots.
When you are satisfied with all choices made within the Report Settings window, click OK.
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Completing Your Report Layout
Every report must have a page header and footer. The page header usually contains the report title and the titles of the columns. The
footer usually contains the page number. You can create titles using the label button; the report editor also includes buttons that generate
automatic page numbers and a date-time stamp. Click the desired button. A field containing the pertinent information will appear on the
Designer Canvas; drag it wherever you want that information to appear.

To create the field for the report title, for example, click the Create New Label Field icon. Then, on the canvas, click and drag a box
shape; this dictates the size and position of the label field, both of which can be modified at any time.
With your new field selected, look at the Data section of the Property Toolbox (shown above). In the Text field, type the words to
appear in your new field.
Now, look at the Font section of the Property Toolbox (shown above). Click the […] button and a formatting window will open, allowing
you to specify font style, weight, etc.
To change a property such as font style in several elements at the same time, select them by clicking your mouse and dragging across
the items or click on the items one at a time while holding down the CTRL key. Then change the formatting as you wish.
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Sub-Reports
A sub-report is a report within a report; each sub-report pertains to a record in the main report. Sub-reports are very handy when you
want to include details in your report but cannot include additional tables for the details in the main SQL statement.
A great deal of planning is needed when building reports and considering the addition of sub-reports. Sometimes you can include the
data in your master data source (SQL Query) and just create sub-groups for this data. However, when your report format requires large
amounts of detail, sub-reports can be designed separately and then linked to your main report.
Link fields are very critical. They must be of the same type – they may not have the same name but should have the same type of
content. However, here we have made sure that fields of the same name have the same type of data. Also, primary key fields (common
fields with unique values, used to link tables) must have the same kind of content.
Sub-reports are designed in a separate Designer Canvas and then linked to the main report document. You must make sure that the subreport has at least one field in common with the main report to which it is linked (contents and type). The advantage of sub-reports is that
they are designed only once and can be used repeatedly in different reports.

Creating a Sub-report
Create a new blank report. Remove the page header and footer; they are not needed in a sub-report. To do this, select the header title
bar, right-click and choose Delete Section from the pop-up menu that appears. Only the Details section will remain; this is where the
fields for the content of the report will be placed.
Now you need a group heading. The data field you use for this heading should be the field that you use to link with the master report.
It is not necessary to reflect the content of the data field in the heading but you must make sure to set the DataField in the Property
Toolbox into the link field.
You can add more groups to this report, but make sure that the topmost group contains the link field.
When you are finished, save the sub-report with an appropriate name. We suggest that you indicate within the name that this is a subreport, since it will not have its own page header.

Adding a Sub-report to a Main Report
To add a sub-report, click the Sub-report button on the button toolbar, then click and drag the cursor across the canvas to create a
rectangle which will contain your sub-report.

Now that you have created a container for your sub-report, you must edit the link to the sub-report you created earlier. Click the Edit
Sub-Report Link button to open the Sub-report Custom Properties window.
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1. First, define the Report Source or select the name of the pre-defined sub-report from the drop-down list.

After selecting the source, you will be able to view the SQL statement that opens the data source of the report. You must
now create the link filter to connect the sub-report to the main report.
2. Use the Sub-report Fields drop-down list to select a field from the sub-report to which to link. If more than one table in the
data source contains this field, you must specify the table name in the Table (Optional) field.
3. Select the Operator to use in comparing the fields.
4. Indicate the Value to which you want to filter. You have 3 choices for this:
• A specified fixed value.
• Link to the current field value of the master report.
• An external criterion is indicated by the contents of a field in the sub-report.
5. Add the criteria to the list by clicking the Add button.
6. If you need more than one criterion, repeat these steps using a statement connector. The default is AND. To use OR, click
the OR button before creating another criterion.
7. When you are finished, click OK. To discard, click Cancel.

The fields and buttons of the Sub-Report Custom Properties window are described here:
Report Source: This is a drop-down list of all available reports. Select a sub-report from the list.
SQL: The SQL statement used in opening the data source of your sub-report. This is a non-editable field and is provided here so you
can immediately see the tables and fields that are used in your sub-report. This is particularly helpful in finding out if the field you need
to use for the link is contained in only one table or more than one.
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Refresh: Refreshes the SQL screen.
Table (Optional): If your link field is contained in more than one table in your source, you must specify the table to use for your field. If
only one source table uses this field, you may leave the Table field blank.
Sub-report Fields: The name of the link field from your sub-report.
Operator: The operator for comparing the link field to a value.
Value: You have three choices for filter value:
• Fixed value – your report will be limited to only the value.
• Field – this drop-down list is taken from all the available fields of your master report.
• External – a value you create that is not included in the database, i.e. totals.
Add, Remove & Clear: Click the Add button to add a criterion. Select a criterion from the list and click Remove to delete the selected
criterion. The Clear button deletes all criteria.
OR: By default, criteria are linked with the AND connector. To use OR instead of AND, click OR before adding a criterion.
OK: Click OK to apply the changes you have made to your criteria.
Cancel: Click Cancel to discard the changes you have made to your criteria.
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Chapter Twenty-two: Graphs
FaciliWorks’ graphs permit you view information in several different formats. These features allow you to see comparisons and trends
regarding asset downtime, inventory value, and maintenance hours required or expended and estimated or expended costs. All of these
graphs can be viewed on-screen, printed or emailed.
From the Main Menu, click Graphs. A list of graph categories will appear. Click a graph category and beneath it, a list of graph titles will
appear. Click the desired graph title.

Graph Filters
As with reports, the selection of a graph will open a filter that allows you to define the group of records you want to analyze. These filters
work in the same way as the report filters, allowing you to create specific representations of your maintenance costs and activities.
The filter options will vary depending on the graph you’ve chosen to view. You can filter by date, Asset ID, Task ID, Asset Type, Current
Location, Description, Staff ID, etc. To view all records within your chosen graph, leave all filter fields blank. Use the Clear Filter button
to clear all field contents.

When you’re ready to view your graph, click the Graph button.
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Graph Styles
Now that you can see your graph, select a style from the Graph Style drop-down list:
• Horizontal - horizontal bar graph
• Vertical - vertical bar graph
• Line - single line graph
• Area - area representation graph of a series of points

Click the 3D checkbox to view a three-dimensional graph. Click the Gradient checkbox to see your graph on a gradient background;
uncheck this box for a white background.
Some graph options will generate multiple graphs, such as Staff Performance Comparison, i.e., one graph per staff member. Use the
record navigation bar to view all generated graphs.

Printing and Emailing Graphs
Click Preview to see a print preview of your graph in a separate window. From that window, you can print your graph (or print to a file in
order to email). Close the preview window to return to FaciliWorks.
Click Close to close the graph and return to the filter.
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Graph Titles, Descriptions and Special Filtering Options
Asset Graph
Asset Downtime: This graph shows the downtime for a single asset and a corresponding task for a specified time period. Filter
by either the date of creation or date of completion of the applicable work orders. Use this graph to determine whether an asset’s
downtime for a particular task has increased or decreased during the specified time period. If the filter finds two or more records that fit
your filter criteria, you’ll see individual graphs for each asset and task matching the criteria.

Asset Cost Graphs
Asset Costs by Type: Shows cumulative costs. If you update your asset records with current replacement costs, this graph will give you
an accurate summary of original and replacement costs by asset type.
Asset Costs within Type: Original and replacement costs for assets, sorted by type.
Asset Fuel Cost: Charts the fuel costs of your asset over a period of time. You can filter for a single asset or leave the filter blank to view
costs for all assets.
Asset Fuel Distance per Unit: Shows fuel consumption for specified units on the day it was consumed.
Asset Oil Cost: Charts the oil costs of your asset over a period of time. You can filter for a single asset or leave the filter blank to view
costs for all assets.
Asset Tire Cost: Shows tire consumption over a period of time.
Asset Oil Distance per Unit: Shows oil consumption for specified units on the day it was consumed.
Asset Tire Distance per Unit: Tire consumption for specified units on the day it was consumed.
Asset Other Cost: Other costs (costs aside from fuel, oil and tires) over a period of time.
Asset Other Distance per Unit: Shows other consumption for specified units on the day it was consumed.

Work Order Graphs
Work Order Cost: Compares labor, contract, part and total costs filtered by date, asset, task, technician or location. FaciliWorks creates
a separate work order cost graph for every Asset ID and Task ID that meets the selected criteria for easy comparison. Generate the
same set of graphs twice, once with emergency work orders and once with non-emergency work orders to compare the difference in
cost.
Asset Work Order Length: Compares estimated and actual task time. FaciliWorks creates a separate graph for each Asset ID and Task
ID that meets the selected criteria for easy comparison.
Work Order Length by Technician: Shows the total amount of time each technician spent on work orders during a specific time period.
You can filter for a time period of work order creation or completion. Leave the Staff ID field blank to see a separate graph for each
technician who performed a work order during the specified date range.
Work Order Schedule: For any time period you select, this graph shows all work orders that are due, whether they are scheduled,
unscheduled or service requests. Frequent viewing of this graph alerts you to excessive unscheduled maintenance or service requests.
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Cost Center Total Downtime: Charts each cost center’s total downtime. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset
description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Cost Center Average Downtime: Shows each cost center’s average downtime. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type,
cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Cost Center Downtime Comparison: Compares each cost center’s total downtime, average downtime and total number of work orders.
You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and
scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Asset Type Total Downtime: Shows total downtime for each asset type. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset
description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Asset Type Average Downtime: Shows average downtime for each asset type. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type,
cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Asset Type Downtime Comparison: Compares total downtime for each asset type, average downtime and total number of work orders.
You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and
scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Work Order Cause Total Downtime: Shows total downtime for each work order cause. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID,
type, cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Work Order Cause Average Downtime: Shows average downtime for each work order cause. You can filter by date range, asset or task
ID, type, cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Work Order Cause Downtime Comparison: Compares total downtime for each work order cause, average downtime and total number
of work orders. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order
status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Technician Total Downtime: Shows total downtime for each technician. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset
description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Technician Average Downtime: Average downtime for each technician. You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset
description, location, technician, emergency work order status and scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Technician Downtime Comparison: Compares total downtime for each technician, average downtime and total number of work orders.
You can filter by date range, asset or task ID, type, cause, asset description, location, technician, emergency work order status and
scheduled and/or unscheduled status.
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled: Compare scheduled work orders and unscheduled work orders by asset. The graph on the left shows
the total quantity of work orders; the graph on the right shows work orders by percentage. Each asset is represented by its own set of
graphs. Use the record navigation bar to advance through the graph sets.

Preventative Maintenance Graphs
Preventative Maintenance Cost: Displays the cost of labor, contract, parts and the total cost incurred to complete a preventative
maintenance order.
Preventative Maintenance Work Length: This is a graphical representation of completed PM work length with regard to actual time
and expected time. Data can also be categorized by technician.
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Preventative Maintenance Work Length by Technician: Graphical representation of completed PM work length with regard to the
technician who performed the preventative maintenance work.
Preventative Maintenance List: This provides a list of all PMs categorized by asset type.
Preventative Maintenance Average Downtime: Displays work orders, total downtime and average downtime with regard to an asset or
task.
Preventative Maintenance Labor Hours: Shows total labor hours for all completed PMs.
Preventative Maintenance Cause Average Downtime: All assets’ downtime hours grouped by cause.
Preventative Maintenance by Type: Shows all PMs by asset type.
Preventative Maintenance Asset Type by Current Location: All asset types with PMs grouped by current location of the asset.

Part Graphs
Inventory Value by Category: Compares the inventory value of part categories. Filter to graph a single category or leave the filter blank
to look at all categories. Ten categories are shown per graph; advance through all graphs using the record navigation bar.
Purchase Orders by Supplier: Compare the costs of received and backordered parts for a particular period of time. You can compare
parts purchased during the current and previous months or during the same month one year ago. You can choose to see only received
parts, parts you haven’t received or both. FaciliWorks creates a separate graph for each supplier.
Purchase Orders by Part: Shows information about a particular part that is supplied by more than one supplier. You can compare
current and previous costs for the same part for different time periods to determine cyclical requirements, increased usage or increased
cost.
Frequent use of this graph can alert you to excessive backorders that can affect your business. Each part has its own graph showing
the amount spent on each part during the time indicated. You can filter the data by Ordered By or Approved By criteria, by supplier
code or by parts received.

Staff Graphs
Staff Performance: Compares the amount of time that different employees spent on the same task during the same time period. You
can also compare how much time the same task took for different assets. Compare emergency work order time by Asset ID, Task ID or
employee.
Craft Performance: Shows craft performance comparisons for a period of time.
Staff Performance Comparison: Use this graph to compare employee performance; generate graphs for more than one employee for
the same Asset ID, Task ID and time frame.

Variable Graphs
Variable History by Task: Shows the history of a selected variable; a separate graph is generated for each asset and each task. You
can then see asset trends and predict when readings will be out of tolerance.
Variable History by Variable: Use this graph to track the history of a selected variable as it applies to all assets and tasks. You can see
trends and overall reliability and decide if changes need to be made to improve reliability.
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It gets even better.
Further streamline your workflow, improve productivity and reduce costs with any or all of these additional
FaciliWorks products. Contact us today to place your order.
FaciliWorks 8i Mobile provides an extra layer of flexibility by allowing technicians to access, edit and close
out PMs and work orders and enter meter readings on a mobile device as the work is being performed, eliminating
redundancy, minimizing errors and saving time and effort. With smart filters, simplified menus and data summaries,
a technician can filter for records by pertinent criteria and access the necessary associated task, labor, part, tool,
contractor, procedure and checklist details and even create work orders on the fly.

The FaciliWorks Maintenance Label Kit lets you create highly durable, laminated, bar-coded labels
for all of your equipment directly out of FaciliWorks. This compact Brother® printer (PT-P900W desktop or PT-P950NW
network) comes with cables, design software and a starter label cartridge; the harsh-environment labels are available in a
variety of sizes and colors. Use this label kit to print highly durable, laminated labels for all of your equipment.

The FaciliWorks Web Service Request Module allows an unlimited number of users in various locations
to quickly create and submit service requests to a central maintenance department, eliminating time-consuming phone
calls and written requests, while providing centralized documentation of every service request and its outcome. Once a
request is submitted, it is automatically routed to FaciliWorks to be viewed by the maintenance manager who can then
delete it or approve it and convert it into a work order. FaciliWorks can be configured to send automatic emails to needto-know personnel at each step of the process and the maintenance manager can monitor the status of the requests and
work orders from the FaciliWorks Dashboard.

TaskPro and SafetyPro are fully customizable, comprehensive procedure databases that install directly into
FaciliWorks to save you the time and trouble of creating the procedures yourself. TaskPro is comprised of maintenance
procedures covering 250 different topics related to facility and equipment maintenance. SafetyPro is comprised of stepby-step safety checklists to assist with OSHA compliance, covering 40 different topics including fire protection, stairs
and stairways, hand tools and just about anything else you might need.
FaciliWorks 8i Calibration: Two Powerful Products. One Ground-breaking System.
FaciliWorks 8i Calibration combines all of the benefits of FaciliWorks 8i with the power of our GAGEtrak® software, the world’s
leading calibration management software, to deliver an all-in-one enterprise asset management server solution. FaciliWorks
8i Calibration includes all of the CMMS functionality plus gage entry, calibration scheduling, tracking of gage locations,
retrieval of calibration records, production of calibration certificates and the ability to track the as-found condition of gages.
Manage your maintenance and calibrations with FaciliWorks 8i Calibration.

The FaciliWorks 8i Validation Kit helps you establish and document FDA validation of FaciliWorks. It includes
a guide which serves as the basis by which the software is validated and a sample validation database. And, because
FaciliWorks can incorporate calibration management, the corresponding Validation Kit supports both CMMS and
calibration to meet requirements for single-track validation. Our on-site validation services streamline the process even
further, guaranteeing documentation accuracy and minimizing downtime.

1-800-776-3090

+1 (480) 295-3465
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